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WEEKLY REVIEW

Ministers threaten to oppose

PRIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
and Finance Minister Dan Meridor are to
Presenc.^5e cabinet today with details of
an additional NIS 1.8 billion cut -to the
1997 budget. The plans reportedly do not
include a tax increase.

Tbe cut is in addition to the NIS 4.9b.
cut proposed

.
in July, which hac already

passed its first reading in tbe Knesset The
size of the additional cut was confirmed
late last night by sources in the Prime
Minister's Office. The proposals have
already met with opposition and threats of
resignation from ministers.

The cabinet is scheduled to meet this
morning to discuss the size - and agree on
the disposition — of the additional cul
Last night Netanyafiu and Meridor

extra NIS 1.8b. budget cut
appealed to their cabinet colleagues,
coalition members, and all MKs to accept
the recommendations, on a simultaneous
live broadcast on both prime-time televi-

sion news programs.
While not revealing the contents of the

package, Netanyahu said there would be
no further cut to the defense budget, the
long-scbool day, or to development towns
along tbe confrontation line.

The prime minister also praised Meridor
for having tried his utmost not to let the
proposed cuts harm the weaker strata of
society. In recent days Meridor has rushed
from one meeting to another with minis-
ters and coalition MKs in an attempt to

persuade them of the need to implement
the new cul

DAVID HARRIS

While the initial NIS 4.9b. cur passed its

first reading in the Knesset, coalition MKs
from various parties have said they will

not support the bill's final readings -
which must take place before December

Sharon to Treasury:
Hands off our money

Page 32

31 - unless certain changes are made, par-

ticularly in die social budget.

Industry and Trade Minister Natan
Sharansky and Immigration and
Absorption Minister Yuli Edelstein met
with Meridor to push their call for the cuts

not to be leveled against housing for new
immigrants. The two were all smiles when
they emerged last night from their meet-
ing.

“We had severaJ days of very intensive

negotiations, but we got what we wanted
for the immigrants,*' Sharansky said,

referring to the coalition agreements on
helping" immigrants in the weaker eco-

nomic sectors.The faction had threatened

to withhold support for the budget unless

these coalition promises were mcL
“Instead of the NIS 140 million of the

first reading - less than under the previous

government - we will getNIS 200 million

for [immigrant hostels]. There will be
coordination between the Absorption and
Housing ministries on how this money

will be spent, and we will have a say as to
whether it is to be used for rental housing
or what...We expect to solve 3,000 hous-
ing problems in the coming fiscal year."
he said.

Sharansky said his faction's second
demand was also met: The government
will earmark a sum of NTS 1 2m. towards
helping immigrant scientists.

Meridor and Netanyahu spent the after-
noon trying to reach a final decision on
the cuts. Later they met with Education
Minister ZevuJun Hammer, who later
threatened to resign if the education bud-
get were cul
"If it becomes clear that the meaning of

the cut is that children come home early

(Continued on Page 9)

Sharansky:
No change
on Reform,
Conservative
conversion
abroad
HAIM SHAPIRO

INDUSTRY and Trade Minister
Natan Sharansky said yesterday he
opposes any change that would
disqualify Reform and
Conservative conversions to
Judaism abroad - but he also
opposes legitimizing such conver-
sions in Israel.

Sharansky, who has been chosen
by the government to explain its

position on the proposed conver-
sion law, said that in fact the gov-
ernment as yet has no position. He

.

added that the. government could
take a stand winch he personally

would oppose.
'

Sharansky said the founders of
the state had purposely left unclear

a number of issues that could be
divisive. This was true, he said, of
tbe Law of Return, which consti-

tuted a compromise that recog-

nized Reform and Conservative

conversions perform6d abroad,

but did not recognize such conver-

sions in Israel.

By petitioning the High Court,

which had given a degree of

recognition to non-Ortbodox con-

versions performed in Israel, he

said, the Reform and Conservative

movements had endangered the

status quo. By giving the Chief

Rabbinate authority to authorize

conversions in Israel, tbe legisla-

tors were adding an official stamp

to an existing condition; a step

which Sharansky said he regrets,

but considers necessary after the

High Court ruling.

Sharansky said the proposed
legislation - which would also

affect conversions performed

abroad - had been submitted pri-

vately by Agudat Yisrael and Shas

and has no chance of passing in

the Knesset
“I am against it and YLsraeli

Ba’atiya is against it" he said.

However, he added, the govern-

ment had failed in making this

clear to Diaspora Jewry. Of the

hundreds of letters he had

received, hardly any showed

understanding of the situation, he

said. It was a mistake, be said, that

the ministers had not met with

Reform and Conservative rabbis,

and this would be corrected. In

fact, he added, the first such meet-

ing with Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu is to take place m
February.

As for the present situation

regarding conversion to Judaism

in Israel, Sharansky said he favors

a more liberal and less bureaucrat-

ic approach, but that such conver-

(Continned on Page 9)

Eitan: Syrian
threats are empty

DAVID RUDGE and news agencies

A border policeman prepares to admit Moslem worshipers to Hebron's Machpela Cave yesterday for special prayers commem-
orating Mohammed’s ascent to heaven. The site was closed to Jews for the day, bat will open again to both Jews and Moslems
this morning. '(Renter)

Abington hopes Washington
locument will lead to summit
DAVID MAKOVSKY

and ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

US »nd Palestinian officials held

. another round of discussions in

Gaza last night to decide ifa three-

page. document drafted
_

in

Washington could be the basis of

proposals that could be put before

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu today, and perhaps

lead to a summit between the pre-

mier and Yasser Arafat.

US consul-general Edward
Abington last night held his third

meeting with Arafat' in the last

four days to obtain approval for

the document, which is a distilla-

tion of Palestinian ideas on

Hebron based on private conver-

sations. It was drafted by US
special Middle East peace coor-

dinator Dennis Ross and

Egyptian national security advis-

er Osama d-Baz in Washington

during the last few days, US offi-

cials say. •

.

Egypt has been counseling the

Palestinian delegation throughout

the Hebron talks, and both Arafat

and top Palestinian negotiator

Saeb Erekat were in Cairo this

weekend.
“This is not a document of

American ideas, but is based on
Palestinian ideas. Once the

Palestinians sign off on this, it can
then be brought to Prime Minister

Netanyahu and there could then be

a basis for a summit,” a US offi-

cial said yesterday.

US officials believe direct talks

between Erekai and Netanyahu
advisor Yitzhak Molcho have ran

their course, and now the top lead-

ers must make decisions.

There were reports yesterday

that the Palestinians no longer are

insisting upon unrestricted use of

rifles by PA security forces in the

parts of Hebron that they control.

Israel fears that rifles will be used

for sniping at Jewish settlers and

prefers the security forces be
armed only with guns that have
short ranges.

Tbe three-page document also is

believed to include Palestinian

insistence that Israel free prisoners

and set dates for three future pull-

backs stipulated in the Oslo n
accord. Finally, the document calls

for a date for the talks on the final

disposition of tbe territories.

Netanyahu is ready to have those
talks begin in the coining weeks.

It’s unclear if the issue of pris-

oners and further redeployments

would be settled before the sum-
mit or only when tbe two leaders

meet.

A leading Palestinian negotiator

said he hopes a deal might be
struck within the next two weeks.
Mahmoud Abbas told Reuter yes-

terday, “If things move ahead, we
expect a deal before Christmas.

But right now, I can’t say if we
have made progress or not."

The IDF denied it had begun

opening tbe contested Shuhada

Street in Hebron, saying that the

removal of cement barners from

the street yesterday was done for

safety reasons. It said the old

blocks were replaced with new,
band plastic barriers.

“The traffic regulations and the

blockades in effect on the street

have not been changed," an IDF
spokesman said.

The street has been closed to

Palestinians since the 1994 mas-
sacre of 29 Moslem worshipers in

Hebron by Baruch Goldstein. IDF
troops maintain two roadblocks to

' stop Palestinian movement down
the street, which passes one of the

Jewish enclaves in the city.

Reopening Shuhada has been a

key demand by the PA as part of
the IDF's redeployment in

Hebron.
Prior to the IDF statement. PA

Minister Ali Kawasmeh said:

“This is one step in the reopening
of the streeL The Palestinians have
stressed that without reopening it,

we can't sign any protocol on
Hebron."
A PA official, speaking on con-

dition of anonymity, told Reuter

that Israel had informed the PA on

Saturday night that Shuhada
would gradually be reopened,
starting with the removal of tbe

cement blocks.

AGRICULTURE and
Environment Minister Rafael
Eitan yesterday played down
threats from Syria, saying they
were the sounds “of a chicken
squawking in the grass while look-

ing for a seed.”

“In tbe framework of the pres-

sures by the Arab world to try and
force Israel into steps it has refused

to take so far, the Syrians have
taken various measures and publi-

cized them," Eitan said. “This has
been dote in order to attract the

attention of tbe West and force ir to

put pressure on Israel, out of con-
cern that there could be a confla-

gration here.

“From what I know about these

things, Syria alone could not allow
itself to create such a conflagra-

tion. Thai’s why I think itsjust part

of their psychological war."

Eitan said tbe movements of
Syrian troops and equipment
inside Syria and neighboring
Lebanon were being used as a
form of intimidation.

"They have quickly understood
that this does not frighten us, and
they dropped it all," he said.

Eitan said there was a similarity

between the noises coming from
Syria and those "of a chicken
squawking in the grass while look-

ing for a seed. If anybody warned
to initiate a violent step, such as a
war of one kind or another, they
would not take steps openly. They
would do them surreptitiously in

older to have the surprise elemern.

“Do they think they can make a

surprise when they carry out these

steps virtually openly? That’s why
I relate to these measures as a psy-

chological war rather than real

intentions.”

Eitan spoke to The Jerusalem

Post during a visit by Tsomet
Knesset members and party
activists to the Golan Heights yes-
terday in a gesture of solidarity

with residents there.

Eitan said Tsomet would support
attempts to pass a bill in the

Knesset to strengthen the existing

Golan law. Under the proposals, a
clear majority would be required

in ihe Knesset and in a public ref-

erendum if there were to be any
change in the region's status.

“We acted to bring this about in

the previous Knesset and will do
the same in this one, in which we
are in the government,” Eitan said.

‘1 believe that the government,
at the end of the day, will adopt
this law. It’s just a question of tim-

ing," he added.

Syria accused Israel ofpreparing
for an assault on its territory in

comments published in govern-
ment newspapers yesterday.

“The Israeli military prepara-

tions and the state of alert of its

army ... are nothing but a wide-

scale aggression Israel is planning

to launch against Syria and die

peace process,” the Al-Thawra
newspaper said.

If Israel chooses war, “it would
have catastrophic and destructive

consequences," Al-Thawra said
Tishrin, another government

newspaper, accused . Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu of
calling on the Arabs to adapt them-
selves to his policy.

“Adaptation, in the Israeli lan-

guage. simply means relinquishing

Fanils and rights ... Undoubtedly
the Arabs would never adapt them-
selves to such a policy because

peace is intricately linked to the

full return of lands and rights,” the

newspaper said

Grapes of Wrath
monitors to probe
IDF civilian shelling

Beduin tracker laid to rest
DAVID RUDGE

innnuea on rage ** ^ _
; ;

—

Rumor ofStar ofDavidfoils art project at pyramids
, . A- M n«rv. was an important image in Star of David or anything of the about an Egyptian engineer he

sort," Albuquerque said. “Just the believes is behind the rumor.

THE five-nation Grapes of

Wrath monitoring committee is

scheduled to meet at UNIFIL
headquarters in Nakoura today

to discuss a complaint by the

Lebanese government over the

wounding of civilians in Tibnit

during an exchange of fire

Saturday.

Tension remained high in south

Lebanon yesterday, following

Saturday's fighting in which an

IDF soldier was killed, another

wounded, and seven Tibnit civil-

ians were hurt in the shelling of
their village, north of the securi-

ty zone.

Yesterday Beduin tracker Sgt-

Maj. Mohammed Hujeirat, 27, of
Deir al-Maksour. near Shfaram,

who was killed by a Hizbullah

roadside bomb Saturday, was laid

to rest in the village cemetery.

Hundreds of people, including

OC Northern Command Maj.-

Gen. Arairam Levine, took pan
in the funeral service.

(Continued on Page 9)

CAIRO (AP) - An American

artist who wanted to draw a field

of stars near the Giza pyramids

has had her project halted, after

rumors spread that she was draw-

ing the Star of David at Egypt s

famed monuments. .

The incident gives an indication

of how distrustful Egyptians are

.‘of Israel, and of the tense rela-

tions between the two countries

despite a peace accord signed I /

years ago. __

Lita Albuquerque, a 50-year-

old artist from Los Angeles, had

been planning the pyramid pro-

ject for a year as the United

States’ entry at the Sixth

International Cairo Biennale, an

ait festival starting next Sunday.

In the desert, three kilometers

from the pyramids, she and 30

Egyptian art students were going

to use 23 tons of a blue-pow-

dered pigment to chart 99 stars,

fonning a honeycomb pattern on

the sands of the desert. This piece

was to have measured 180 meters

by 150 meters.

“I wanted to do both the myth

of the bee and the constellations/*

Albuquerque said J

wanted to draw a field of sans

with the pyramids m the bon-

.^Sbuquerque said that the bee

was an important image in

ancient Egypt And her previous

works of art have involved con-

stellations and viewing earth

from outer space.

The piece was not intended to

last very long, because strong fall

winds would have scattered the

blue pigment But the artist said

she hoped it would have endured

long enough so that pictures

could have been taken to comple-

meet the rest of her pieces at a

Cairn gallery.

However, her work was halted

by the Culture Ministry on

Friday, after rumors spread that

she was planning to chart the Star

of David in the desert.

“This has no indication of any-

thing political or religious, of the

bee and the honeycomb and 96

stars, plus three Sufi men to rep-

resent the last three stars.”

Cairo newspapers were having

a field day with tbe story about

the .rumored Star of David. “A

Suspect Artistic Project Halted

Near the Pyramids," said a front-

page headline in one Cairo news-

paper. “Rumor About Allowing

Jewish Woman to Draw Star of

David by Pyramids."

Albuquerque, who is not

Jewish, has found at least one

official supporter. Zahi Hawas,
chief Egyptologist for the Giza

pyramid site, said he believes in

her project and has already made

an official complaint to police

“She is a well known artist

working on a piece of art and tins

engineer said she was drawing

the Star of David and called up

the press, but I have seen her

work and there is no Star of

David," Hawas said.

In the meantime, Albuquerque,

who teaches art at the Pasadena

Fine Arts Center, hopes to get her

permit back in time to present her

piece at the biennale, which lasts

until January 15.
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2 NEWS •

Arnon released on NIS 10,000 bail
THE Ashkelon Magistrate's Court released Hebron settle-

ment spokesman
Noam Amon when he posted a NIS 10,000

bond vesterdav. after he promised to show up whenever

summoned by police investigating his arrest in the

Machpela Cave on Friday mghL

/Vmon was arrested m the cave on Shabbat trying to return

dividers in the cave to their original position. The police

said Amon attacked a police officer who was trying to stop

him. Amon said he was attacked by the police officer when

he asked for his name.

Amon’s release ended a great deal of activity on his

behalf, including calls, from Knesset members to the prime

minister, a sit-in in front of the Kiryat Arba police station

and a rally in Kiryat Arba last night.

“My arrest was a tragic mistake. They arrested me on

Shabbat, without any need. The police got caught up in lies.

I maintain that I never attacked anyoae, and this will be

proven in court,"Amon said afterhis release. *Tn any event.

] am happy that my release leads us to the conclusion that

justice was both done and seen."

The court rejected police requests to extend the remand of

Amon and another man arrested with him, Moshe Shteckel,

and said there is no concern that die two will not show up
for further investigation.

The judge said the question of whetherAmon attacked the

policeman or vice versa should be investigated by the Justice

Ministry division dealing with complaints against police.

Prior to Amon ’s release, a number of leading Kiryat Arba
and Hebron personalities held a protest outside the police

station in Kiryat Arha's Givat Ha'avot neighborhood.
Among those who took pan were Kiryat Arba Local

HERB KE1NON

Council head Zvi Katzover, Geula Cohen, and rabbis

Eliezer Waldman, Dov Lior and Moshe Levinger.
Cohen said that considering the tension in Hebron and the

insecurity under which die settlers are living, die police

should be acting with added sensitivity, not increased

aggressiveness. "With the situation so volatile, the police

should have acted exactly opposite from the way they did."
she said.

Cohen said that even ifAmon did what the police allege,

it is no reason to desecrate the ShabbaL
She said that die border police have it in for the settlers in

Hebron, and want to show them “who is boss." She said the

settlers would prefer for the IDF to deal with these types of
matters and not the police. The IDF commanders at the

scene asked die police not to arrest Amon, she said, but
were overruled.

Waldman said that die whole incident shows the “hostili-

ty with which the police view the settlers.” What happened
that necessitated desecrating die Shabbat. he asked? “Did
he kill somebody, did he pose a danger to the public order?"
Hebron settlement spokesman David Wilder said trans-

porting Amon cm Shabbat was totally unnecessary, since

Amon said he would voluntarily walk to the police station

in Givat Ha’avot
The last time Jews woe taken by car to a police station

after being arrested on Shabbat was some three years ago.
Wilder said. The genera] rule in the past when someone
was detained on Shabbat was for them to be held at the

Civil Administration building in town. But the police have

since moved out of that building in advance of the rede-

ployment and have moved to Givat Ha’avot However, that

facility does not have a holding pen for people waiting to be

brought before a judge.

Although relations between settlers in the area and the

police were rocky under the last government, "in seme

sense it has calmed down," Wilder said- “But the police

hierarchy in Hebron has not changed," he added. “They are

bored and have to find something to do."

Police say Shabbat a factor

in planning arrests

POLICE try to exercise sensitivity regarding malting

arrests on Shabbat especially when they involve the

religious, a police spokesman said yesterday.

There are no written regulations regarding Shabbat

arrests, the spokesman said, and anyone suspected of

breaking the law should take into consideration the pos-

sibility that they may be arrested on ShabbaL Each case

is judged individually and the final decision rests with

the relevant district or sub-district commander.
Arrests are made at demonstrations held on Shabbat

and in the case of serious crimes, police do not take into

consideration the day or time- of day. However, the
i : •— a... - nnlir* ncmlTv tinspokesman insisted that in other cases, police usually do

«hnw spTv«nrivirv in those who observe Shabbat.show sensitivity to those who observe ShabbaL
Raine Marcus

NEWS IN BRIEF

Second frogman buried
Naval commando Third Petty Officer Matan Polibuda, 19. who was
killed on a training dive with his partner, 3PO Yair Engel. 20, in

Haifa Port last Wednesday night, was buried yesterday at

Jerusalem’s Ml Herzl Military Cemetery. Polibuda was eulogized

by his father, Dan, who praised the naval commandos and said die

family blames no one for the accidenL The fattier also said that

Matan’s brother, Itai. is touring the outback of Australia and could
not be notified of his brother’s death. Itim

Rajoub meets with missing soldier’s family
Col. JibriJ Rajoub, head of the Palestinian Authority’s Preventive

Security Service in Jericho, told relatives of Sharon Edri. a soldier

who disappeared in September, that PA Chairman Yasser Arafat

consistently has directed him to cooperate with Israel in finding Edri.

Rajoub told Edri’s relatives, who traveled to Jericho yesterday

afternoon to meet with him, that he had no new information on
Edri’s whereabouts and no information he was being held by any
Palestinian group. Knesset Interior fnnunitteg chairman Saflah Tarif

(Labor), who initiated the visit, also participated in the meeting. Itim

Levinger’s daughter seriously burned
Nurit Levinger. Rabbi Moshe Levinger’s 20-year-old danNurit Levinger. RabbiMoshe Levinger’s 20-year-old daughter, was

in serious condition at Hadassah University Hospital in Em Kerem

last night after being burnt in a fire caused by a kerosene beaten

The hospital said sire was conscious, despite bums covering aoout

60 percent of her body.

yjip&faatiird

Hamas to mark death of The Engineer’
Hamas has received permission from Palestiman Police to bold arally.

ot FodayinRiban Yunis. located in tire Gaza’Strip.to-COTomemoraie

Ayyash. ‘The Engineer" Ayyash was killed in January in Gaza when
he answered a call on his cellular phone and it exploded in his hands.

Israel is widely believed to have been behind tire killing. AP

With deep sorrow we announce the passing after a
serious illness of our father and grandfather

ISAAC (SPIKE) KAPLAN
on December 6, 1996

Deeply mourned and sadly missed by

His wife Fay,
Daughter Marilyn
Son Jeff

Daughter-In-Law Ros
Grandsons Mark, Gadi and Stephen
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Foreign Minister David Levy (left) and his Cypriot counterpart, AJecos Michaelides, emerge from

a luncheon meeting yesterday atJerusalem’s Sheraton Plaza HoteL Michaelides expressedconcern

at Israel’s just-concluded deal to npgrade Turkish Phantom fighter-bombers. OsucHnn)

m
The Tel Aviv Foundation

Sarid: Egypt wary of Netanyahu gov’t

Mourns the loss of its

friend and supporter

AZRIEL ENAV
and extend Its heartfelt condolences

to the Family.

David Ahman
Director General

The Tel Aviv Foundation

Members of the Board,

the Management and Staff

MERETZ leader Yossi Sarid, who
was tire guest of Egyptian Foreign

Minister Amr Moussa in Cairo

yesterday, said after their meeting

that he found “a considerable

amount of scepticism in Egypt
regarding lire true intentions of
Binyamin Netanyahu’s govern-

ment, both on the Palestinian and

tire Syrian tracks.”

Sarid said Egypt believes “there

is no chance in resuming the nego-

tiations with Syria without adopt-

ing the ‘peace for territories’ for-

mula and willingness to fully

implement this even on tile Golan
Heights."

Gen. (res.) Ahmed Paher, the

UAT COLLINS

bead of the Middle Eastern

Studies Institute in Cairo, and Dr.

Osama el-Harb, the head of the

research institute of El-Aharam
newspaper, told him of “worrying
changes among Egyptian military

personnel/’ Sarid said. He said

they told him that Israel had been
marked on maps once as an
“enemy”; after that as “an oppo-
nent”; later as “a neighboring
state”; and now as “an unpre-

dictable state.”

They expressed concern at this

change and called for greater

cooperation between Egypt,

Monday, December 9, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Jerusalem p
commissionJbearsk

Ras al-Amndprojeet
Jerusalem Post Stag and news ;

THE Jep’safrm district planning commission yeste^dayheard objections

to a proposed Jewish housing project in Ras al-Axnsd in eastern

Jerusalem. If the commission approves the p&tt,*:wStg^tointerkxr

Minister Ell Suissa for final approvaL $ .. . .. \_.Jj

could provoke violence.

. “Implementation of this decision would mean the^des&acXHR of me
peace process and thecreationofa popular reaction thatwqhH makefile

tunnel incidents srsimple matter,” said FaisalHnsseim, thefeadingFLO

official in Jerusalem. “We axe trying to deal with tins issue m pofitical

pnd peaceful mwm.Q thmwghjfacneacc process.” .

rvputy Housing Minister Mct-Pamh, when asked ifthefroosinK plan

was wise, said he is not waned.
' "*•

'Jj*
••

*•„
,

“I don’t see any reason why Jews can’t live m the OhJ.Oty cq rathe

of the city. There is no reason not to _ It can lead to coexistence,”

he told Israel Radio. . / •'

...

Tbc radio said the plan called for 132 homesforJews in Ras aMmsttd.

Suissa had linked approval of more housing far Arabs indieineagfabqr-

bood to approval of the plan for Jewish housing, tire radiosakL *

Lawyer Daniel Siedemann, wire opposed die plan yesterday, a£ tire

tw*3HTi>gnn h^half r>fTrShalom and Pafesrinianx- told Reuter the Rren <fid

“not respect tire delicate mosaic of the city." .

“Ttw Imiragft between the Jewish and Arab building is sranrtalnirrRTKT

illegal ... they [Arabs] are bang held hostage," be added.

Siedeman said the conunistioo could take “a day or a mourn before

darting whether to send the plan for Snissa’s signature.

Labor MKUzi Baram said the plan, which he blocked when he was
interior minister in tire previous government, is a prescription for trou-

Tb completely against it,” he told Israel Radio.
*^Tbe existing hostil-

ity inmy opinion will also cause a very complicated inwa national prob-

lem for die Netanyahu government and ft win also case tenons con-

flicts between tire Jews and Arabs in that neighborhood."

idiin

Jordan, Israel and the

Palestinians.

In Ms conversation with

Moussa, Sarid raised the issue of

Israeli citizen Azzam Azzam, who
is being held in an Egyptian prison

on espionage changes* Sarid said

he made it quite clear that Azzam
had no connection at all with the

Mossad “and one hopes the

[Egyptian] error will be quickly

seen and rectified."

Sarid spoke in private with

Moussa for about an hoar and was
then the guest of honor at a lunch
with leading ministry officials,

parliamentarians, researchers ami
journalists.

* iKsn *

The Muntdpaifty of Tel Aviv - Jaffa The TelAviv Foundation

Mourn and grieve the passing of

Ran Cohen
questions legality

of dual citizenship

for PM’s advisers
UAT COLLINS

AZRIEL ENAV
Veteran resident and builder of Tel Aviv,

magnanimous donor and loyai friend

and extend their sincere condolences to

Bella, Mody and the Family.

Ron! Milo

Mayor of Tel Aviv - Jaffa

Chairman of the Tef Aviv Foundation

MERETZ MK Ran Cohen is asking the head of tire Civil Service to
investigate whether it is legal and acceptable for an adviser in tire Prime
Minister’s Office to hold dual nationality. Cohen was relating to a news-
paper article on David Bar-HIan, the head of tire political planning and
information branch in the Prime Munster’s Office.
Cohen, who chairs the Knesset State Control Committee, sent a letter

to Civil Service Commissioner Shmuel Hollander asking whether it is
acceptable that a ministerial branch head, and particularly one in tire pre-
mier’s office, should also be a national of a foreign country and use his
foreign passport during official visits. Cohen.also asked Hollander to
check whether Bar-Dlan had passed security checks and whether the
nationalities of other advisers had been checked.
“Apart from the scorn it raises in a government promoting itself as

anti nationalist, there are questions of the legality and accept-
ability of such a senior civil servant holding two nationalities,” Cohen
said.

In response, Bar-lllan, who is Israeli-born, noted that according to US
law an American citizen must use a US passport to enter and leave that
country and that he travels with both his Israeli and US passports. He
said he had passed all the security tests, including a tie-detector test. Bar-
man said the question of tire legality of having dual nationality had not
been raised before, but he would abide by Hollander's ruling »nH would*
be prepared to give up his US citizenship ifnecessary.
The same questions apply to Done Gold, the prime minister’s diplo-

matic adviser, who also holds both US and Israeli citizenship

mntztam
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Thatfs international currency expert Brian Martel’s track Tecoid
on recent madret predictions. Investors who took his advice and
bought British pound futures in August have seen their profits

rise steadily through Noveate topping400X in 4 months.

On Nbrarii>er21, Matber'swedriy flmmrlaf newsfiom;
TheMarkerReport, rprrnnmonHod T^Icaymrr proflric arid

go short British pound (by bttyfng the Ujs. doHaz).” Since
then sterling has cxdlajKed, exactly as Marber predicted,

from ahi^L of1.6908 to bdow 1j61oo.pUd-’-S! r.vi1-* uU3|
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Police finger

kingpin of Russian
underworld

• v

6
V
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V

Hassidim in Jerusalem mourn

•»* *

w*f

BUSINESSMAN Anton
Malevsky is one of the leaders of
organized crime in Russia, and has

remained criminally active both
locally and internationally since

immigrating here over two years

ago, according to intelligence
information received by the Israel

Police.

Information on Malevsky ’s

alleged criminal activities came to

light yesterday in a deposition by a

representative of the State
Attorney’s Office before the High
Court of Justice, which was hear-
ing Malevsky ’s petition against
being given an extension of his

Israeli passport.

According, to the police,

Malevsky is behind a number of
contract killings, is heavily
involved in the drug trade, extor-

tion, and the running of a number
of casinos.

According to the State
Attorney's Office, Malevsky is

RAINE MARCUS and Itim

one of the leaders of a Russian
underworld organization known as
“Izmalyevo.” With several hun-
dred members, it is considered one
of Russia's oldest and most violent
criminal organizations, specializ-

ing in ruthlessly dim inatinc its

opponents.

Malevsky was one of the two
Russian underworld figures on the
hit list of private in vestigators
Amir Ben-Asher and former IDF
officer Ya’acov Bak, who were
hired ro murder them in 1995. Bak
and Ben-Asher, who have since

been convicted and sentenced,
were paid SI00,000 by other
Russian criminals, via an Israeli

living in Russia, to assassinate

Malevsky and Michael Chemey.
Malevsky and Chemey, who

have legitimate businesses here,

were apparently at odds with other
members of the Russian under-

xmuuui, an ana-zjomst rabbi wbo died yesterday.

Hassidim throng rabbi’s funeral
(Brin Headier)

world over debts.

Bak and Ben-Asher hired a local
hit man and provided him with
weapons and ammunition. But the
would-be contract killer, whose
rcune is banned from publication,
derided to turn police informer
anti taped all transactions with
Bale and Ben-Asher, leading to
their arrests.

Since then, the same individual
has informed on two other plots:
the planned murders of the wife of
prominent businessman Haim
Aflalu and businessman Aharon
Gmzberg.
At yesterday’s hearing the state 4.

claimed that Malevsky filed a -A
false declaration when applying Ijl
for citizenship under the Law of
Return. The police asked the
Interior Ministry to revoke
Malevsky’s citizenship, noting he
is wanted by the Russian police -
and declared the contrary when
applying for citizenship.

' THOUSANDS of hassidim yesterday mart#-
their way on foot from the Toldot Aharon

i Yeshiva in Jerusalem’s Mea She’arim Quarter
t to the Mount of Olives to pay their last respects
b .

to Rabbi Avraham Yitzhak Kahan, the leader of
jrj.tbe only hassidic group that originated in this

fv
:

.
country.

'Kahan, who was among the most extreme of
the hassidim in his anti-Zionist outlook, died

eariy yesterday morning after two years in a
coma following a fan.

He- was 83 with a wife, nine children, and
numerous grandchildren and great-grandchil-
dren. His followers were known for their
striped robes, similar to those of Arabs, and
for the fact that they vigorously opposed vot-
ing in Israeli elections and would accept no
money, including National Insurance pay-

ments and children’s allowances, from the
state of Israel.

Following the deceased’s last request, has-
sidim sang the melody they normally sing on
Rosh Hashana before the blowing of die shofar
at the graveside. Also in accord with the last

will of the deceased, his successor is to be cho-
sen after the shiva, by the hassidim.

Haim Shapiro

Arab council heads pitch
tents opposite PM’s Office

Reported HTV carriers in Middle East
have doubled over past two years

\
THE number of reported HIV carriers in the nRW

. V, I Middle East has doubled over die past two -UUL
| - years to 192,000. according to UN AIDS offi- tiers, bint this aiw is (

~ cial Johannes van Dam. who reported the fig- disease in the region.
-iS

[
ures over the weekend at anAIDS seminar held Eyad Arafe from th

tm [. at the Tantur Institute outside Jerusalem. Department of Prevei
. IJJj {- VanDam is one of42 public health educators Palestinians have devi— ~ r -from Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian ' since 1981; 11 ofthem

^ I Authority who are attending the event; which is '
ritones, and the rest^

-
*" & Ofinancedjby fhe^ Foreign "Nfittistiy/'lhe^A^There’wereffcmoajew

' " * n 'Health*Mimstryandthe Canadian govemmebt.t> i iamdngdPalestmia^ in

.
.

' & Improved reporting is .undoubtedly responsi-

'

[e^pcatipn^p^^ihgirw
bleforthe higher numbers of known IHV car- * were being testedHue t

JUDY SIEGEL

tiers, but this also is due to the spread of the
disease in the region.
Eyad Arafe from the PA Health Ministry’s

Department of Preventive Medicine said 28
Palestinians have, developed full-blown AIDS
since 1981; 11 ofthem were infected in the ter-

ritories, and the rest were infected abroad.
>Thtte ’-Wtrevno ffiew Tp*pm-rpjV

j^dngcPaleamiajts in AJDST
efipcatip^p^^irajrov^Sws^estinians

,

were being testedmie positive

results.

There are 1,452 known AIDS carriers in
Israel, according to the Health Ministry.
According to Inon Schenker of the Jerusalem

AIDS Project, the seminarparticipants decided
to set up a Middle East task force on AIDS.
Schenkerhelped develop the first-evercurricu-
lum on AIDS for schools in Moslem countries.

ISRAELI Arab council heads
pitched a protest tern opposite the

Prime Minister’s office yesterday
as part of their campaign to press

for a bailout of their debt-ridden

authorities.

Portable beds, mattresses, rugs

and chairs were moved into the

tent, as the striking council leaders

prepared for a long struggle.

“We don’t intend to leave here
until die government has agreed to

tackle the problems afflicting the
Arab councils,” said Hussein
Suleiman, spokesman for the

forum ofArab Council Heads.
“That means consolidating debts

and increasing regular and devel-
opment budgets to equalize them
with those of councils in the
Jewish sector,” said Suleiman,
head of Mash’had local council
near Nazareth.

DAVID RUDGE

not effect municipal services in

the towns and villages.

Suleiman stressed, however.

that they would intensify their
campaign up to and including a
general strike of the entire Arab
sector if they demands were not
meL

He said last night be was pleased that despite near Nazareth.
.Jbc. difficult political situation, .pnhjicJxgjibL. rThq53 Arafepyypalffhave accu- .

.-.educators m the region wcre-rcflA^m martm— mtc jnn
Israel and discuss ways of fightirigibe spread: miltfap, iftoretban half have been
ofthe disease.

Segregation at school
in Bnei Brak continues

IEV5

CL**!

THE Education Ministry has not

been successful in getting a Bnei
Brak girls' school to integrate its

classes, despite the recommenda-
tions of a ministry commission
which looked into disturbances at

die school at the beginning of the

academic yean
Ministry Director-General

- Benzion Dell is due to appeal to

die heads of the semiautonomous
haredi Independent Education

‘Authority again today, the inin-

.-istry spokesman said, in an
attempt to put an end to segrega-

tion on the basis of ethnic back-

. ground.
. Some 80 percent of the girls

studying at the Sha’arei Aharon
school are of Sephardi back-

ground; the spokesman said.

Parents of Ashkenazi background

charge that their daughters are not

well treated by other pup*1* ***

those classes where they form a

minority. The school therefore

agreed to set up special classes for

Ashkenazi girls. In previous

years, the classes had been inte-

grated.

Yesterday, Avraham Marshall,

head of the Sephardi parents’ com-

mittee, charged that 12 Ashkenazi

girls, who were nevertheless

platted in integrated classes two

months ago. had “fled” from the

school-

“We have been in this country

50 years and have studied in the

same yeshivot and with the same

rabbis. Why does this have to hap-

pen now?” Marshall said.

He said that an inspector,,

appointed by Dell when the trou- .

ble broke out earlier in the year,

bad not been able to hold any con-

tacts on the issue after the aurhon-
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ty refused to cooperate with him.
Marshall was- interviewed on
Israel Radio's “It’s All Talk” pro-

gram.
The ministry spokesman last

nighr confirmed dial a steering

committee (consisting of munici-

pal representatives, parents, min-

istry and authority officials) which
was due to hold a dialogue on how
to divide the classes, had not been

able to meet
The haredi representatives

thwarted their efforts to convene,

according, to Marshall. He said

that . authority representatives

told him yesterday that they did

not recognize the recommenda-

tions of the ministry’s commis-
sion.

Dell said, in response, that the
authority had pedagogical inde-

pendence, “but the ministry has
red lines [beyond which] it has to

intervene even when there is ped-
agogical independence „ I strong-

ly hope that, after speaking to die

representatives of the authority,

the inspector whom I appointed.

Rabbi Moshe Avidan of the min-
istry, will be able to convene the

steering committee. ,

“Even if I do not have the formal
power to apply the commission’s
recommendations,” Dell added, “I

shall use all my influence - and I

have such on the Independent
Education system - to bring about
good win in the scfaooL"

Highway
pollution 8 times
permitted levels

LJAT COLLINS

THE level of air pollution along
main highways is above the per-
mitted standard, according to a
survey by Avi Mosbel of the
Hebrew University’s environ-
mental sciences department
Cars fitted with internal sam-

pling devices traveling between
Jerusalem and its Mevasseret
Zion suburb and on the Ayalon
highway in the morning rush-
hour had up to eight times the
permitted standard of nitrogen
oxides and high - though accept-
able-levels ofcarbon monoxide.
The study found passengers in

private vehicles who travel daily
on the main highways in rush-
hour are particularly exposed to
the pollution from vehicular
exhaust

'ritfcaStej to pay- the salaries of
municipal employees - some for

several months.
“The councils arc collapsing and

we have reached the end of our
tether. This time we won’t give
up,” said Suleiman.

The council leaders have invited
several foreign ambassadors,
inducting those of the US, France,
Egypt and Jordan, to visit the
protest tent Wednesday. They will

present them with reports and doc-
uments outlining what they
describe as the ongoing neglect of
the Arab sector by successive gov-
ernments.

For the time being the strike is

by die council heads only and does

A slightly injured Jerusalem detective receives first aid yes-
terday alter he was hit with a shovel by a burglary suspect
The officer saw two Arab youths break into a car on Rehov
Hamelech David and load the booty into a van, which drove
off. He pursued the two into a nearby construction site,

where they attacked him and stole his pistol before escaping.

(Brian HeaDcr)
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r Israel electric lnuii

The Israel Electric Corporation

(hereinafter: the Company)
hereby Invites bids for performance of the following work:

CORRECTED NOTICE
TENDER 2394/96

Rutenberg “B" Power Station, Units 3 and 4f
Ashkelon-Erection of Steel Structure

The work includes erection of a steel structure of approximately 15,000 tons air and gas ducts,

cable conduits, power station equipment, lifting equipment and other installations.

The work is to be completed within 24 months.

felPREUMINARY CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN TENDER
participate in the tenjclerXbMders must meet the following preliminary conditions:

l&The bidder mus^^kfomit a’c^ficate of registration in the Register of Contractors In pursuant to the

jfr*' Sigineering Construction' Contractors (Registration) Law (hereinunder “the Law"} in the 150 A-5

j
?-pategory (unfilled)'ftobe submitted on purchase of the tender documents) or submit an

•i'Vjapproqnate exemp^ Jrum.t^ Miruster of Housing, in accordance with Section 14a of the law.

mustsubmit aB permits required under the Public Bodies (Enforcement of Bookkeeping

^/^ari^Payment ofTax Debts) Law, 5735-1 976 (to be submitted on ptmiase of tender documents).

;&^oven:and doewnented experiwwe and performance capability In carrying out works of a nature and
vrsoopeihm^r to'those spedtied in the tender in steam power stations with production units

I
installations. '• / •

|

of Eoank guarantee linked to the Consumer's Price Index (duly stamped) securing the

tofbgs.- •

abifitysutebtefCrpe

ns erf the tranractiqn

to5% of the value of the bid, excludingVAT. fe) the form included in the

guarantee must be valid for a period of 120.days from the last date for

THE JERUSALEM!

International Edition

I

wwwnmnnyiT-yr „
.

-
.j

-

*'

“I be sutxnMea’pnthe tender documents »d In accordance with the conditJons and •

set^^therBiiL
^ ‘

b. The tender documents and-adcfitionaJ detaBs maybe obtained at the -Tbndefs Department - Pr^ects

Constructicki Dh/Won, i6 Hahashmai St., TeJAviv (flth floor), TeL 03-5678691/728, 7:30 a.m.’to •

250 p.m. iJTtil ThursdaysD«»mber 12, 1996.
.

/’

The tender docajments will not be on sale after that date.

c. The price offtete^ doaiments Is NIS 2,925 (ind.ucfng VAT, non-refondaWe).

Bids should bepteced in thejenders Box located Irithe Tenders
.

Department, P^ect Construct Division, 18 Hahashmai St., Tel Aviv (11th floor) by 1:00 p.m. -

on Wednesday/3araiary 22,
:1997.

. ,

•

ADDITIONAL NOTES
a. OnN personnel with the appropriate security clearance and approved by the Company will be permitted to-

perform the works.

b. Pursuant to Regulation 7(a) of the Mandatory Tenders Regulations, 5753-1 993, the company reserves the

right to negotiate with bidders it deems fit _ - . .

c. No undertaking is given by the Companyto accept the lowest or any bid ait all.

In the event of a contradiction between the Hebrew and the English versions of this announcement, the

Hebrew version will be binding.

2*/' W SW/JA
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Over 100,000 protest in new
anti-Milosevic demonstration

Officials: Zairean

rebels cut key road

MORE than 100.000 demonstra-

tors, accusing Serbia’s Supreme

Court of rubber-stamping socialist

election fraud, thronged Belgrade

yesterday amid growing demands

for an end to President Slobodan

Milosevic’s autocratic rule.

The court has begun rejecting

appeals by the Zajedno (Together)

coalition of opposition parties tbai

vote rigging by the socialists

cheated it of victory in Belgrade

during local elections on

November 17.

Anger at the rulings mobilized

more than 100.000 protesters in

the capital and 40.000 in the

southern town of Nis. where

Zajedno also claimed it had won
m the biggest reversal for socialist

rule in Serbia for 50 years.

Referral of the issue to the court

after three weeks of street protests

buoyed opposition hopes that

Milosevic might admit defeat

under strong pressure from the US
and other Western governments.

Although there was no official

announcement, copies of the

court’s legally binding decision in

five out of 50 appeals were sent to

Zajedno and the Belgrade election

commission.
Zajedno leader Vuk Draskovic

said the rulings were sufficient to

deprive the opposition of a major-

DONALD FORBES

Belgrade

icy in Belgrade and restore social-

ist control.

“It is now clear to both the for-
eign and domestic public that what
the Supreme Court did last night
was founded on politics, not law.”

Zajedno lawyer Goran Draganic
said.

Draskovic told reporters that

peaceful protests would continue
until Milosevic resigned, but he
feared the authorities might quick-
ly resort to force.

“I am expecting tomorrow, the

day after tomorrow, that Milosevic
wul use police, maybe even the
army, but we will not stop,” he
added.

The authorities have held the
police in reserve during daily

street protests attracting up to

150,000 people.

Zajedno leaders have expressed
concern that police provocateurs
among the marchers could foment
trouble and give Milosevic an
excuse to turn loose bis riot police.

He used tanks to crush the last

significant street challenge to.his

authority in 1991.

Zajedno and Belgrade students

staged separate marches, during

which a wreath was laid at the

door of Milosevic’s office with the

inscription: “Justice died here.”

Draskovic compared Milosevic
and his marxist wife Mirjana with
Romanian dictator Nicolae
Ceausescu and his wife, who
were overthrown and executed in

1989.

He told baying demonstrators:

“We are not even the victims of a
one-party dictatorship, but of a
one-bed dictatorship. We are in the

same position. Romania under die

Ceausescus. There’s only one
objective now - resignation.”

Mirjana, who leads her own
United Yugoslav Left (YUL) party

is even more unpopular than her

husband with opposition support-
ers.

Aleksa Djilas, political analyst

son of die late communist dissi-

dent Milovan Djilas, accused the

opposition of being over-ambi-
tious in trying to topple Milosevic
and warned against relying on the

West
“I do not believe the West would

support Milosevic’s replacement

because a successor is not in

sight,” Djilas told Beta news
agency. “[The West] fears the

nationalism of the opposition
leaders the anarchic situation

in Serbia.” (Reuter)

Student protesters blow whistles during a march in support of

the opposition through the streets or Belgrade yesterday^ The
opposition said it would end the demonstrations if Presdent

Slobodan Milosevic agreed to ratify results from Last month’s

local elections. <***>

BENI, Zaire (Reuter) - Zairean

rebels and their allies haye.taken

two strategic towns, cutting gpv-

emroent troops in the northeastern

town of Bunia off from Kisangani

city to the west, local officials said

yesterday.

The crossroads towns of

Komanda and Mambasa are . both

on the main road from Bunia to

Kisangani, the largest city in the

region.

“We tried to reach Bunia yester-

day,” said Kihungu Lubono
Tsongo. magistrate in rebel-held

Beni. “But [we] were turned back

at Komanda — by Banyamuienge

[rebel] forces.” .

Mustafa Lufungula, head of the

Zairean Red Cross in Beni, said the

Mai-Mai. a witchcraft group work-

ing for die rebels, had cut the

Bunia-Kisangani toad at Mambasa.

Bunia - which is reported

strongly drfervW— is die next tar-

get of rebels on the northern front

as they extend the area they have

carved out of eastern Zaire over

the past seven weeks.

The Alliance of Democratic

Forces for die Liberation of

Congo-Zaire now controls a strip

running 520 km. along Zaire’s

border with Uganda, Rwanda and

Burundi.

The rebellion has scattered at

least 165.000 Rwandan refugees

into the countryside of eastern

Zaire.A multinational force with a

mission to find and help the

refugees has set up its headquar-

ters in tire Ugandan capital

Kampala.
The Canadiancommander of flic

force, UeuL-Gen. Maurice Baril,

visited the riftel capitalGomayes-

terday to seek more mfoanation

on how to help refugees.

As foe misskwlooked increas-

ingly tenuous, a force spokesman

said Baril had crossed from
Rwanda to Zaire to meet rebel

leader Laurent Kabila, who oppos-

es the force deploying for fear it

might restore the authority of
Zairean President Mobutu. Sese

Seka
Kabila's military commander.

Andre Kissasse Ngandn. saidm an

interview published yesterday feat

the United Nations was inflating

the number of refugees still in

rebel-held areas as an excuse to

bring in foreign forces-

In BenLTj»ngosaid'Buniahada
concentration ofgovrauiucnttroops,
some pushednothby foe advancing

rebels and some flown m as xein-

fbrcemenis. This would make a gar-

rison of abort 5,000 men. the rebels

said- Tsongo said fee Zairean sd-

du»s bad a trafl of destaiction as

they fled nonhwatds.
On the other side of Rwanda, in

northwestern Tanzania, abend 1,000

Rwandan refugees walked out of

two camps yesterday, complicating

UN plans to repatriate them.

Report:
contributors

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -

President Richard Nixon wanted
the US tax agency to audit Jewish

contributors to the Democratic
Party, whom he said were “steal-

ing in every direction,” fee San
Francisco Examiner reported yes-

terday.

Nixon, in recently released

White House tapes, urged Chief of
Staff HJL Haldeman to “please

get me the names of the Jews. You
know, the big Jewish contributors

to the Democrats. Could we please

investigate some of the (exple-

tive)?”

The conversations were includ-

ed in more than 200 hours of tapes

released after the Nixon family

gave up a two-decade battle to

keep them private.

. At .a
.
meeting with _

domestic

adviser John D. Ehrlichman in

Nixon wanted Jewish
to Democrats investigated
September 1971, Nixon encour-

aged investigations into Jewish
contributors to 1968 Democratic

presidential candidate Hubert
Humphrey and framer Maine Sen.

Edmund Muskie, then fee front-

runner for the Democratic nomi-
nation, the Exaniner said.

“John, we have fee power.”

Nixon said. “Are we using it now
to investigate contributors to

Hubert Humphrey? Contributors

to Muskie? The Jews, you know,

that are stealing in every direc-

tion?”

Five days later, in a conversation

with Haldeman. Nixon sai±

“What about fee rich Jews? The
IRS is full of Jews. Bob.”
When Haldeman proposed

scouting the internal Revenue
Service for “a zealot who dislikes

those’people” fo audit Jewishcon-

tributors, Nixon agreed: “Go after

them like a son of a bitch."

Robert Strauss, treasurer of fee

Democratic National Committee
in 1971, called Nixon’s comments
“sickening.”

“As a Jewish, politically

involved Democrat, this language

coming-out of fee mouth ofa pres-

ident of the United States is more
than I can really comprehend,”

Strauss told the newspaper.

Ehrlichman said he did not

recall the conversations, fee

Examiner said Haldeman died in

1993.

There is no evidence that any

audits were carried out, and no.

contributors were mentioned by
name, fee Examiner said.

Other examples of Nixon’s anti-.

Semitism have surfaced in recent

wiss look to Jewish community
to join Holocaust loot search

THE Swiss government is widening its con-

tacts in the international Jewish community, by

inviting numerous Jewish organizations to par-

ticipate in its “search for truth and justice,”

according to fee Swiss Foreign Ministry.

In fee end, dozens of Jewish organizations

may want to sit at the table.

Thomas Borer, who heads Switzerland’s task

force on the history of Swiss Holocaust-era

financial dealings, is scheduled to hold a series

of meetings later this week with Jewish organi-

zations in the US, including representatives of

the Joint Distribution Committee and the Anti-

Defamation League, Swiss diplomatic sources

said. He also is seeking meetings wife B’nai

B’rith and the American Jewish Committee.

Borer, a Foreign Ministry lawyer, extended a

MARILYN HENRY
New York

Ministry. In letters sent in the last 10 days to

Jewish organizations. Borer asked for the

meetings “to discuss your views and sugges-

tions as we continue our search for truth and

justice.”

The Swiss move appeared to be an effort to

navigate the extensively organized Jewish

world and to identify all the relevant Jewish

actors in a community where no single organi-

zation has fee authority to speak for everyone.

“What’s wrong with dealing with 27 different

Jewish organizations?" said Rabbi Marvin Hier

of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los

years*
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A StoryAboutHanukkah
Iterated by laid Htrscb and Leonard Ninny, tbs animated film fas become a holiday classic. Through eodtanting

cartoon characters and ridily oiriestraled soend track, [he story tells of an ounsoai lightto refused to be extinguished.

Produced by tteGestarFoBndatiQn, IsraelAges 6-AdnlL In EngHsh or with Hebrew mbtdies. NTSC or PAL

JP Price: NIS 65 inc. vat

AboutHanukkah

Then andNow

“Sweet-spirited, instructive and
imaginative*, perhaps the best video

ever made about the eight-day

Festival ofLights." •

- Ladles' Home Journal
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,
Books, TheJemakm Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

i Please scad me copies of:

German court delays ruling

on Nazi slave workers

LIGHTSA Story AboutHannkkah at NIS 65 each

Postage La Israel: one copy NIS 5. two or more NIS 10

j

* or airmail NIS 12 pet copy

, Total NIS
System required: VHS-ML RALWrafadlks VHSRTSC(N.Ameria{

i Enclosed check payable toThe Jetusatem Post, or credit card details.

Please list gift recipients' names, addresses and messages separately.

; Visa Isc/MCD

i Q Diners Q AmEx

[

Name

i Address

[City

CC No-

Exp.

-Coda.

Fhone(day)_

[Signature.—

_ID No*

similar invitation to Avraham Burg, head of the_
r
. j^ngeles. _. ..

“-•Jewish ‘Agency^ according to the Forergnj^j -rThe •World;-Jewish Congress has been the

Algerian rebel

group names
former Bosnian
fighter as new

leader
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) - A 28-

year-old Moslem extremist who
fought in Afghanistan and Bosnia
has been chosen to lead the Armed
Islamic Group (G1A). Algeria’s

most violent rebel faction, fee

group said yesterday.

Slimane Mahexzi, also known as

Abu Djamil, has replaced Antar

Zouabri to lead fee group's fight to

install a fundamentalist Islamic

government in Algeria.

It was not immediately clear why
Zouabri was replaced, but he may
have been killed by Algerian secu-

rity forces, who have stepped up
their operations against fee mili-

tants in fee past 15 days. More than

60.000 people have been killed in

the 4/S-year-loug insurgency.

Zouabri was considered respon-

sible for the killings of dozens of
Algerians who were not strictly

observing Islamic law. He in turn

had replaced Djamel Zrtouni.

leader in the effort to recover dormant Jewish

assets in Swiss banks. It is now participating

with the Swiss BanketsAssociationonapanel,

led by framer Federal Reserve chairman Paul

Volcker, to arrange for an audit of fee bank

accounts.

The Clinton administration was also said to

be seeking meetings wife a number of Jewish

organizations. The administration is in the

early stages of an inquiry into how (he US
dealt wife fee recovery and distribution of

Nazi loot.

Switzerland’s wartime financial dealings will

be reviewed Wednesday at the third congres-

sional hearing on this issue, this one called by

fee House Banking Committee. Among those

scheduled to testify are Vblcker. Borer, Edgar

Bronfman ofthe WorldJewish Congress, and a

representative of fee Swiss bankers.
‘ *-

BONN (Reuter) -A German court last week delayed

a decision until the end ofJanuary feat could pave the

way for hundreds of prisoners in Hitler’s slave labor

camps to be awarded compensation.
The civil court could not reach a decision on

whether22 framer slave workers should receive com-
pensation and, ifso, how much they would be entitled

to receive.

“The decision will be made on January 31,” said

Klaus-Andreas NageL a lawyer for fee claimants,

after the court proceedings ended. “We hope the deci-

sion will go our way.”

Nagel said one of fee reasons fee decision was
delayed was that the lawyers for fee claimants had
recently increased fee amount of compensation they

were looking for.

The Constitutional Court ruled in July feat foreign

citizens’ claims for their unpaid work could not be
rejected out of hand as violating international law.

But it said they might be turned down if already cov-

ered by specific bilateral agreements wife their coun-
tries of origin.

It said German citizens could be entitled to make
claims as welL
The case concerns 21 women and one man, all of

them Jewish. Before World War II, they were of
German, Hungarian and Polish nationality, but now
all except three have taken Israeli citizenship. Two
are US citizens and one is Canadian

If the claimants win their case, it could pave fee

way for landmark awards for hundreds of other for-

mer slave laborers.

The Nazis forced hundreds of thousands of Jews,

mainly from Eastern Europe, prisoners of war and
other deportees to work under appalling conditions

for German companies.
But since fee end of fee war, the German govern-

ment has rejected individual claims from fee sur-

vivors who helped to boost profits forGerman indus-

try during the Third Reich.
It said these were covered in post-war bilateral

agreements and that they could only be addressed
once Germany concluded peace treaties with former
foes and countries it occupied — something Germany
had never done formally. Others were deemed invalid

as they were lodged “too late."

Some firms that profited from slave labor were
closed down after the war. Some, for example
Volkswagen AG, are still in place while others have
legal successors.

The most notorious company was the chemical
giant 1G Farben, which made “Zykkxn B” for fee gas
chambers of Auschwitz and other concentration
camps.
IG Farben was the world’s fonrth-Iargest company

until the end of the war. The allies broke it down
into three firms - BayerAG, BASFAG and Hocchst
AG.
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A dragon that knows its place
FILM REVIEW

ADINAHOFFMAN

dragonheart

***

SEU? ** Screenplay byCbarks Edward Pop*. Hebrew dUc:U»
“L-J08 n

}"!utes - English dia-logue. Hebrew subtitles. Parana] »uid-suggest for small chfldnT

With Dennis Quaid, David
TJewIis, Pete Postkthwaite, Dina

JJ
hjik Christie and the voiceof Sean Connery

KIDS of roost temperaments
are bound to enjoy the lare-
er-tban-Ufe fancy of

tJragonheart. Set in a fairytale
10th century of brave swordsmen,
wicked kings, strong peasant girls
and the last of the fire-breathing
dragons, the film combines a pow-
erful narrative with sophisticated
special effects in a way that should
appeal both to children who love
reading books and to all the video-
game aficionados in the audience.

In sunnier tones than are usual
for such yarns about the Dark
Ages, the movie tetls the story of
the unlikely friendship between a
knight named Bowen (Dennis
Quaid) and an enormous, flying
lizard, Draco (the voice of Sean
Connery), the sole remaining
member of his species.

Although Bowen has made a
name for himself as a dragonslayer
— a sword-for-hire who travels the
countryside offering to protect vil-

lages from attack by the slithery
beasts - he realizes he'll be out of
a job once this last dragon is gone.
So he agrees to join forces with the
amiable monster, and the two set
forth to bilk the terrified citizens of
the realm. In a neatly choreo-

Bowen (Dennis Quaid) is a knight who befriends the last remaining dragon.

graphed scam, Bowen relieves the
peasants ofa sack ofgold then pre-
tends to kill the dragon, who does
his bit Mid plays dead for a while.
Then the buddies move onto the
next cluster of thatch-roofed huts
and start all over again.
While their exploits are amusing,

it's clear from the outset that
Bowen's behavior is not quite in
line with the chivalric code to
which he long ago swore alle-

giance. As the film goes on, both
he and the orange-eyed creature
are called upon to demonstrate
their honor, valor and selflessness:

the tyrannical King Einon (David
Thewlis) must be overthrown, and
the oppressed serfs in burlap liber-

ated (Dina Meyer plays the pretry

tomboy leader of the peasant
revolt). And toppling the king is no
simple matter of storming the cas-

tle and beheading the sadistic jerk.

As a young man. Einon’s life was
saved by a beneficent dragon, who
gave the dying heir to the throne
half his heart and inextricably

linked his own reptilian fate to that

of the despotic monarch...

It's an unusual children's picture

whose plot and characters are actu-

ally too complex to collapse into a
neat lirtle tic-tac-toe board.

Dragonheart is such a film, a fact

that’s still more impressive when
we stop to consider the boggling
technological challenges involved
in bringing the legend to life.

Director Rob Cohen and screen-

writer Charles Eduard Pogue
could easily have handed the cre-

ative reins over to the swarm of
special effects types who worked
on the movie - but they resisted,

and the results are admirable. Not
only does the digitally constructed

monster look like a real live drag-
on. he knows his place in the story.

And what, you ask, does a “real

live" dragon look like? Like a

huge, toothy wind-up toy, of
course, with a hatchet for a tail, a
pair of gigantic kites for wings and
napalm on his breath. One of the

elements that distinguishes

Dragonheart from Jurassic Park.
its most obvious, prehistoric

ancestor on the special-effects

family tree, is the crucial element

of make-believe involved in

Cohen's movie. (George Lucas's
Industrial Light and Magic was
responsible for the visual wizardry
in both films.)

While the dinosaurs in the

Spielberg extravaganza were
drawn diligently and well from the

anatomical structures of an actual

extinct species, no skeletons have
yet been unearthed to prove the

existence of talking dragons. So
instead of the impressive but pecu-
liarly literal »and. in some ways,
numbing) accuracy that weighed
down a spectacle like Jurassic

Park, the makers of Dragonheart
are able to let their imaginations

fly high and free - the most special

of special effects.

Reality or illusion
HELEN KAYE

DOV Reiser plays the title

role in Pirandello’s fasci-

nating Henry IV, consid-
ered by many to be his best play.

It's a difficult, complex role, he
says, “the story of a man who
pretends to be mad and forces

everybody to play along," until

he reaches the point of no return,

“and then the Henry character is

trapped- in the construct he’s
made."

'

This Henry IV is the German
kinglet who had to go to Canossa
and beg pardon from Pope
Gregory VII before the pope
would lift the ban of excommuni-
cation against the king and his

people in 1077. Pirandello’s play

veers between this century and

the supposed Middle Ages.

For 20 years, Henry, an Italian

aristocrat, has imagined himwlf
to be the king, following a kick

in the head from his horse, and

for 20 years his family and
friends have tried to cure a man
who admits (to the audience)

that’s he's as sane as you or I.

“The play is about the choice
between living in reality or illu-

sion," says Henry IV director

Mitko Bozkov. “but Pirandello
says that there really is no
choice. We have to live in reality

because the alternative is

destruction."

Pirandello (1867-1936), an
Italian, won the Nobel Prize for

literature in 1934.

Most of his dramas pose qties1

tions about the nature of reality

and truth, probably epitomized in

Six Characters in Search of an
Author, arguably his most popu-
lar play.

Pirandello isn’t exactly pop
theater, so applause to the Sifria

Theater in Ramat Gan for mount-
ing the kind of production that

our repertory theaters should be
doing more of.

The play also stars Rosina
Kambos as the sympathetic
Marquise Matilda, and Yoram
Toledano as Henry’s nemesis, the

Baron BelcredL The play opens
Friday.

Two characters who have found an author: Rosina Kambos and Dov Reiser star in Pirandello's
‘Henry IV.’

The Jewish-American ‘Flower of God’ returns

AFTER an absence of seven

years, Murray Perahia -

Perah-ya means the “flow-

er of God” - is back. The

“unerican Sephardi pianist who
row lives in London is to play

vorks by Mozart and Schumann
vith the Israel Philharmonic

Orchestra (under Michael Stem)

n a regular subscription senes.

And next week he will play

Jeethoven’s Fourth Piano

Concerto, under Zubin Mehta, as

»an of the IPO’s 60th anniversary

elebrations.

He attributes his absence from

iur conceit stages to “an infection

a my finger which was analyzed

wrong. There was one year in

which I did not play at alL”

An exclusive recording artist

with Sony (formerly CBS) for 25

years, with more than 30 discs to

his credit, Perahia’s recordings

have always been very popular.

The newest one is of sonatas by

Scarlatti and Handel, and a new
recording of the Schumann con-

certo is due next year.

He is also about to perform and

record Bach for the first time,

starting with the English Suites.

Perahia enjoys playing in the

recording studio. "Of course

immediacy is facking but you can

have enough time to work on each

piece-

On the other hand, if you record

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

live in a concert and you play
wrong notes it’s not so pleasant to

hear them more than once."

Bom to an Orthodox Jewish
family - his father came to New
York from Salouiki - he had a very

clear Jewish upbringing, which he
is now passing on to his own two
children, aged nine and 13. His
wife Naomi is of Jewish Iraqi

descent.

As a child Perahia spoke Ladino
at home, and he appreciates the

fact that “my parents let me do
what I wanted musically. 1 am the

only musician in the family.
“ I believe my father wanted to

be a musician but back in Greece
his father thought it was unaccept-

able. My father went every
Saturday to the Metropolitan

Opera in New York. 1 know he
wanted to take my mother but she
was bored stiff so he took me
instead."

These days, he says, “Fewer
people and no young people come
to concerts. Our culture values

instant gratification 1 can’t even

get my two children to listen to

classical music."
After 25 years of a hectic career,

Perahia, who will be 50 in April,

believes his overall playing has

changed through the years.

Speaking about Moran piano con-
cetti, for which he became famous
very early in his career, he says
that “1 think 1 see the unity more
now, instead of many beautiful

details."

The Mozart piano concerto
(K.491) he plays this week
(tomorrow. Thursday and
Saturday) with the IPO is “one of
the two Moran wrote in the minor
key - which was very dramatic for

him.

Perahia does not yet know when
he will be back in Israel, but he
promises to return.

Opera - minus the voices
eyer. A Night at the

ozart, Rossini, Weber,

rchester der Oper
any Welser-Most. EMI
243 5 56137 21).

nt years, a number of

ilburns have appeared

0 singing. This is a

to the 19th century,

posers arranged oper-

nd ensembles for vari-

nents, paricularly the

jzt’s piano arrange-

the operas of Wagner

are masterpieces of

;st opera disc of this

1 from clarinet virtu-

Meyer, and it is one
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engaging opera discs

ard in a long time,

guiles her listeners

:ry opening number -

ite arrangement of

m Rigoletto. It takes

: used to the lack of

to the overwhelming

>f the clarinet, but

« with lush warmth

g virtuosity,

abers follow with the

ritv and poise. There

CLASSIC DISCS

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

is Tamino’s aria from Die

Zauberflote,
an aria from Der

Freischutz, a Dana arrangement

of Mozart’s "La Ci Darem la

Mano” from Don Giovanni, and

a great arrangement of Figaro’s

aria from II Barbiere di Siviglia.

Of course, opera will always be

a verbal ait form.

But this captivating disc sug-

gests that the power and magic of

the great opera arias and duets

lies far beyond its immediate dra-

matic context.

Copland: Piano quartet. Sonata

for violin and piano, Rodeo (solo

piano version). Duo for Ante and

piano. Soloists of the New York

Philharmonic Orchestra - Glenn

Dicterow, Charles Rex, Rebecca

Young, AJon Stepansky, Jeanne

Baxtresser; Margaht

(piano). Anglo-American

Chamber Music senw- EMI

Classics (7243 5 55405 22).

EMI’s Anglo-American Chamber

Music Series, conceived and

artistically directed by Israela

Margalit, is a real winner.

Margalit managed to engage

some of her musical friends to

perform neglected chamber-
music masterpieces, and the

result is most engaging and
revealing alike.

The Copland disc, on which

Margalit shines throughout, is

the real winner. Marg3lit's rendi-

tion of the piano version of the

Rodeo ballet suite is simply stun-

ning.

The orchestral colors to help

her. Margalit manages to draw in

front of us an American portrait

of a society which loves the

notion of life.

It is a powerful performance

which is coupled by some other

little-known Copland works, like

the engaging and powerful

Sonata for Violin and Piano, and

the beguiling, gripping and bril-

liantly written Piano Quartet.

Copland (1900-1990) was one

of America’s greatest composers,

a musician writing very much in

the European tradition yet build-

ing from it a very specific

American musical language.
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1 CALLING
ALL YOU

HANDICRAFTERS
The Jerusalem Post Pessah Handicrafts fair

will take place on Wednesday, April 23, 1997,

at the Ra'anana Sports Center, next to

Metro West High School.

Ifyou create top quality handicrafts and

wish to book a stand at the fair,

please contact Beveriee Blade,

Director ofThe Jerusalem Post Funds,

Td. 02-623*3986.

All proceeds from the fair

ft will help Israel's needy

children, the elderly

;

new immigrants.

Our kind of folk

5™; *™ni,C- “J Ca«®i»n foU: dm*" will te3SST"Sr •jk

^ Holcn. Arts Cc„*r in
“

^ “"Ser Boris Sihok Jid folk-
dance groups from Karmief, Haifa and Tel Aviv. The even! isE1

' r: Olhnic diversity in m,sic. dance
and swig by Mataf, an opiimun dedicated it. this aim The Han
Tang Ycefti song ensemble from Taiwa, veil! aiso appear-.

Helen Kaye

Bat Dor premieres
The Bat D« Dance Company is premiering three new short works
on December aO. They are Nils Chrrsrie's Smc. Sort o/Sor.ss bv

** a the International
'

“ *inS 11 *&Jk
Musicians protest
The Israel Symphony Orchestra Rishcn Lczion plaved a special
concert at the KnesseL at the beginning of last week, protesting
TUan^eTnl

ft* ^ to government does™
Provide to orchestra with the money it promised it for the current
fiscal yeat Orchestra management expressed hope tot the funds
will amve, but stressed that if not. tore will be no wav to avoid
the dismissals.

AffcfaJtf Ajzenstadl

Seeds of 'Sesame Street
Educational Television is ail set to roil on 60 new episodes of the
eveigreenpre-school senes. Sesame Street or Rehov Sumsum in
Hebrew. This cycle will concentrate on tolerance and mutual
respect between people. Actor Ami Weinberg will portray to new
Kippi. a hedgehog substitute for the American Big Bird The cast
includes both Israelis and Arabs and features newcomers to to
series such as singer Arrml Moifcos. and actress Msski Shibru. The
all-new Sesame Street will start screening in 1 998. Helen Kaye

Spielberg adds to his list
Steven Spielferg is a father again, f: is the Hollywood director's
fifth child with Kale Capshaw, and in keeping with local custom,
to names get more and more ridiculous as ihev go alon». The
couple’s new lirde girl is called Desuy Allyn. Spielbers.^who
married Capshaw in 1991 . also has a son (Max. ! ! ) from his first

wife. Amy Irving.

Spielberg got to know Capshaw when she starred in his
adventure movie Indiana Jones ard the Temple ofDoom. At
present, to Cinciruiati-bom director is building up his
DreamWorks multimedia entertainment studio, which he founded
two years ago with record magnate David Geffen and movie czar
Jeffrey Katzenberg. Tom Gross

America's favorite

movie star
Mel Gibson has been voted “America’s
Favorite Movie Star" of 1996.

knocking John Wayne off his long-

standing No. 1 position, according to a
telephone frail among 1 .000 adults

conducted Iasi month by the Harris

polling agency. Since his death in

1979, Wayne has been at or near the

top of to annual Harris survey.

Gibson, who was bom in Peekskill.
New York, but grew up in Australia,

wtm two Oscars last year for

Braveheart. \\3& latest film. Ransom, m
which he plays a millionaire who takes

matters into his own hands when his- sot- is kidnapped, has- taken

—

over $100 million at the US box office.

Muscleman Steven Seagal was in third position, followed by
Clint Eastwood, Arnold Schwarzenegger. Tom Cruise. Tom Hanks,
Denzel Washington. Kevin Costner, Sylvester Stallone and Paul

Newman. The highest-ranked actress, Demi Moore, came in at only

No. 1 4 spoL Tom Gross

Mel Gibson knocked
John Wayne offrio. 1?

Discovery Channel, BBC
team up in major venture

THE Discovery Channel
announced last week that it

had teamed up with the BBC
in a S500 million venture to make
programs and launch new chan-

nels.

It said in a statement that

Discovery Communications Inc.,

to parent of cable television’s

Discovery Channel, and BBC
Worldwide LuL, the state-owned

BBC’s commercial arm, would
launch new channels in the US and

elsewhere.creaxing hundreds of

hours of new programs.
It said Discovery would finance

to venture, which would have

access to the BBC’s vast program

library.

The statement quoted Discovery'

founder John S. Hendricks, who
part-owns the company, as saying:

"I can’t think of a better partner for

what I'm sure will be a very excit-

ing journey.”

The statement did not say what

kind of programs the venture

would make, but both Discovery

Channel and the BBC are strong in

wildlife and environmental pro-

grams.
Discovery' Communications is

owned by Liberty Media Corp, a

division of Tele-Communications

Inc. Cox Communications.
Advance Newhouse Communica-
tions and Hendricks.

(Reuten

SEE IT IN HEBREW

HEFETZ
December 12, 1996 at 8:30 p.m. ^

A new piav by.Israel's! leading playwright Hanoch levin, Hefetz. a relate and
tenant in Taigaladi and Chlamansea's apartment: threatens to commit suicide

when he is excluded from his relatives' wedding plans. Will he jump.,.?

THE TRIAL of SCHAMGOROD
by: Elie Wiesel

December 16 and 17, 1996 at 8:30 p.m.

The Carr,on Theater ore uc'iy cresanSs the Ncces Theater from Halle, Germany, with 'heir

production of.HIie Vfesd's drama, set.inihe f?th century. Trie play will be performed in

German, with a simultaneous translation ihlo Hebrew.
.

THE TEMPEST
January 11, 1997 at 4:30 and 9:00 p.m.

January 12, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
The Cameh Theater proudly presents the British iheaier'company, -Snared

Experience, -with their production cTtheShakespeareclassic, The Tempest. The
pray will beperformed in English, with a simultaneous''translation into Hebrew.

"Theatre doesn't come much more exdtmg than this._’Daily.Ta’egraph

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 • FAX: 03-5230172 « SUBSCRIPTIONS; 03-5245211

The Cameri Theatre can now be found cn the Internet at the following address:.

http:vrtvw.c3meri.virtij3l.co.it

THE THEATRE OF TELAVIV Located* the heart ofTe

Street the Cameri is just a few minutes' waft I
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Ending the pain

T
HERE are more docrors in Israel per per-

son than in any other nation in the world.

Israeli medical care is world class and
constantly improving. Yet in at least one area,

the treatment of pain, many Israeli doctors

remain in the dark ages - not for lack of equip-

ment or funds, but out of inexcusable ignorance.

Pain is one of the most common manifesta-

tions of cancer and one of the most feared con-

sequences of the disease. A third to a half of

patients with early stage cancer, and 70 to 90
percent of patients with advanced cancer suffer

pain. An indication of the suffering of these

patients is that extreme pain has been found to

be the most important factor leading cancer

patients to request euthanasia or assisted sui-

cide.

A survey of Israeli doctors released at last

week's annual meeting of the Israeli Pain

Society found that almost three-fifths believe

that pain could be controlled in more than 75

percent of patients. In their own experience,

however, only 17% felt that such a degree of

success is actually being achieved. *

There is evidently a substantial gap between

the amount of pain that doctors know can be

relieved, and the actual application of pain

relief. The doctors surveyed also pointed to the

reasons for this gap: failure to assess pain, igno-

rance of pain treatment methods, reluctance to

prescribe certain drugs, and finally, patient

reluctance to use certain drugs.

The good news is that pain can be relieved,

and that many doctors recognize that pain is

being under-treated. Each of the reasons for

under-treatment can be addressed. But pain will

not be property treated unless doctors and nurs-

es are trained to identify jl Patients must be

asked whether they are in pain, arid patients'

complaints of pain should not be dismissed.

Pain is a subjective experience, so there is no
clear cut way of objectively measuring pain.

Despite this, pain can be assessed, tracked,

and treated Jike other -.patient symptoms. The
Canadian Medical Association £as recommend-
ed that pain be recognized as a fifth vital sign,

alongVifh temperature,-blood pressure, respira-

tion, and heart rate. In light of this. Canadian

hospitals will be required to chart pain as they

chart other vital signs in order to receive accred-

itation.

Doctors, understandably, tend to focus
1

on

symptoms that are easily measured- The chart-

ing of pain would instantly increase the aware-

ness of both doctors and patients that pain is a

measurable symptom that patients have a right

to have monitored and treated.

And once pain is registered, doctors would
have grounds to take action - if they knew what
to do. Despite the high quality of Israeli medical

schools, 89 percent of the Israeli doctors polled

in the just-released survey rated their own med-
ical school training in die management of pain

as poor or very poor. There are no formal cours-

es on palliative medicine in any of Israel’s four

medical schools. Palliative care is not a required

subject for doctors, even for oncologists. Just

this year, post-graduate courses in pain manage-

ment have been offered, but it is still not possi-

ble for local doctors or nurses to specialize in

the field.

Clearly, education regarding established pain-

control methods should become standard in

Israeli medical schools. Hospitals should also

issue guidelines that will prompt doctors to

remedy deficiencies in their own training for the

reduction of pain. It is not acceptable for

patients to suffer from treatable pain simply

because of their doctor’s ignorance.

The effective treatment of pain is also hobbled

by myths that are prevalent both among doctors

and the public at large. Morphine and other opi-

oid drugs have been stigmatized as addictive. In

fact, every major study of the matter has found

that the risk of addiction to morphine is very

low, probably as low as one in 10,000. Every

medical panel that has examined the issue has

concluded that it makes no sense for patients to

suffer debilitating pain to avoid a minuscule risk

of addiction.

In recognition of this consensus, a Ministry of

Health committee has approved the removal or

modification of numerous limits on the pre-

scription of morphine-like drugs for the reduc-

tion of pain. The new regulations, now awaiting

legal approval, would remove significant

impediments to pain reduction and should be

implemented as soon as possible.

Many doctors and patients, who are unfamil-

iar with the current consensus on pain manage-

ment, believe that patients will usually develop

a tolerance to strong pain killers that render

them ineffective. This, too, has been clinically

demonstrated to be a myth.

It is also a misconception that strong pain

killers will destroy the patient’s ability to func-

tion normally. Studies indicate that, with

today's pain-management techniques, most pain

can be relieved with minimal orno side effects.

While the education of doctors will go a long

way in educating die public on treating pain, the

public can also lead the way. Some people think

it is wrong to' complain about pain, or believe

that drags are worse than the pain, if people

were more aware that pain can and should be

treated, they would demand such treatment

from the health-care system and speed the edu-

cational process.

A recent editorial in the journal Cancer stated,

‘That there is so much suffering that could be
controlled [and] that is not is, at best, unfortu-

nate and at worst, an indictment of professional

standards." Israel is moving in the right direc-

tion to alter these standards, but not quickly

enough. It is a slow process, as the professional

responsibility for remedying the situation lies

with the Ministry of Health, the medical

schools, hospital administrators, and health

clinics.

But beneath this clinical view ties the com-
mon denominator that unites all who suffer

pain. As Hippocrates, author of the physician’s

credo known as the Hippocratic Oath, said,
M
Divine is the effort to subdue pain.” Our moral

imperative is to strive urgently to subdue this

most basic and debilitating form of suffering.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SCITEX ‘JANE’S”

Sir, - As a shareholder, I have a

question relating to the sorry saga
of Scitex.

How is it that no legal or class

action has been taken against a

board of directors and management
that knowingly turned down a seri-

ous offer of $25 per share, while

being aware of the true loss posi-

tion the company was in, and when
further growth became downsiz-
ing?

Surely, under these conditions, it

is the responsibility of the man-
agers and directors to look after

their shareholders’ best interest, not
only their own and that of major
backers — Clal and Discount
Investments.

JACQUELINE HANAUER
KfarSava.

HOOLIGANISM
Sir, — I would like to take this

opportunity to apologize for die

behavior of the US Marines
recently in port in Haifa.

As an American civilian cur-

rently living in Israel, I was
attempting to show this beautiful
and historic city to a visiting

frieod, when we had the misfor-

tune to find the city overrun by
hundreds of riotous Marines.
Their complete disregard for the
hospitable efforts of their hosts,

the people and merchants of
Haifa, was only outdone by these

soldiers' active and conscious
effort to abuse and insult these
Israelis.

In a mere two hours I wit-
nessed a handful of fights, three
separate acts of blatant vandal-
ism, and in general, the type of
ignorant, childish misbehavior
only to be defined as hooligan-
ism.

ZACH ROTHENBERG
Ma'ayan Zvi

Sir, - I am writing with refer-

ence to an article published in The
Jerusalem Post on August 8. Of
particular interest and concern to

Jane's was the sentence: “Ail the

more reason to be surprised at the

major bloomer in its latest Sentinel

publication, where It claims Israeli

operatives are even now secretly

spying in the US.”
This caused concern since

nowhere in the publication in ques-

tion, Jane’s Sentinel-Eastern

Mediterranean, is there any men-
tion of Israeli spies currently oper-

ating in the US. For your readers’

information, I would like to point

out dial Jane's has a strict policy

never to publish classified or

unsourced information. All the

information in Jane's publications

is checked by a minimum of two
independent sources.

We are confident that the infor-

mation published in Jane’s

Sentinel was correct at time of
going to press and feel that your
readers should be informed
accordingly.

SARAH THOMAS,
Publishing Director,

Jane’s Information Group
London.

Sir, - X write to clarify two mis-

understandings about my profes-

sional title and role that were
unintentionally implied in the

insightful article by Steve Rodan
on November 22 about a Khan
Yunis Cleanup Day, financed by
the European Union as part of the
training of Gaza Community
Workers by Interns for Peace-
Fust, although I do not have a

congregation, I still serve as a
“rabbi in Israel” and retain the title.

My inter-group relations work in

Israel and abroad constitutes a rab-

OUT OF CONTEXT
Sir, - Watching the videotape of

the two border policemen hitting

Palestinian detainees on Mabat on
November 18, I couldn’t help

wondering if Channel 1 had
become a propaganda outlet for the

PA. In showing the footage,

Channel 1 not only acted irrespon-

sibly, but most definitely against

the national interest of Israel.

To be sure, the kicking and hit-

ting of the Palestinians looks brutal

from he comfort of one’s living

room. But it should be kept in

mind that such bullying of prison-

ers is far from uncommon in police

detention centers around the

world, even in countries not facing

any particular security threat

By airing the footage, Channel 1

certainly ensured that reports of
Israeli brutality would be played
around the world. From past expe-

rience, it is sure that the world
media showed the film without

context or background - namely,

that the beatings occurred amid a
massive security alert for would-be
suicide bombers and following a
“shooting war” when Palestinians

gunned down border policemen.

EDUON

binate dedicated to fulfilling the

mitzva, repeated 36 times in the

Tozah, “Welcome the stranger in

your midst, for you were once
strangers in the Land of Egypt”
Second, I am not a “US-based
director,” but an international

director, who travels continuously
to oversee the Interns for Peace
offices and operations in Tel Aviv,
Gaza, New York and Europe.

RABBI BRUCE M. COHEN,
International Director,

InternsfarPeace
Tel Aviv.

Jerusalem.

INTERNS FOR PEACE
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What do they do?
DAVID NEWMAN

rTlODAY the Israel Geographical

I Association bolds its annual

JL conference, in TelAviv.

“Ugh!” I can hear people saying,

“What a bore!" as they remember

high school, where they were

forced to leant the names ofrivers

and capital cities ad nauseam, or

perhaps the differences between

types of climates or batdforms.

How often I am greeted with the

question, “So you're a professor

of geography? Then can you teO

me die name of the capital city of

The geographers’

palette comprises

the shades and
colors of

human activity

Nepal, or the river that flows

through Mongolia?"
Expected to be the world’s best

travel agent I encounter blank stares

when - as often happens - 1 am as

ignorant of the answers as the aver-

age person. There can be few disci-

plines in the modem world whereas

great a chasm exists between prac-

tice ami external perceptions.

Geography is an exciting profes-

sion, but few non-geographers

have much idea what it is geogra-

phers actually do.

And geographers themselves have

become so self-conscious that many
spend much of their professional life

justifying themselves to the outside

world or, as is often the case, finding

an alternative label for their work.

Let’s take a look ar the program

of today’s conference, which, by

the way, approximately 300 geog-

raphers, planners, geomorpholo-

gists. environmentalists and poli-

cy makers are expected to attend.

There are sessions on topics cov-

ering the whole range of physical

and Human landscape formation.

Geographers don’t just smdy the

way our spaces and territories were

formed in flic past; drey are also

actively involved in planning how

these places and spaces should (and

maybe will) be planned in thefuture.

In Israel geographers sit on

numerous governmental commit-

tees which determine how our

land is to be zoned, where settle-

ments should be located, how our

environment is to be preserved, to

which areas scarce resources

should be allocated - even how
the future maps of Israel and the

Palestinian Authority should be

drawn up and demarcated.

Geography graduates are fortu-

nate: they have a wide range of

practical job opportunities, and

can be found working in many
government ministries and plan-

ning agencies.

BUT, some still ask, what do geo-

graphers actually deal with? Well,

the wide-ranging, somewhat eclec-

tic, list of topics suggests that the

answer could be: just about any-

thing they can lay their hands on.

Geography is, by definition, a

diverse profession. It is a farm of

national unity government, one which

comprises all shades and colots of

human activity, seeking to draw them

together under a territorial umbrella.

If geographers are critical of

other disciplines it it is that many
other social scientists view the

world as if everything were hap-

pening on top of a needle-point

The political scientist and the

sociologists don’t pay enough
attention to the fact that differ-

ences in society are affected by,

and in turn affect, the types of

places in which we live, in which

we function on a daily basis.

Spatial differentiation is central

DryBones
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to our understanding of society’s

functioning. It isn’t just the “bow”

and the “when” that should inter-

est us, but the “where” too.

And it is significant that in the

social science literature ofthe “post-

modern” era, where boundaries

between disciplines are supposedly

vanishing, the sociologists, econo-

mists and political scientists have

suddenly discovered the importance

of space and place. Their journals

have become full of articles dealing
with topics that have been central to

geographers for decades.

If this all sounds like a pitch for

geography— well, it is.

It was Warren Christopher who,

on a helicopter tour of the West

Bank and Golan Heights., is said to

have commented that be hadn’t

realized how important an under-

standing of geography was to a

full acquaintance with the intrica-

cies of the Arab-Israel conflict.

indies and gentlemen, I rest my
case.

77ie writer isprofessor ofpolitical

geography and director of the

Humphrey Institute of Social

Research at Ben-Gurion University.

‘My way is great, yours stinks’

DAVID HORN1K
I

F some diabolical genius

sought to estrange secular

Israelis even further from
Judaism and, while he was at it

deepen social riffs and send our

level of social discourse plummet-

ing even further, he couldn't have

dreamt up a more brilliant notion

than a haredi demonstration in Tel

Aviv against the Shabbat behavior

ofTeTAvivians.
Thedrearyscenario, so familiarin

Jerusalem, repeats itself in die dty

by the sea as a black mass ofhared-

im denounce the secularists while a

countennass of Meretz and other

secularists denounce the haredim.

Placards, jeering, name-calling.

My way of life is great, yours

stinks.... Nope, you’ve got it

wrong - it’s my way of life that’s

great, yours that stinks.

It reminds me of the kind of tit

for tat I used to have with my sis-

ter when we were small
What neither side, haredim nor

extreme secularists, suspects for a
moment is that they resemble each
other. Each has a stringent

requirement for Israeli society;

each wants everyone to be the way
they are.

"Die haredim want everyone to

be haredi. The extreme secularists

claim to be paragons of tolerance

and pluralism, yet tend to be full

of contempt, even hatred, toward
those who are politically or reli-

giously differenL

I don't miss America's social

problems - considerably worse

than Israel’s - but I do miss the

capacity to talk about them more
intelligently.

In the US it’s a given that one
livesm the 20th century; what’s in

question is whether that’s an unal-

loyed good. The liberals see

change as progress and champion
new trends; the conservatives

think things have gone top far too

fast, and that some infusion ofold
values and standards is needed.

Both sides write thought-pro-

voking articles and books and are

genuinely exposed to each other’s

ideas.

Here, instead of conservatives

and liberals, the debate (if you can
call it that) is between “Jewish

Khomeinis" and “Hebrew-speak-
ing goyim.”
About 90 percent of Israeli Jews

live in modem society but can’t

think about it critically because

they tend to see it as monolithical-

ly counterposed to the “medieval

ghetto” of the haredim.

The haredim regard theirway of

life 9s definitively perfect For

them, it’s a great God-ordained

tiling that able-bodied and able-

minded men live as wards of the

state on tiny stipends. Ignorant of
tiie arts or sciences, useless to

both workforce and army. And if

every woman is forced to bear 10
children, barred from every
dimension of life but the domestic

one - that is die Way, the Torah.

But to the vociferous secularists^

.egged on by haredi condemnation
of their life-style, everything

.
about modem life has to be won-
derful too, above scrutiny.

In my experience with left-wing

secularists, talk about even things

like rising divorce and drug use,

like teenagers roaming the streets

all night and feeling closer to

MTV than to the Bible is met with

defensiveness rather than honesty.

YET despite the mirror-image

extremism on both sides I don’t

want to suggest the two camps are

equivalent When it comes to

denying the other side's adult

autonomy, regarding one's oppo-

nents as ignorant babes at best, the

haredim take the credit It’s evi-

dent from their behavior.

If they understood anything at

all about secular. Tel Avivians

they’d, know that the very last

thing that could incline them mote
toward Judaism is a bled; casti-

gating throng from Jerusalem.

The secularists may disapprove

of haredi religious ideology, but

they grant that it is a real andpow-
erful force. The haredim, howev-
er, refuse 10gram thatmodem, lib-

eral secularism is a legitimate ide-

ology, one adhered to not out of
ignorance but because people
believe in iL

Beyond that, much as I object to

some of the views of the left-wing
secularists I have a big thing in

common with them: We serve in

the same army. We’re willing to

risk, sometimes even lose, our
lives for each other’s sake.

That makes me feel a bond with

my political opponents on the left

that I can never feel with the great

majority of haredim. I'm sure I'm
not alone.

The writer is a writer and trans-

lator living in Jerusalem,

What really hurts is the sheer stupidity,

of the religious-secular ‘debate’

Weakness mostly in the mind
S

ECULAR Zionism’s tragedy

is that it hasn’t developed a
religious-spiritual alternative

to either the haredi or extreme-
chauvinist variety of Judaism, one
free of narrow-mindedness, intol-

erance, hatred and racism.

It is this failure that made us

seculars feel so powerless in the

face of last week's muscle-flexing

by local representatives of the

Middle Ages.
Shas’s Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

quoted the biblical passage in

which a Sabbath desecraior “must
surely die

”

At whose hand? The rabbi didn’t

elaborate. But can he have cited

the verse with any other intent but
to make us “goyim” squirm?
Yet we oughtn't to feel so help-

less. for our predicament is large-

ly psychologicaL
We seculars tend to forget that it

was precisely against this fanatical

interpretation of Judaism that our
grandfathers revolted, shedding
the old ways that to them seemed
the source of much of die misery
of the Jews in Eastern Europe.
At the beginning of the century

my maternal grandfather, who was
bom in Russia, refused to join his

grandfather who had come 10 die
in Jerusalem because the old man
insisted that he study ai a yeshiva.

My grandfather wanted to be a
farmer in Eretz Yisrael and he real-

ized his dream in 1932, over two
decades after his grandfather was
buried on the Mount ofOlives.
At the beginning of the century

my Polish-born maternal grand-
mother took off at tiie age of 18
for the US, ber 15-year-old sister

ip tow, because she abhorred the
life-style of her parents, refused to
be married off by means of a sfud-

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

dutch and wanted to be free.

My grandparents knew exactly

what they were revolting against.

Their secularism was the outcome ofa
deliberate dedskn, not of ignorance.

THE PROBLEM is that today’s
secular youngsters are ignorant
Those who feel a need to return to

religion generally believe that tiie

intolerant, fanatical interpretation

of Judaism — the one that mani-

Hamizrahi and eight from Hapoel
Hamizrahi).

The Sephardim, “Oriental” Jews
and Yemenites were represented
by five MKs belonging to two
non-religious ethnic parties.

Today the Ashkenazi haredim
still have only four Knesset seals
and the National Religious Party
is down to nine.

Where tiie great difference has
taken place is in the third group —

Our local representatives of the Middle
Ages make us secularists squirm - but we

. are stronger than we think

fested itself in Tel Aviv last week
— is “the real thing."

They forget that by the begin-
ning of this century this narrow
interpretation was in an advanced
state of decay and degeneration.

Its current renaissance isn’t
something that grew out of the
genuine “real tiling.” It is an aber-
ration which feeds on what we
secular Zionists built with our
wits, our sweat and our blood.

THE following statistics are fas-

cinating:

In the first Knesset, formed in

1949, there were IS religious
MKs, who were elected within the
framework of the United
Religious Front Of these 18 MKs
four were haredi-Ashkenazi (two
from AgudarYisrael andtwo from
Poalei Agudat Yisrael) and 12
were national-religious (four from

the so-called Sephardi Jews (Shas)
- who are represented in this 14th
Knesset by 10 haredi MKs.
Why the five moderate, for-

ward-looking MKs of 1949 (their

two parties both joined the liberal

POSTSCRIPTS
PRIME MINISTER Binyamin
Netanyahu made two mistakes
when posing .with his wife and
sons as he lit tiie Hanukka candles
in his office on tiie first night of
the holiday.

Undoubtedly causing sneers
among his religious coalition part-
ners, the photograph (published in
aQ tiie papers) shows him lighting
the candles on tiie wrong side.
Any observant Jew knows that the
first candle must be placed cm the
right end of the hanukkiya and not

General Zionists in tire course of
the second Knesset) became the

10 followers of Rabbi Ovadia
Yosef - who dress like the

Lithuanian Jews, even though
these latter regard them as inferi-

ors- is without doubt the result of
another major failure of the secu-

lar education system.
But the problem of extremist

religious dominance is smaller
than it might ai first seem, since I

see the real “fundamentalist” core

as being among the Ashkenazim,
and not among the Sephardi hared-
im. There is thus no earthly reason
why we should not be able to con-
front it, employing wisdom, deter-

mination and self-confidence.
Those who hold that Hitler

came to power because some ofus
desecrated Shabbat and ate peak
(as was recently suggested) have
no real answers.
The only remaining question is

why we should continue to defend
and support an educational system
that propagates such ideas.

The writer isapolitical scientist

on the left side.

The second mistake j

two-year-old son, Avm
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riskyforany child,eva
the premier.
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By LOUIS UCHITELLE

T the end of the 19th century,
railroads and electric mo-

, tors were expected to trans-

it- . norm America, making a
t

young industrial economy far more
:v . . ^an any seen before. And

.

to*? did. At the end of the 20th'centu-
computers were supposed to per-

form the same miracle.
They haven’t

. Computers do wonderftil things.
-But in purely economic terms, their
contribution has been less than a

. transforming force: they have failed
.
.to bring back the strong growth that

. characterized so many decades of

,
-toe

.

American Century. By that
standard, they have been a disap-
pointment

“It is a pipe dream to think that
computers, will lead us back to a

: . promised land,” said Alan Krueger,
a Princeton University economist
The issue is productivity. Those

- ..i

-fVr’

America is all

wired up— and
still awaiting that
big surge in

productivity.

whb look to computers for economic
miracles, and there are many, insist

that measuring their contribution
only in dollars misses the less tangi-
ble improvement in quality that com-
puters have made possible. But qual-
ity is often in the eyes of the behold-
ers rather than in their wallets.

: Through decades of invention and '•

change, productivity has been meas-
ured as the amount of “output,” in

dollars, that comes from an hour of
*

"labor. A|wo'rker who makes 100 p$iH^i

;

:.cfls in ah hour, e^ch valued at 50
* xems. 'produces $50

t
of 'output. And

, the more output from eachTofThe
nation’s workers, the greater the na-

tional wealth.
. Or, put more broadly, productivity

is the amount of output in dollars

that comes from various “inputs,”

not only a worker’s labor, but the

tools he or she uses to carry out that

labor: a machine or a computer or a

wrench or an air conditioner that

makes work more comfortable In

summer. People work faster or con-

centrate better, and that shows up
quickly in tangible output

By this definition, the output re-

sulting from the computer revolution

of the last 25 years has been disap-

pointing. Computers have, of course,

contributed to productivity and eco-.

the Computer Done for Us Lately?

Corbls-Beninarm
A technological miracle was the Ferranti Pegasus computer, designed in Britain in the 1950*s for operation from the office desktop. The world still awaits an economic miracle.

nomic growth. But that contribution

has failed to register in Government
statistics as the kind of robust cata-

lyst that made the 1950’sand 1960’s

such prosperous years.

If computers have fallen short of

expectations, that would help explain

an apparent paradox that has puz-

zled economists and policy makers
for two decades: how rapid techno-

logical progress aqd a booming stock

market took place during a period of

sluggish economic performance —
sluggish, that is, relative to earlier

decades.

One possibility is that the statistics

are wrong. A panel of economists
came to this conclusion in a report to

Congress last week, suggesting that

growth has actually been quite ro-

bust but that this fact has been ob-
scured by overstating the amount of

output lost to inflation. This hap-
pened, the panel hinted, partly be-

cause the beneficial economic role of

computers was not correctly taken
into account Some price increases

that registered as inflation should
really have registered as increases

in output from computers.

Like Light Bulbs
But there is another explanation.

Perhaps the computer is one of those
inventions, like the light bulb early in

the century, that makes life much
better without adding as much to

tangible national wealth as appear-
ances might suggest That is because,
while the light bulb allowed factories

to operate night shifts and students to

study more easily, the measurable
result was less impressive than the
great improvement in the quality of
life that the electric light bulb made
possible.

Given the computer's ubiquity and

convenience, should the calculation of

productivity and wealth be changed
to give more dollar value to the con-

veniences the computer has
wrought?

That kind of recalculation has not

been done over generations of techno-

logical change, largely because con-

venience is too hard to quantify and
translate into dollars. Too often, con-

Continued on page 2
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German Drivers

Once off the

Autobaun, order

prevails in the

streets of Germany.
By Alan Cowell

The Palace Mystery

Someone’s been

plundering ancient

Nineveh.

By Barbara Crossette

Fighting International Crime

The Striped-Pants Crowd Gets Gumshoes
By STEVEN LEE MYERS

Washington

N
EW YORK CITY’S Police Commissioner, How-

ard Safir, stepped into a.diplomatic mess last

month when he went to the Dominican Repub-

lic with a plan to station a few of the city’s

police officers in Santo Domingo, Hie very idea sorted

the fury of Dominican nationalism and fears of Yankee

imperialism. The nation’s new President, Leone! Fer-

ndndez Reyna, took to ridiculing it And ^lodestg^

S, try to staunch the flow of drugs and fugitives between

the island nation and Upper Manhattan appeared to

wfther in a diplomatic tempesL .. . .

i The row, however, obscured an increasingly funda-

mental fact of American life and law enforcement:

Like almost everything else in the global village the

fight against crime is increasingly

that has raised new concerns not only for the United

StatesMavp^forcement officials - from die Federal

Bureau of Investigation to the Central Intelligence

Appncv — but also for its diplomats.Ag
No longer simply an overseas matter for the long

arm of American justice,international.crime is increas-

ingly seen as a threat to national security itself, requir-

STtee^ergy and resound ofvirtually every agency

° f

^intemationS

1

crime is not new, but the end of the

cold war and the subsequent opening of societies have

WUWfi w.faCT.

Vyacheslav K. Ivankov, a Russian emigre convicted last year of extortion, in custody in New York
Chans w- Lee-'The New Y«fc Time

in 1995.

led to a vast increase in crimes that transcend borders.

The growing freedom of travel and the explosion in

technology— computers, cellular phones, beepers, faxes

— have made criminals more nimble and brazen.

And the nature of their crimes has changed. They

are no longer limited to drugs, terrorism and the occa-

sional flight from justice. Increasingly there's money
laundering, kidnapping, smuggling, credit card scams,
even auto theft.

In addition, the United States seems far more
willing to confront international crime — not quite the

same attitude as in the days when a drug smuggler
could be useful in operations against the Communists.

In other words, the sudden lack of a sense of mortal

peril leaves America free to focus its high dudgeon on

organized crime cells in Russia — cells that got their

start in the black markets of the Soviet Union and have

since spawned complex criminal enterprises of fraud

and extortion, often reaching into the United States. Or
to focus on groups in Latin America and Nigeria that

once trafficked mostly in drugs and now also commit
white-collar crimes involving high finance.

For the new foreign policy team announced by
President Clinton last week — Madeleine K. Albright as

Secretary of State, William S. Cohen as Secretary of

Defense. Anthony Lake as Director of Central Intelli-

gence and Samuel R. Berger as national security advis-

er — international crime is very likely to become an

Continued on page 4
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Reading at 55 Miles Per Hour
By ADAM BRYANT

A
DD this to the list of things danger-

ous to your health: verbose signs.

That at least was the message of

a jury in Dallas that recently penal-

ized American Airlines $20 million for its

five-story-high electronic signs near the air-

port. It seems that one of those signs full of

gate and flight information may have been

the culprit in a rear-end collision at the

airport in December 1993. Two passengers

in the ramming car were hurt, and sued the

airline, claiming their driver was distracted

by the signs. The jury decided that Ameri-

can Airlines had brushed off warnings from

traffic experts that the signs were indeed a

hazard.
Everyone knows that signs can be annoy-

ing: a New York lawyer was so angry about

a neon sign installed above his second-story

window by the takeout chicken franchise

downstairs that he hung a “BAD FOOD”
sign in his window. (The case inspired a

recent episode of “Seinfeld.”-) But can signs

actually be dangerous?

Ask the New Jersey Turnpike Authority.

Officials there, considering whether to put

up billboards of their own and rent out the

space to advertisers, researched the dan-

gers of billboards.

Roadside billboards

don’t have to say, ‘Yo!

Look up!’ to cause

trouble on the ground.

Associated Press

The face that stopped a thousand cars.

The Cost of Looking
One report said some studies had indeed

found a link between billboards and “distrac-

tion induced” accidents, it also cited a Cali-

fornia study that found the average accident

rates were 41 percent greater when bill-

boards were around. (Of course, advertisers

tend to prefer billboards in heavy-traffic

areas, which might explain the accident

rate).

Other research, however, found no link

whatsoever. And that was the guidance the

New Jersey Turnpike Authority chose to

follow. In June,' the authority voted to put up

billboards for advertisements, which will

bring in about $1 million a year.

Where does that leave giant roadside tele-

visions?

Ini 990. when Sony put up the JumboIron in

Times Square, the New York City Depart-

ment of Transportation fretted about safety.

The department sent traffic engineers to

study whether the screen — which on occa-

sion demanded attention by flashing “Yo!

Look up!” — was affecting the flow of cars.

But apparently, traffic in Times Square was

just as horrible before the screen went up.

Sony said it has not been sued for causing

any accidents.

Chicago has done its own informal study.

In March, a clothing store painted a three-

storylhigh likeness of Dennis Rodman, the

larger-than-life basketball star of the Chi-

cago BuHs, on the side of a warehouse along

an expressway near downtown. At the time,

Mr. Rodman was very much in the news —
he bad just been suspended for butting an

official with his brightly colored head. So. the

mural grabbed the attention of more than a

few drivers.

All the “gapers and gawkers," as Chica-

go's transportation officials called them,

caused traffic to slow to a halt, as they

checked out Mr. Rodman in a sleeveless suit,

exposing his tattooed arms. Some drivers

pulled over to take pictures. Others just kept

driving— right into the cars in from of them.

Gene Siiverberg, the chief executive of the

clothing retailer that sponsored the portrait,

decided that the giant Rodman had to go. “if

someone had gotten hurt, the joke would

have worn thin.” he said.

Marie Graham lor The forte Tims

The Long-winded billboard that cost American Airlines $20 million in dented bumpers.

Mr. Rodman didn’t like the verdict. “I

think they should leave it up,” he said at the

time. “It’s not the fault of the people who put

it up, it's the people who are driving.”

In Dallas, some evidence points elsewhere.

Police records show that 30 accidents over

three years have been attributed to Ameri-

can Airlines’s giant signs, and a 1994 study

suggested that it takes the average person 3

to 10 seconds to digest the sign’s information.

Still, the airline is angry about the verdict

on its electronic signs, grumbling that the

car accident was nothing more than a gar-

den-varfety rear-end collision. Nonetheless,

it unplugged the signs on Friday while it

appealed the verdict. Now American Airlines

passengers In Dallas can get tfc^r gate mfor-

mation over the phone. The question is: who

will be blamed for fender benders caused by

late travelers dialing their car phones?

What Has the Computer
Done for America Lately?
ContinuedFrom Page l

Associated Press

National standards in Japan include rote learning and entrance tests. An English class in Tokyo, above.

Building Better Schools

One Size Doesn’t Fit

By PETER APPLEBOME

I

N almost any other country in the world, the

announcement would have caused yawns.

But when New York City's Schools Chancel-

lor, Rudy Crew, proposed last week that local

schools adopt voluntary, privately developed national

education standards, he was touching on one of the

great fault lines of American learning: the divisive

issue of how to create standards and assessments that

foster national excellence in a country utterly commit-

ted to decentralized and locally controlled schooling.

Applied Learning

His proposal that the city adopt the recent guide-

lines developed by the New Standards project in Wash-
ington for math, English, science and “applied learn-

ing” — writing and math skills useful in the business

world — might be evidence of some slow, creeping

acceptance of the idea that America needs some
agreed-upon rules for what schoolchildren should learn.

But Mr. Crew's gambit also comes at a time when
the notion of standards and assessments of any kind

flies in the face of the local nature of American
education and of fierce anti-Washington currents in the

land. Most experts say that, for now, the forces working
against any form of national standards are stronger
than those pushing for them.

“Talk about political correctness;” said Bruce
Alberts, president of the National Academy of Sciences.

“This is political correctness, the way that everybody's

so afraid to talk about anything national in education.
Everyone is still afraid of saying the truth: that we’ll

get nowhere as a nation until we make use of all our
resources and that there are some things all students
should know regardless of what state they live in.”

Pulling in one direction is a recognition that with-

out higher standards America's educational perform-
ance is likely to continue faltering, as seen lastmonth in

the rniddl&of-the-pack performance by middle-school
American children on international math and science
tests. Mr. Alberts says those results are a perfect
example of why this country needs to think seriously
about standards of the kind adopted by most countries
and nearly all those that scored best on the math and
science comparisons like Singapore, Japan and Korea.

Pulling in the opposite direction is this country's
history of education as a local enterprise and the anti-
Washington mood that makes even the hint of a nation-
ally standardized test or curriculum.politically a loser.
What emerges is an odd dance of trying to establish
guides that would lift national achievement without

ceding an iota of local control.

“It’s obvious that national standards or a national

test is not going to do it,” said Gov. Tommy G.

Thompson of Wisconsin, co-chairperson of Achieve, the

organization that grew out of the 1996 Education Sum-
mit held in Palisades, N.Y., to foster high standards.

“People are going to rebel against any national stand-

ard, and it won't work. And politically it's just a non-

starter. The standards are going to have to come from
the states.” Achieve has raised $5 million to act as a
clearinghouse for state and local school districts on

standards and assessments.

But Marc Tucker, co-director of New Standards,

said that more telling than the political winds blowing
against national standards is the consensus that has
emerged about the need for standards and the recogni-

tion that it makes no sense for each state to invent the

wheel.

“What makes New York so significant," Mr. Tuck-
er said, “is that Rudy Crew got up and became the first

person in authority to say what our jurisdiction needs is

Americans say they want
national educational

standards, like Japan’s, to

improve pupil achievement.

Don’t believe it

national standards: we’ll modify and adapt them as we
see fit, but they ought to be national standards. It

reflects the degree to which the debate on standards
has changed”

For now Achieve represents the political compro-
mise, a national organization with no Federal role and
no ability to mandate anything.

Advocates of standards, however, hope that states
will in the end adopt standards on their own and that
Texas students will learn most of the same things as
Oregon students.

Still, the process remains so tenuous that Mr.
Thompson of Wisconsin did not hesitate when asked
what qualities he wanted in the person now sought to
run the organization.

"We're looking for a cross between Jesus Christ
and Colin Powell and Moses and Solomon,” he said

venience increases consumption more than production.

With computers, “most of the recent use has been on the

consumption side,” said Zvi Griliches, a Harvard econo-

mist. “The time you waste surfing the Internet is not an

output.”

Others take a broader view. Children using- home
computers for schoolwork— gathering data from the

Internet, for example — become better students, they

say. In time, that will translate into rising workplace

skills and greater measurable output But it hasn't yet
and standard practice dictates that the nation wait until

it shows up in the numbers before proclaiming the

computer’s great contribution to productivity.

“People have high expectations of this happening

overnight" said Nathan Rosenberg, an economic histo-

rian at Stanford University. “Computers are a major
innovation, but absorbing so great an innovation in-

volves many changes in work practices and behavior,”

Instead of more efficient

production, the office of the

1990’s hasjunk E-mail and

electronic;solitaire. „ ^

Useless Power
Right now, much of a personal computer's power

goes untapped, or is employed in low-output tasks like

sending and sorting through junk E-mail, compiling

electronic Rolodexes and playing solitaire in the office.

Harnessing a computer’s- spectacular ability to deliver,

and manipulate information Is not easy. Edward McKel-
vey, a senior economist at Goldman Sachs, offers a
hypothetical illustration:

A consultant who charged $50 an hour 10 years ago to

forecast treads in the economy now has a- powerful

desktop computer at his fingertips, feeding him informa-

tion that in theory should make his forecasts more
accurate. But he still charges clients $50 an hour because
the forecasts, despite the computer, are not more accu-

rate. Perhaps the consultant might never get that good at

forecasting, even with a computer, or perhaps he will

become so adept at extracting data from its depths that

his forecasts will begin to hit the bull’s eye. And that

accuracy would allow him to raise his hourly fee, or.

,

“output,” to $70 an hour, a handsome improvement in his
*

productivity. >

There are other problems. The automated teller .

machine, for example, illustrates how measurable pro-

ductivity has failed to respond fully to computer invest-

ment A half-dozen machines installed in a bank’s lobby

permit the bank to cut its teller staff by half. That is

clearly measurable productivity. The bank’s income, or.

output, from bank transactions remains unchanged, but

the input in teller hours goes down. Hie kfled tellers can
shift to other income-producing activities, perhaps be-

coming loan officers.

To make the productivity rate continue rising, how-
ever, the bank must continue cutting teller hours as it

installs more AXM.’s. Instead, the next machinesgo to a
dozen outlying neighborhoods, so that customers can
bank at odd hours, almost at their doorsteps, or verify the
balances in their checking accounts, something they did

not bother to do very often before ATJML’s. That is

convenience. Most banks don’t charge extra fees for this

convenience. If they had no luaghborhobd ATJVL’s, then
customers would have found themselves forced to use the
machines already installed in the lobbies of their banks.

“The question is, how much would you have been
willing to pay in fees for the convenience of having that
neighborhood A.T.M. if the banks refused to furnish them
otherwise?” said Erich Brynjolfsson, an economist at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Sloan School of
Business. “That would then enter into measurable out-

put"
Through a survey, Mr. Brynjolfsson tried to calcu-

late what additional amounts Americans would pay for
hundreds of conveniences that computers make possible.
He came,up with a total of $70 billion in additional output
That would add only one-tenth of one percent to the
national wealth, which is the value of all the goods and
services produced in the United States in a year— hardly
enough to get economic growth back to the rates (at least

3 percent a year) that were characteristic of the 1950's
and 1960’s.

A Little Help

United Press inunuaaoal/CorU^-Beninaim

The American original, the vacuum-tubed Wwiar •

Still, computers and software in all their various
forms make an important contribution. The national
wealth — also known as the gross domestic product —

-

has risen at an .annual rate of less than Z5 percent, on
average, in recent years. That includes a contribution of
roughly four-tenths of a percentage point from comput-
ers and their trappings, according to the caimiatfans of
two Federal Reserve economists. Stephen D. (Miner and
Daniel E. SlcheL Manufacturing and the telecmnmunica-
tions industry have benefited especially from computer-
ization.

But why haven’t computers lifted the overall econ-
omy the rest of the way back to 3 percent growth? One
reason is that they represent only 2 percent of tee
nation’s capital stock, which is all the existing machinery,
equipment, factories and buildings that business uses to
produce goods and services.

By comparison, railroads in theirheyday represent-
ed more than 12 percent And they became the tool for
opening up frontier lands to agriculture, and tonew cities
andindustries. At the same time, electric motors, replac-
ing steam, gave the nation a much more flexible and
efficient source of power, and made possible the assem-
bly line. The outputresulting from railroads and electric
motors became enormous.. . ;

Perhaps there is some set of ccaoditioos, having no
direct connection to computers, chat most develop before

'

"

American productivity and economic growth can return .

to the old levels— conditions like greater demand lor tee
potential output from computers, orhegemony again in%
the global economy. .

. ;

Or perhaps, as some 'economists say, we should^
lower ourexpectatiaus.
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The fragment, top, outlined on a 1990 photograph ofdetail froma sculpted slab.

i&ga&sl
A huge alabaster relief, with the fragment, top, outlined.

Photographs by John Malcolm Russell

The archeological museum in Iraq that contained Assyrian carvings from the palace of Sennacherib, in 1990. The carvings were vandalized after the gulf war.

By BARBARA CROSSETTE

T
HE story begins about 27 centuries ago, when

Sennacherib. King of Assyria, the greatest em-

pire the world had known, failed to conquer

Jerusalem in 701 B.C.
.

.

“And that night, the angel of the. Lord went forth

and slew 185.000 in the camp of the Assyrians, the Bible

says in II Kings 19. “Then Sennacherib. King of Assyria,

went home, and dwelt at Nineveh.*’

It wasn’t his last -defeat Not by.2,697 yearn.

Last month John Malcolm Russell, a Columbia

University art historian who is one of the world s leading

experts on Sennacherib's palace at Nineveh, gotsome

wrenching news. An unknown seller was offering 10

pieces ofart from ancient Mesopotamia, which is now

southern Iraq. A lawyerfoo* prospective tayjj.

in hand, wanted to know: Did Mr. Ru^elMhink.they

where they were from,” Mr.

Russell said la* week. The pictures were of fragments

frommamSficent alabaster reliefs that had bud the

l!£lls of the*palace at least until^
nhntoeraohed them on his last trip before the 1991

PeS cSf war- Among those reliefs, part of an

archeological site museum near the city of Mosul, were
archeologicaj . e

AssyTian ^de of. the Jerusalem

SXlsSd*iW version was that the Israelites

had
since this centals warin

.

the Persian Gulf. International sanctions baveimpwer^ Iraqis, many of whom have sold family

heirlooms forlood. Today the country's archeological

oldest civilizations had been carved on ston®

slabs op to eight WJWJJJ
Russell saw were of fragment about a sq

S1Ze
damiSw mea;iew hours

later

act of vandalism and looting but a conservation emer-
gency of the first magnitude.1 ’

Mr.- Russell, author of “Sennacherib’s Palace:
Without Rival at Nineveh” (University 0f Chicago,

1991), says the exact extent of the damage is unknown.

“I don’t know if these are the only 10 pieces on the

market. I’d be surprised. Ten sculptures from Senna-
cherib’s palace is an unheard of number to appear on
the market at once. When something appears In quantity

like that, you’ve got to ask yourself, how can this be?”

.

And who did it?

Mr. Russell has been called in as art sleuth before.

Twice in 1995, a European'museum asked his opinion on

works believed to have been stolen from Iraq. In 1992 he

and Julian Reade of the British Museum found a four-

An unintended casualty of

the gulf warhas been Iraq’s

archeological wonders.

foot-by-six-foot Assyrian stone carving behind a thick

coat of paint in the commissary of a boys’ boarding

school in Canford, England. The school sold it for $12

million in 3994 tothe Shumei Family Collection in Japan.

The story of the Canford sculpture and the connois-

seurship of Lady Charlotte, a wealthy Victorian who

built a pavilion for it and other Assyrian treasures,

became another book by Mr. Russell, “From Nineveh to

New York,” to be published by Yale University Press in

February. New York City’s Metropolitan Museum

houses some of the collection.

Lady Charlotte was a cousin of Sir Austen Henry

Layard, who excavated Sennacherib’s palace in 1847 as

well as other sites on commission from the British

MiiqAiim .The carving recalling the confrontation at

Jerusalem struck a chord in England during a period of

religious doubt and scriptural revisionism. Fundamen-

talists seized on these “proofs.”

Many poor countries with rich archeological sites

cannot afford to safeguard them, and are vulnerable to

smugglers. By almost all accounts, though, Iraq— even
under Saddam Hussein — took good care of its redis-

covered antiquities through most of this century. The
sanctions against it have kept archeologists and art
historians from the sites, and difficulties felt by Iraqis
have made the -country's centuries-old ruins prey to
thieves, with or without the connivance of local officials.

Most archeologists and diplomats believe that there is

no high-level involvement in these thefts.

“Given the economic hardships that people are
under, obviously there are many who resort to criminal
acts to try to make some money,” said Nizar Hamdoon,
Iraq’s representative at the United Nations. “There are
a thousand sites that need to be guarded and provided

with security. It is difficult for the antiquities establish-

ment in Baghdad to find those resources.”
Mr. Russell said that he thinks people who steal

and sell items are paid a pittance, and that pieces small

enough to be carted away on donkeys or in backpacks

slip easily into Iran, Syria or Jordan. Once on the

market, they change hands for thousands of dollars,

often lens of thousands.

UNESCO, the United Nations cultural organiza-

tion, has been denied permission to photograph and

catalogue Iraqi sites by die Security Council Sanctions

Committee.
1

American diplomats said photographic

equipment was denied entry because it was considered

nonessential goods.

Mr. Russell,who alerted the United States Customs
Service. Scotland Yard and arts organizations, hopes

prospective buyers of Assyrian art will refuse pieces of

uncertain origin, dampening the trade- "Iraq was a

country that cherished its heritage and had an excellent

antiquities department that carried on its work right

through the miserable Iran-Iraq war,” he said. "It’s

only with sanctions and the breakdown of the middle

class — as groups of desperate people do desperate

things— that we have a breakdown in the national will

or pride in that heritage This is fostered by despera-

tion. It could happen anywhere.”
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From Paris

With Love:

Raspberries
By CRAIG R. WHITNEY

F
RANCE’S closest friend through the years

1)6611 the Un,lfid States, the ally
Fr6n

JJ most love to hate. President
Jacques Chirac considers himself an Amert-

r^fi
U
Mr

b
rl^a
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lhis term 1S relai>ve - Like de
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S
S 66611 P°htnS the United States

^rh^TATn^ir
ng tr0uble for PJans “ reorga-

mze the NATO alliance, among other things.
is 80inS 35 badI>- 33 " has

aS nlSwh
Mr

' K
hirac his Pr,me Minister,

Alain Juppe, the overbearing Americans are a handy
diversionary target. The two French leaders are
burdened with grave problems, ranging from the
possible resurgence of Algerian-related terrorism to
a stubborn unemployment raie — !2.6 percent — and
their popularity ratings are at record lows.

Blaming German monetary conservatism is
tempting but risky; the French simply can't afford to
alienate the Germans. But the big, clumsy, affable
Americans are used to tongue-lashings from the
French, and so have become their favorite target.

"Treat your friends the wav you would if they
were going to become your enemies one day " the
French statesman Cardinal Jules Mazarin wrote to
himself in the 17th century. More recently, de Gaulle
railed against American domination and pulled the
French military out of NATO's integrated command
structure. Now it is Mr. Chirac's turn.

A year ago. Mr. Chirac said he wanted France
back in NATO's command structure, but now he says
that can’t happen because of America's refusal to
consider ceding an important NATO command in
Naples to European control (never mind that the
biggest military asset of the Naples command, by
far. is the mighty American Sixth Fleet). The French
demand, coming on the heels of their failed effort to
stop the United States from dumping Boutros Bou-

Think about it. Who can
you most safely insult?

Your old friends. Mais oui.

tros-Ghali as United Nations Secretary General, has
snagged the reorganization plan, and the NATO
foreign ministers will be unable to give it final

approval when they meet in Brussels this week.
Is this inept? Not to the French. -RaiHng at

American big business, protesting when McDonald's
tries to infiltrate chic Parisian neighborhoods, and
challenging American domination make up a popular
national pastime, and popularity is one thing Mr.
Chirac and Mr. Juppe badly need these days.

The source of most of the unhappiness is popular
frustration with the high unemployment. Yet Mr.
Chirac and his Prime Minister insist that there is no
choice but to keep reining in spending to qualify

France under the stringent rules — rules that Ger-
many insists upon — for the common European
currency that is planned for the end of the decade.

How to make that grinch-that-stoie-Christmas

policy popular? Try this, from Mr. Chirac: "We need
a currency that is strong and powerful that would
allow us to resist aberrant fluctuations in the dollar.”

French politicians of every’ ideology think the

Clinton Administration has been deliberately keeping

the dollar weak. This, in their view, is how American
companies like Boeing can underbid European com-
panies like Airbus Industrie on w'orld markets.

Educated to admire state interventionism since

Jean-Baptiste Colbert ran the country under Louis

XIV, the French are convinced that governments, not

markets, set the value of currencies, and that official

American pronouncements have more of a role in

weakening the dollar than America's huge trade

deficits do. That American Treasury1 Secretaries and
Federal Reserve bankers keep saying they're for a

strong dollar just seems to the French like cynical

manipulation.

In France nothing is ever what it seems on the

surface, so the French, using good Cartesian logic,

think it can't be anywhere else, either.

And blaming the United States for their troubles
.

is becoming more popular with the French, only 35

percent of whom, according to a recent Sofres poll for

Le Monde and the RTL television network, like

America these days, while 46 percent actively dislike

it Eight years ago. 54 percent expressed varying

degrees of sympathy with the United States, com-
pared with 38 percent who felt antipathy.

Ask the French these day’s what they associate

with the United States and 59 percent of them say

“violence." 57 percent say "power," 45 percent say

"social inequalities” and 39 percent say "racism.”

The Indispensable American

Perhaps it’s because they see so many American

movies that they feel this way. The French flock to see

American films in preference to their own, which the

Government subsidizes in order to keep French cine-

ma from being completely suffocated by Hollywood;

November’s runaway film favorites in Paris were
“Independence Day" and “Mission Impossible." pae-

ans to the invincible and omnipresent American (or at

least, in “Mission Impossible,” to Tom Cruise).

Repressed envy may be another reason why the

French like Americans less these days. They certainly

don’t like to hear American politicians and economic

experts tell them that the lower American minimum
wage and a labor market that leaves employers freer

to hire and fire are the main reasons the United States

has created 8 million new jobs in the past four years

and France has created none.

(This year, French truck drivers tied highways in

knots until they won higher pay and the right to retire

at age 55 instead of 60.)

De Gaulle used to say that France could fulfill its

destiny for greatness by creating a united Europe, an

idea that for him and for his successors has always

been associated with challenging the United States.

When the European common currency that is

causing such trouble here comes, Mr. Chirac says,

“Europe will be the most important economic power

in the world, a; least for some time, and of course that

would worry certain people here and there.”

He named no names. But we know who we are.

i
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Germans Find Order

Is Just Their Speed
By ALAN COWELL

Bonn

D
EEP in the bureaucracy, Frau Ratte lurks.

Frau Ratte — the name translates literal-

ly as Mrs. Rat— is a Bonn city official charged
with sending out fines to motorists who run

afoul of radar speed traps. Frau Ratte is a punctilious

person. Her preprinted form will tell you that the speed

limit on such-and-such a road was 30 kilometers per

hour, while you were traveling at 39 k_piL, 5 k.pJi. above

the nominal grace speed of 34 k.ph. Therefore, Frau
Ratte informs you, you owe the city $20.

But wait, many people outside Germany will no
doubt ask. how can this be?

Is this not the land of the Autobahn,' where the

BMW’s and Mercedes hurtle at slightly less than the

Floor it on the Autobahn if

you like, but elsewhere Frau
Ratte may get you.

speed of sound with nary a cop to slow them? How, then,

can Frau Ratte be quibbling over speed limits of such

pathetic, subsonic levels as 20 miles an hour?

The answer cuts to the quick of that elusive entity

that historians, sociologists, authors and artists have

been seeking to define for centuries: the German soul.

Yes, speed— and the right to it— is enshrined in the

fact that even though there are local restrictions, like

there are anywhere else, there is no nationwide, binding

speed limit on the ribbons of highway that have latticed

the country since Hitler sought to motorize the land.

But just as embedded in Germany's way of doing

things— as Frau Ratte's very existence attests— is the

notion of Ordnung. that quintessential sense of order in

all things that permits the broader, social interest to

override the individual urge.

Just the other day the mass-circulation Bild Zeitung

reported a fascinating statistic: the way Germans be-

have towards each other and their surroundings in

public— at the office, in the car, at work and at play— is

covered by 4J&74 laws, 84,900 regulations and 32,000

regulatory standards. There’s Ordnung for you.

And between these two poles hovers the German
soul, drawn to one, restrained by the other, forever tom.

Fanciful? Not really. Consider, for example a clas-

sic poem in the German language — “The Roman
Fountain,” by the Swiss poet Conrad Ferdinand Meyer.

Here the poet is fascinated by the juxtaposition of

movement and tranquility, the flowing water held in

stasis by the structure of the fountain. Surely, here is

the forerunner to the owner of a new Audi and Frau

Ratte, the one in motion, the other intent on control.

And what about that very icon of German literature

— Goethe’s “Faust”? What else was Faust doing when
he made his pact with Mephistopheles except securing a

lifelong lease on the fast lane? And, even though he did

not finally claim Faust’s soul, what else was Mephi-

sfopheles doing when he called in the debt but enforcing

the basic tenet of Ordnung — notably that unchecked

individualism carries the ultimate price?

This is where the metaphor acquires Angst For if

the enforcer of Ordnung is cast in satanic terms — to

wit, Mephistopheles or, indeed, Frau Ratte— how come
people here seem to like their Ordnung so much? How
come people waiting to cross roads at pedestrian stop

lights will tut-tut at those who cross on red, as if there

were a little of the Frau Ratte in all of us, as if order

could not be true order unless universally enforced?

Could it be that people yearn for structures like the

Roman fountain to hold in check the perilous flows that

might otherwise run amok? That might sound apocalyp-

tic were it not for the fact that the 20th century is

scarred by the flood damage of two world wars. Indeed,

Chancellor Helmut Kohl says that without European

m*

Germans like the liberating Autobahn (shown in its infancyinthe 1960’s) but also the straight and narrow.

unity to bind Germany to its neighbors in a common
destiny, a fractured continent will face the same choice

of war and peace in the 21st century.

The Fast Lane
No one likes a stereotype, of course, especially not on

such perilous turf as this.

Think, for instance, of Germans whose individual

flair transports them to heights of genius — Boris

Becker, say, or even Mr. Kohl, with his improbable

ughming footwork to reunify Germany in 1990. Think of

authors like Gunther Grass or film-makers like Wim
Wenders. Or warriors like Erwin RommeL who turned

speed into strategy.
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conducted by
Alexander
Rahbari
JP Price
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Gabriele Fontana, Josef Hopferwieser,
Brigitte Karwautz, Czecho-Slovak RSO,
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Herbert Uppert, Elisabeth Norberg-Schulz, Georg Tichy.

Hungarian
Festival Chorus, Failoni Orchestra, conducted by Michael

HaJasz
JP Price NIS 5640

10. LA TRAVIATA - 2 CD's
Monika Krause, Yordy Ramiro, Georg Tichy,

Slovak Philharmonic;

Chorus, Czechoslovak RSO, conducted by
Alexander Rahbari
JP Price NIS 5840
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JP Price NIS 56.90
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JP Price NIS 56.90
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6. MADAMA BUTTERFLY -

ZOO’S
Miriam Gaud, Yordy Ramiro,
Georg Tichy, Slovak
Philharmonic Chorus,
Czecho-Slovak RSO, under
Alexander Rahbari
JP PRIce NIS 56.90

11. J-S. BACH - WELL-TEMPERED
CLAVIER (2 CD’S)
Performed by Jeno Jando (Hungary), an
outstanding pianist, laureate of several

international piano competitions.

JP Price NIS 56.90
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How do they— the composers and conductors, die

poets and playwrights — fit into this picture of Angst,

»inip«ge as exemplars of the fast lane in which all is

possible? After all, Impossibility of the individual iswfaac

high-speed motoring is ail about in Germany. It is no

coincidence that the BMW advertisements stress the

notion of car as the vehicle, as it were, of personal

fulfillment Qpce the local speed limits, the roadwork and
the traffic congestion have fallen away, what immense

satisfaction accrues from watching the speedomiaer

needle edge toward the magic 200 kilometers per hour

line (125 m.p±L), in cars that are designed precisely for

this kind of release.

Out here, an the limits of individual skill and free-

dom, even Frau Ratte cannot reach you.

Diplomats

In Gumshoes
Continued FromPage l

issue with a priority right alongside nuclear prolifera-

tion or ethnic conflict The problems of crime and
nuclear proliferation could well merge, for that matter,

if Russian gangsters start selling nuclear material.

International crime is “one-of the most threatening

aspects at the end of the century,” said Gen. Barry R.

McCaffrey, the National Drag Policy Director.

. The threat is particularly acute for many emerging
democracies, and American foreign policy makers find

this alarming. These nations lack the laws or judicial

systems to cope with the problem, and police officers

are often ill-trained, ill-equipped and corrupted.

“The threat to countries now is less from the right

or the left, but from international crime,” said Robert S.

Gelbard, Assistant Secretary of State for International

Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs. “And it's more
insidious, more subversive in manyways because crimi-
nal groups are undermining democratic states.”

Not just elections, either. Business, too. ThisAdmin-
istration has portrayed international markets as the key
to the future not oily of America’s economy, but of
world peace as welL In this view, if Western investors
are scared off by a gangster environment in some
straggling new democracy, the whole world loses.

As a result. President Clinton has made the fight

against international crime a larger part of his foreign
policy, highlighting it during his speech at the 50th
anniversary of the United Nations last year.

Three years ago the State Department’s Bureau of
International Narcotics became the Bureau of Interna-
tional Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs — more
than just a name change. At a time when the depart-
ment’s other divisions have strained under dwindling
resources, the expanded bureau's have doubled in two
years, to $213 million.

The Central Intelligence Agency, in part seeking
justifications for its existence after the fall of the Soviet
bloc, has put new effort ipto gathering intelligence about
criminal organizations. The F.B.I. opened an academy
in Budapest last year to train officers from Eastern
Europe and Russia, and the State Department hopes to
see others open in Latin American and Southeast Asia.

The F.B.I. has also proposed expanding the matter
of agents stationed at embassies around the world— to
195 in 46 countries, from 124 in 27 countries now.

Of course, the growing desire of American law
enforcement to extend its reach has raised delicate
diplomatic issues, since few things touch a nation’s
sovereignty as closely as matters of law enforcement
That was the case with Mr. Safir’s foray into the
Dominican Republican, where the American military
intervention in 1965 remains in the natfemal conscious-
ness.

Resistance
Other nations have been resistant too, but with

awareness of the crime problem growing, many have
become less hostile. The State Department has also .

started helping countries like South Africa and Mexico vo
enforce and even draft Laws to fight crimes like money
laundering and financial fraud. In addition, the Admlnfer .

tration plans to tighten extradition treaties and **panri
laws that give Federal agencies'jurisdiction in crimes
against Americans overseas, Uke the murder of an
American businessman in Moscow last month.

The increased efforts have also created inevitable
tensions between the United Stares’ Jaw enforcement !

agencies and its foreign service. The FJ3X, for example,
is prohibited from disclosing wiretaps of foreign govern-
ment officials, but State Department officials insist that
the existence of any such wiretap is just the sort of thnag >
its ambassadors must know about ,

.

On theother hand, there is agrdwte*reaKzatibn
this kind of tension Is destructive. can’t have tdfeF3J. saying, ‘Forget the striped-pants suit,' and goingm, guns Mazing, said one official'So the various ageS’“
cies appear, to be trying to work through the tensions^
setting up rules for how to share Information. /

bickering agencies db’wtofigjl“ey start to take a threat seriously. wa M
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Leslie H. Wexner: Merlin of the Mall Seeks New Magic
By j ennifer steinhauer
^EDWARD WYATT

E

W^? Prob^nL Leslie H.Wexner says, is Qther peo-

Whenever the women’s

fix« «’ he
,
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fa,led “®“ through.

‘he™ are “» mall develop-

cookie-cutter^SEW dSSSdown the Limited and other r<S
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men and women of Wall^™ r- Wexner says with unbri-
dled scorn, who failed to appreciate
the true value of the Limited, with-
out a doubt the dominant specialty
retailer in the American mall

Nevertheless. Mr. Wexner says henow has a grand plan to satisfy in-
vestors and to turn around the busi-
ness, whose stock has disappointed
shareholders for much of the last
four years as sales growth has
slowed and profits have fallen*
Under the guidance of a Harvard

Business School professor, he is
moving to centralize certain func-
tions. ranging from financial man-
agement to clothing design teams
that can chum out hot fashions to
draw women into the stores.

Tired of fighting mall developers.

he is using the Limited's resources
to design a 1,200-acre retail, enter-
tainment and business complex in

Columbus, a project that he says will

serve as a model for retailing devel-
opment in this country — if not the
world.

And while he does not pretend to
understand Wall Street, he predicts
that recent moves, including the pub-
lic stock offering of two subsidiaries,
will soon add billions to the compa-
ny’s market value.
“The turnaround in the company

probably came last spring,” Mr.
Wexner said with characteristic bra-
vado in a recent interview at the

headquarters here. As evidence, he
predicted that fourth-quarter profits
would rise by close to 50 percent, far
above the expectations of Wall
Street, which is familiar with his
habit of making rosy projections
only to disappoint come earnings
time.

Even if he engineers better short-
term- profits, however, bigger
changes will not come easily. The
corporate culture that pumped life

into the Limited in the 1980’s has
eroded as the company has evolved
from a cool fashion leader to a lum-
bering conglomerate. Left behind
are bumed-out merchants and only
the remnants of an intangible mys-
tique that drew young talent from
New York to the Midwest. -

And Mr. Wexner, whose flair for
fashion and merchandising fueled
the Limited’s meteoric rise, remains
an entrepreneur at heart, endlessly
delving into new retail concepts, the
latest being a sporting goods super-
store. Perhaps because of that tem-
perament, he has consistently failed
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to resuscitate the troubled women's
units — Limited, Express. Lane Bry-
ant and Lemer New York — that

together contribute more than half

of the company’s sales but less than

10 percent of its profits.

A further distraction seems to be
his concern with his legacy. In Co-
lumbus, Mr. Wexner is a veritable

second mayor, shepherding cultural

projects downtown while using his

personal riches (his Limited siock

alone is worth 51.25 billion) to de-
velop an exclusive residential en-

clave nearby.

Mr. Wexner*s habit of flitting from
one project to another, while always
asserting that the Limired’s strug-
gling core business was on the mend,
has frustrated some big sharehold-
ers. "I have made up my mind that

in the next couple months, we are
going to be gone," said Marina Carl-
son, a mutual fund manager at

Strong Capital Management, which
earlier this year owned nearly a
million Limited shares. "If they
could get their act together, this

^
could be a good stock. But in typical

* Limited fashion, they came out with
lowered expectations again this

quarter. It is just amazing to me."
Wall Street’s confusion is evident

in the valuations it places on the

company's three publicly traded
stocks. The parent, the Limited Inc.,

owns about 82 percent each of Aber-
crombie & Fitch and Intimate
Brands, which includes Victoria's

Secret. Those stakes are worth a
combined $29 a share lo Limited
investors. But the parent company's
stock is trading at just $18.25, up a
slight 7 percent since the beginning
of 1994. Meanwhile, the Standard &
Poor’s retail stock index has gained
22 percent and the S.& P. 500 has
risen 61 percent.

Undoubtedly. Leslie Wexner is one
of the great merchant princes of the

late 20th century. Starling with a

single store and $5,000 in 1963, he
updated the business of selling cloth-

ing to women by offering them fash-

ionable separates for particular life

styles, like Shaker knit sweaters that

evoked the Italian countryside and
preppy shirts that were theoretically

great for a day in the Australian

Outback.
Investors who recognized the con-

cepts’ potential in the early 1980’s

watched the company open new
stores and start new divisions like

Express. All the while, their Limited

stock appreciated from less than SI

a share, adjusted for splits, to a high

of nearly $33 in 1991 But the stock

has not traded above $25 since early

1993.

Mr. Wexner's transformation

from modest shopkeeper to billion-

aire evokes unreserved admiration

from those who watched 1l "He's

like a wizard," said Nonna LaMo-
reaux, a longtime Columbus resident

who first met Mr. Wexner in the

early 1960’s. "One never knows what
he’s thinking, but he weaves these

grand plans and then suddenly ev-

erything falls into place."

Few outside the hard-core mall

crawlers have any idea of the

breadth of the Limited’s retail port-

folio, which offers a theme store for

nearly every occasion. In addition to

Limited and Express, the women's
shops present in nearly every big

mall in the country, the company
operates Lerner New York, which

sells discount sportswear, and Lane
Bryant, a specialist in large sizes.

Usually nearby in the mall is

Structure, a young men’s shop, and,

in fewer spots, Abercrombie & Filch,

for latter-day preppies of both sexes

with a penchant for field hockey,

tailgate parties and the sweater

vest. Limited Too has clothes for

children and infants.

A stroll past the traditional

sraock-and-frock shops in the mall

often leads to the Intimate Brands
units: Victoria’s Secret, the now-fa-

mous outpost of lacy bras and three-

for-ihe-price-of-two panties, and
Bath and Body Works, the compa-
ny’s biggest recent success, a dew-
berry-scented world of soaps, lotions

and bath mitts. There are also four

Henri Bendel stores, in select loca-

tions, and a handful of other shops

here and there.

An empire so large might be ex-

pected to have trouble running on all

cylinders at once. But over the

years, the Limited has fallen into an

alarming pattern: it develops excit-

ing new stores, nurtures them into

industry leaders, then watches them

flounder when a new toy enters the

playpen.

in the mid-lSSQ’s, for example, the
Limited and Express were the
places for American women to stock
up on swe3iers and cool pants, and
Mr. Wexner’s love for those divisions

and their chief merchants was well
known. In 19S2, the company bought
Victoria’s Secret amid scorn from
skeptics, and its sales quickly

boomed as he lavished attention oh
iL In 1985, after buying Henri BendeL
Mr. Wexner obsessed over every de-
tail of store openings and, former
employees said, promised to roll out
stores across the nation. By 1990.

Bendel’s sales had fallen flat, and
Limited’s latest faux-impon line,

Paul et Duffier, had failed.

Never fear. Mr. Wexner already
had his eyes on Bath and Body-
works. the Intimate Brands unit that
sprouted seemingly overnight in

malls across the country. But as that

unit hit full stride this fall, sales
flattened at the Victoria's Secret cat-

alogue division. Now, Mr. Wexner
expresses excitement about his

sporting goods venture, called Ga-
lyan's Trading Company, with jus:

six stores so far but ambitious plans.

Susan Silverstein, a retail stock
analyst at Gruntal & Company, said:

"Each division as they grow has to

stay on the ball, which is easier to do
when you are small and nimble. But
this is the fashion business, and to

stay nimble on the fashion side is no
easy task.”

As a result of inattention, analysts
say, the Limited divisions mostly
look alike now. Even those shoppers
who can hum a Sears. Roebuck jin-

gle impromptu are hard-pressed to

cite differences among the Limited's
core businesses, largely because the

company has long resisted national
advertising and other forms of mar-
keting.

“The Limited is for young kids,

while Express goes a little older.”

said Barbara Terrell, on a recent

shopping trip at a Lemer store ir.

Columbus.
Melanie, her 20-year-old daughter,

disagreed: "I would say it is other
way around.”
"Maybe you’re right," Mrs. Ter-

rell conceded. "All of their stores
kind of blur together for me."
For the record, Mr. Wexner 53id,

Express is intended for single, chic

shoppers: Limited stores for subur-
ban mothers, and Lemer for career
women on a budget

Mr. Wexner now says the revival

of the core women’s business will

focus on creating brand identities for

each store chain. He says he believes

the secret to doing that is in differen-

tiating the merchandise that each
store offers. And despite pressure
from Wall Street to develop national

sales campaigns, he says he does not

believe advertising achieves that

goal. Whenever his chains have test-

ed ads, "we couldn't prove the pay-
off." he said.

Mr. Wexner acknowledges that

the road he has chosen for the com-
pany is littered with others’ failures.

“The paradigms of multiple-division

speciality retailers don’t exist any-
more,” he said. Edison Brothers,

whose far-flung ventures included
the Jeans West. J. Riggings-and Oak
Tree clothiers and the Bakers and
Chandlers shoe stores, filed for

bankruptcy protection last year. The
Melville Corporation, whose Thom
McAn stores shod generations of

children, this fall changed its name
to CVS, after shedding all but its

drug stores.

Certainly, economic shifts helped
to dash some of the Limited's aspira-

tions: women lost interest in apparei
in the first half of the 1990’s, a de-

pressed real estate market hindered
the growth of malls and an abun-
dance of poorly performing mall
stores snatched away market share.

But retail experts and former
Limited employees say Mr.
Wexner’s management style has de-

pressed morale and earnings. He has
oddly positioned himself, they say,

as both a micromanager who wants
his hands on all parts of the business,

often at the expense of others’ ideas,

and as a distanced and overtaxed
executive who increasingly gives

power to corporate bean counters.

One part of Mr. Wexner’s grand
revitalization plan particularly irked

the Limited's merchants: the cre-
ation of fashion teams set up to de-

sign clothes and styles specific to

each division. Though the strategy
was intended to stop the confusing
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overlap in merchandise from store

:o store each season, merchants say

;i has transformed them from cre-

ators who zip around the globe look-

ing for emerging trends into corpo-

rate drones whose authority is lim-

ned to saying, “O.K.,. make lhal in

green." or "Bring the hem down two
inches."

"As the Limned started to really

grow and expand," said Pamela
Goodman, who resigned as president

of Lerner New York in January, "at!

of these divisions became a liule

more bureaucratic and dictated

from the top. and that was a little

boring :g me. A lot of the power has

been taken away from merchants."
Mr. Wexner said the need for the

charges became apparent to him
three years ago after a series of

conversations with Jack Welch, the

chairman of General Electric, a

multidivisional conglomerate whose
performance Mr. Wexner envies.

Allan F.. Tessler. chairman of the

Internationa! Financial Group and
one of only three of the Limited’s 13

board members who have no appar-

ent lies to the company or to Mr.
Wexner, said that the board re-

mained w atchful and that it had “de-

manded that he get help" running

the business.

No matter whose idea, in early

1993 Mr. Wexner hired as a consult-

ant Leonard A. Schlesinger, a Har-

vard Business School professor who
has since been made a director.

“1 walked into a company that

really was a collection of entrepre-

neurial-minded people." Mr. Schles-

inger said, "where anything that

smacked of centralized involvement
or mandates was absolutely verbo-
len."

To address problems created by
-three decadesfof haphazard growth.
Mr. Schlesinger designed a system
to centralize information systems,
the hiring of senior personnel for the

divisions and general financial con-
trols. and put them under the direc-

-tion of subordinates to Mr. Wexner.
He aiso set out to begin redefining

the company’s retail units into dis-

tinct brands.

Central to the plan’s effectiveness

is Mr. Wexner’s ability to work with-

in such clearly drawn lines — and
Mr. Schlesinger acknowledged that

this remains to be seen. "I would
agree that Leslie Wexner has not

been a hands-off leader at any time
in the history of the business." Mr.
Schlesinger said. Indeed, when two
reporters arrived to interview Mr.
Wexner on a recent afternoon, they
found him niggling over a television

advertisement for a new Victoria's

Secret bra. He recalled, with fresh

fury, the tale of a "former" market-
ing manager whose suggestion for

the bra’s name — Hide and Sleek —
evoked a car wax in his mind. Mr.
Wexner chose another name: Per-
fect Silhouette.

“Ten years ago the culture was
one that encouraged shared deci-

sion-making at lower levels in the

organization," said Kirk Palmer, a
former midlevel executive at the

Limited who now runs a retail execu-
tive search firm. "Unfortunately, bu-

reaucracy and politics have made
their way into the business, which
stifles creativity."

Mr. Wexner's propensity to dabble
m all aspects of the business contin-

ues to vex Limited executives, who
sometimes vent their frustrations

outside the company. "There is

stress in the organization." said Her-

bert Mines, a retailing executive re-

cruiter. For that reason, he said.

"They may have a little bit of trouble

now keeping people."

Mr. Wexner is known for being

intolerant of employees who do not

meet his expectations or carry out

his edicts. Several years ago. one

senior executive’s first lask as a
division president was to dismiss
nine people, who were told to clean
out Lheir desks before being escorted
from the building by securnv. Mr.
wexner said recently that "forcing
turnover, being aggressive about it,

is healthy for the organization." An-
other former employee recalled that
phone records were scoured by com-
pany executives to determine which
employees were talking to executive
recruiters. Mr. Wexner said he could
not recall such an inquiry.

Mr. Wexner, who gives a deep
shrug when asked about personnel
issues, said he was not difficult to get
along with. "The furthest thing 1 see
myself from is an autocrat," he said.
He calls himself “a leader, refiec-
tivc, open to ideas, challenging, fair
visionary."

But another example of how his
relationships can turn unpleasani is

a dispute at his chantable group, ihe
Wexner Foundation, which has given
away more than SS million in each of
the last three years. Last year, u
filed suit against his mother. Bella
Wexner. a nonagenarian, m I'nt-

Coun of Common Pleas tor Franklin
County, Ohio. The dispute centers on
a period in 1992-93 when Mrs.
Wexner, who along wuh Mr. Wexner
was one of the foundation's two trus-
tees. was incapacitated by illness. At
that time, Mr. Wexner appointed a
new trustee in her stead, a move she
now opposes.

Mr. Wexner concedes that he does
not always operate on the same
plane as everyone else. "I think tem-
peramentally I’ve always lived in

my own world, and that w:
orld is very

much in the future." he said. "I don't
get much pleasure out of today."

In addition to having spent most of
his life as a bachelor — he married
in 1993 3t age 55 and now has three
children — in childhood he was "a
daydreamy kind of kid."

Recently, it seems, Mr. Wexner
has dreamed about real estate, resi-

dential and commercial.
Stretching for miles east of Co-

lumbus along Ohio Route 161 are
new white plank fences. The high-
way, too. seems spanking new six

lanes of free-flowing, high-speed ac-

cess to Columbus, a stark contrast to

traffic snarls in other parts of town.
Welcome to New Albany. The

fenced-in land belongs to Mr.
Wexner's New Albany Company, the

developer of an exclusive, 6,000-acre

enclave where $500,000 Georgian
brick houses are popping up like

dandelions after a wet spring.

While driving through the Ohio
countryside some 10 years ago, Mr.
Wexner was taken with the beauty of

this rolling farmland. So he quietly

began buying it up from local resi-

dents with his persona! funds,

through an anonymous corporation.

A second project, across the high-

way from the Limited’s offices along

Interstate 270, is being paid for in

pan by the Limited Inc. It is Easion,

the vast shopping, business, enter-

tainment and residential complex

now under construction.

According io plans disclosed by

Mr. Wexner in January. Easton will

require SI .5 billion in private invest-

ment. Most of that will come from

outside developers, though the Lim-

ited has already put $75 million into

the design and development.

Despite that commitment, the

Easton project has gone without

mention in the Limited's reports to

shareholders that are filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion. Asked why Easion had not

earned a reference in those docu-

ments, Mr. Wexner said. "We never

felt it was a disclosable item," be-

cause it was small in comparison

with the company’s annual capital

expenditures of $300 million or more.

Much of the land on which Easion is

being built was acquired over the

last 15 years, he said, and that in-

vestment will be recouped in 1997.

Mr. Wexner's plan for Easton is

sweeping: he aims to recast the

mold of the American shopping cen-

ter.

"I fundamentally believe in the

mall." he said. But in three decades,

there have been few drastic changes

in how tenants are chosen or

grouped, in mall architecture or in

the decisions that make shopping a

pleas3ni experience, he said. Mr.

Wexner will not specify exactly what
will be so different abGui Easion —
scheduled to open in stages over the

next few years — but he says that

without his reinvention of the mall,

that distinctly American retailing

creation will "wither on the vine.”
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If It Walks and Talks Like Inflation, It’slnflation

The Incorrigible C.I.A.
As a devoted Boston Red Sox fan, Anthony Lake

is accustomed to tribulation and disappointment.

That may be a good thing, for as the next Director of

Centra] Intelligence he is likely to face a lifetime of

frustration packed into just a few years. The Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, the flagship organization

of the espionage empire he will run, is close to

incorrigible. Six years after the disintegration of the

Soviet Union and end of the cold war, the CIA. is

still struggling to get its bearings and still resisting

reform.

Mr. Lake, who served as President Clinton’s

national security adviser the last four years, needs

to complete a transformation of the C.IA. that his

predecessors either fumbled, or in the case of die

incumbent, John Deutch, did not stay long enough to

see through. Almost every aspect of the agency’s
activities requires further change, including pro-

duction of intelligence reports, overseas operations

and budget management. Most of all, Mr. Lake
must make the C.IA accountable and insist on the

highest ethical standards in its conduct
The United States needs effective and supple

intelligence services to deal with serious threats

like terrorism and the spread of nuclear technol-

ogies and to monitor developments in countries like

China, Iran, Iraq and North Korea. The dangers are
too great for Washington to tolerate a drifting,

undisciplined and demoralized C.IA.

Mr. Deutch leaves a strong legacy of reform,

and it is dismaying that he gave President Clinton

little choice but to make him Secretary of Defense

or watch him return to private life. Under Mr.
Deutch’s firm direction, the CIA. and other intelli-

gence agencies pinned budget planning to realistic

intelligence needs rather than the reflexive expan-

sion of existing programs. But the overall intelli-

gence, budget remains bloated at $30 billion, not

About a million apartments in New York City

are covered by rent regulations that will expire this

June. The Republican majority leader of the State

Senate. Joseph Bruno, announced Thursday that he
will not allow a renewal of the laws, unless it is tied

to a plan for swift deregulation.

Mr. Bruno is right to call for decontrol. Rent
regulation has not served New York City welL It has
discouraged investment in the upkeep of old proper-

ties and the construction of new ones. The laws hurt

the entire city by reducing the tax base. An expen-

sive and extremely cumbersome state bureaucracy
is required to implement them. Especially galling,

the laws create an irrational system in which some
well-to-do tenants pay very little rent for large

apartments while less-prosperous newcomers are

forced to pay rates that are artificially inflated by
the shortage of market-rate housing.

But a system that affects so many people

should not be undone hastily. Mr. Bruno’s proposal

to eliminate all rent control and stabilization laws in

two years is far too abrupt. Assembly Speaker
Sheldon Silver, on the other hand, seems committed
to retaining the system as it is.

The politics of this standoff are obvious. Mr.
Silver’s Democrats are based in New York City,

where well over two million people. live in rent-

regulated dwellings. Mr. Bruno’s jupstate political

base couldn’t care less about New York City rent

regulations. But city real estate interests, which
stand to get enormous windfalls from deregulation,

are big campaign contributors to state Republicans,

including Mr. Bruno.

Rent regulation has been here for a half-centu-

ry and scrapping it suddenly would create major
economic and social dislocation. Although the mar-
ket rents in many poor neighborhoods are already
lower than legal limits, there are still tens of

thousands of low-income people whose housing
costs will go up sharply when rents are decon-
trolled. Many families with more money will still

have to move to areas with lower market rates.

Businesses and service workers will lose income as

money that rent-regulated tenants were able to

spend on things like child care, entertainment and
transportation is shifted to housing. The only people

who would gain from a swift decontrol are land-

lords, who could reap immense profits by selling

buildings they bought at rent-regulated prices.

Mr. Bruno and Mr. Silver should work with

housing experts and city officials to develop a plan

for gradual decontrol with a final, certain date at

which rent regulations would be eliminated entirely.

Negotiations should begin in January. The leaders

must avoid the usual scenario in which Mr. Bruno
demands the moon. Mr. Silver stonewalls, the state

budget becomes months overdue and both sides

wait to see who will cave in first

Several approaches are possible The first stage

of gradual decontrol could include dropping all

regulations on units as they become vacant The
plan could also gradually reduce the maximum
allowable income for rent-regulated tenants from
the present $250,000 on down. Or it could allow rents

to rise by limited amounts each year untU they

reached market levels. Either way, the time period

before final decontrol should be extended from two
years to perhaps 10 years. Officials can then moni-
tor the effects of the transition, making adjustments
as needed.

Any changes must be made in an atmosphere
that keeps the fate of poor New Yorkers constantly

in mind. The Senate Republicans have offered to

expand protections for the low-income elderly and
the disabled. But they have not mentioned the

equally pressing problems of poor families with

children. Mr. Bruno’s confidence that the unregulat-

ed marketplace will solve the housing shortage in

poor neighborhoods is misplaced. Residents there
simply do not have enough money to pay rents that

would make unsubsidized housing practical.

So far, the Republicans have not suggested that

the state should couple decontrol with more subsi-

dized housing or some other safety net for the
substantial number of very poor tenants. That is an
issue Mr. Silver must put on the table.

The Dominican Connection
New York City’s plan for stationing police

investigators in the Dominican Republic caused a
stir recently, as fears of American police invading
the Dominican streets provoked a backlash among
voters and politicians there. But Police Commis-
sioner Howard Safir never intended to place officers
in the Dominican streets, as some -seemed
to think. Instead, Mr. Safir would like to station a -

pair of officers at the United States Embassy, to
develop intelligence on the Dominir.an-Amerir.an
drug connection.

Such an effort is important, but insufficient to
deal with the Dominican nationals who routinely
commit crimes in the United States and then fly
home to immunity. American law enforcement offi-

cials are right to want changes in Dominican laws
that forbid the extradition of Dominican citizens.
But given the volatility of Dominican politics, Amer-
icans need to proceed tactfully, lest they undermine
the ability of President Leonel Fernandez Reyna to
produce the result they seek.

Last month, Mr. Safir furnished Dominican
officials with a list of more than 100 people suspect-
ed of committing crimes in New York and escaping
to the Dominican Republic. The Dominican Repub-

lic should not want to shelter these suspects from
American justice. Nearly all Dominican immi-
grants come to the United States, and most of them
settle in the New York area.

„

High on the list of fugitives is Santiago Luis
Polanco-Rodriguez, an alleged drug dealer from
Washington Heights who fled the United States 10

years ago after being indicted for drug trafficking,

racketeering and money laundering. Drug enforce-

ment officials describe Mr. Polanco-Rodriguez as a
pioneer in the mass marketing of crack and say his

operation was a prototype for other Dominican drug
gangs. Mr. Polanco-Rodriguez is living openly and
well in the Dominican Republic.

The Dominican Republic should allow these
criminals to be extradited to the United States. But
President Fernandez has other battles to fight at

the moment. A reformer elected earlier this year
after a long period of authoritarian rule, Mr. Fer-
nandez is engaged in a struggle to clean up a
notoriously corrupt Government and consolidate his

meager support in the Dominican Congress. The
United States is right to seek extradition privileges,
but it will need to be patient while Mr. Fernandez
gets a grip on domestic problems.

To the Editor:

Your Dec. 5 editorial “A New Way
to Look at Prices’’ says a Govern-

ment commission of outside econo-

mists has reported that theConsum-

er Price Index, as now calculated by

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, exag-

gerates inflation because it takes in-

adequate account of consumers off-

setting some of the Impact of higher

prices by switching to lower-priced

goods. The underlying assumption is

that when consumers are forced by
inflation to switch to lower-priced

goods their standard of living re-

mains the same. Rubbish!

If a consumer must substitute a

generic brand of cereal for a name
brand that he likes more, his standard

of living has gone down. If she must

rent a video instead of going to a

movie, her standard of living has

gone down. If he must eat chicken

when he prefers beef, his standard of

living has gone down. Only Govern-

ment "newspeak” can tell us that

this is not inflation. Frank Brault

West Hartford, Conn., Dec. 5, 1996

Whip bains?
‘Totiie Editor:

Youi-Dec. 1 news article and Week

in Review article on the overstate-

ment of consumer price inflation do

not adequately take into account oth-

er analyses of the Consumer Price

index, including those by the Con-

gressional Budget Office and the Bu-

Accepting Fat Isn’t a License to Gorge

much different from annual spending levels during

the cold war.
Mr. Deutch encouraged greater collaboration

at the C.IA. between the analysts who prepare

intelligence assessments and the operatives who
run espionage activities abroad, something that

should have been done years ago. He concentrated

agency resources on targets like Iran, China and
North Korea. Mr. Lake, as a longtime consumer of

intelligence reports, should be able to sharpen the

agency’s work to better serve Mr. Clinton and other

policy makers.
Mr. Deutch also helped break down barriers

between the CIA. and Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion that long hampered the investigation of betray-

als within the C.IA^ most notably in the case of

Aldrich Ames. The changes helped lead to the

recent arrest of Harold Nicholson, a C.IA. officer

charged with selling secrets to Russia.

But for all Mr. Deutch’s effort, the C.IA. proved

impervious to change in fundamental areas. His

disciplining of C.IA. officers for serious misconduct

in Guatemala stirred resentment in the operations

staff, as did the actions he took against former

employees who had misrepresented information

tainted by the Ames betrayal His determination to

set ethical guidelines for the recruitment of foreign

agents was ridiculed. Across the agency there was
resistance to Mr. Deutch’s more demanding stand-

ards and tight management
Nearly 50 years since the creation of the C.1A.,

the agency’s operations directorate retains an insu-

lar, arrogant culture that breeds a dangerous con-

tempt for democratic principles and accountability.

Mr. Deutch could not break it. Mr. Lake will now
have his chance. His performance on this central

issue will be the ultimate measure of his success as

Director of Central Intelligence.

To the Editor:

I thought that your Dec 1 Week in

Review article "The Fat-Enabling .

Culture" mixed up a few issues.

For society to be accepting of over-

weight people is not the same as

everyone saying, "Let’s eat till we
burst”
What a wonderful day it will be

when comedians like David Letter-

man stop telling fat jokes (even if

they are about Rush Limbaugh) and

'

onlookers stop tsk-tsking at the sight

of a hefty person enjoying an ice

cream cone.

That fashion magazines have no-

ticed that some women weigh more
than 110 pounds, that they wear
clothes and that they— gasp! — can

even look attractive strikes me as

enlightened, not "enabling." It cer-

tainly doesn’t mean that I intend to

throw awaymy health club member-
ship, stop walking to work and eat

Ftera Gran

even more four-ounce muffins than I

already do. Mary Lyn Maiscott
New York, Dec 2, 1996

Holocaust and the Enduring Need to Remember

To the Editor:

Peter Schneider's Dec. 5 Op-Ed
article bemoaning Americans’ per-

ceived stereotyping of Germans and
fixation on the 12-year period in Ger-

man history in which the Holocaust

took place simply underscores the

need to remember. Mr. Schneider's

position is that it is time to concen-

trate on the more civilized achieve-

ments of the German people and
that, if we are to remember anything

about that dark period, it should be
the 10,000 Germans who risked their

personal safety to protect Jews.

Fifty years is an awfully short

time for the world to absorb, let

alone forget, such an enormous eviL

Andif we areYo'a^e
t
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against Mr. ’Schnefd'e^s
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. q£
cent Germans lei! uS jtutfapose

million Jewish and non-Jewish vic-

tims of the Nazis who would gladly

accept a lifetime of what Mr. Schnei-

der experienced in America in ex-

change for even a day of what they

endured during the 12 years he urges
us to forget. Frank J. Dyer

Montclair, N-J„ Dec 5, 1996

•
To the Editor:

Contrary to Peter Schneider (Op-

Ed, Dec 5), my book, "Hitler’s Will-

ing Executioners: Ordinary Germans
and the Holocaust," owes nothing to

the notions of "collective guilt” and
"cultural genetics," which are con-

ceptually and morally indefensible

By explaining that it was a set of

beliefs about Jews that was at the
root of Germans' willingness to kill

Jews — beliefs that are, as my book
states, no longer dominant in Germa-
ny— my book finally allows Germans
to say: “Although this is part of our
past and although we have some con-
tinuing national responsibility to face
up to it, it is not about us today. Our
country is different We are a democ-
racy and our values and views of the
world are democratic ones.”

It is this among the many other
things that my book conveys about
the past— including, contrary to Mr.
Schneider, its emphasis that Ger-
mans individually had the choice
whether or not to contribute to the
persecution of the Jews and that they
were, therefore, individually, not col-
lectively, responsible for their ac-
tions— that has led-many In Germa-
ny to applaud my book.

Hildegard Hamm-Briicher, nomi-
nated as the Free Democratic Party
candidate in the most recent election
for the German Presidency, put thic

Carville in Retreat

To the Editor:

Re your Dec. 5 editorial “Mr. Car-
ville Calms Down:” Ever since the
political strategist James Carville an-
nounced his plan, now abandoned, to
create an advertising campaign
against Kenneth W. Starr, the White-
water special prosecutor, I have won-
dered who was paying Mr. Carville to
take on this issue and spend all this
money. The answer may be “no-
body.” That may also be the .true
explanation why this hired gun ‘is
leaving town without another notch in
his pistol grip. Sheldon Sloan

Los Angeles, Dec. 5, 1996
The writer is president of the Los
Angeles County Bar Association.

The Times welcomes letters frdm
readers. Letters must include the writ-
er’s name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short;
ened for space reasons. Fax letters to
(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic
mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor:
The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036-3959.-

in perspective on national television

by saying that '‘we have had a ren-

aissance of reflection because of

Goldhagen.”
There is no contradiction between

explaining how the powerful anti-

Semitism that once existed in Ger-

many led so many ordinary Germans
willingly to brutalize and kill Jews
and maintaining that the vast major-

• ity of Germans today do not share

the same views. Most Germans alive

today have been educated and
brought up on democratic values. Ev-
eryone should recognize and applaud

this. Daniel Goldhagen
- Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 5. 1996

: • -
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EzK»q£Lf’?(QpfcEd, Dec. 5): The Holo--

caust must be memorialized not as a
German phenomenon but as an exam-
ple of the human race’s weakness for

self-abandonment through blood rites.

To attribute this horror to a one peo-

ple is to avoid looking into the inner-

most recesses of our own hearts.

Rwanda and Bosnia are just two cur-

rent examples of how- entire nations

can go mad. • Stuart Walzer
Carmel, Calif., Dec. 5, 1996

•
To the Editor: •

Peter Schneider’s .Dec. 5 Op-Ed
article gives the impression that
Daniel Goldhagen’s book deals only
with the 12 years of Germany’s Nazi
madness. It doesn’t! It reviews 200

years of German anti-Semitism. I

know many Germans of outstanding
humanity, but the few do not change
the many. Edwin S. James

Rock Hill, S.C., Dec. 5, 1996

•
To the Editor:

Peter Schneider’s Dec. 5 Op-Ed
article reminds us that today’s Ger-
mans are no different from us, no
more guilty of genocide than we as
Americans are .guilty of slavery or
killing native Americans.
Also on Dec. 5, you report on Serge

Klarsfeld’s book -of photographs of
French Jewish children who were
transported to German killing-fields.

While we must accept what Mr.
Schneider says to avoid victimizing
the German youth of today, Mr.
Klarsfeld’s book reminds us that we
cannot forget the victims of the
past Carolyn McGrath

Setauket, L.L, Dec. 5, 1996
•

To the Editor: •

Perhaps Peter Schneider’s self-es-
teem and Germany’s image (Op-Ed,
Dec 5) would improve if Germans
focused on the minority groups living
in Germany. It's legal there, and
common, to read in housing adver-
tisements, “foreigners not wanted.”
As common are help-wanted ads that
say “foreigners need not apply.” Ger-
mans could address their guilt
by outlawing these Jim Crow prac-
tices. SAMEER SACHDEVA

Washington. Dec. 5, 1996
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would like nothing rare

“mtofind a way to )ustrfy redac-

to the cost-of-living altowance

loalw the eventual SociaJSKUrtff

financing deficit. And

ton Administration would LAetoc®-

tend that the economy really grew

rapidly under its watch. /
But consider how unlikely this is.

incorporating two federal Reserve

economists’ contentions that protoc-

SvitY grew half a percent faster a

year than reported with these tower

estimates of inflation will lead many

to assume that real growth has

soared since 1973 at a rate of 4 per-

cent or more, as fast or faster than

the growth during the ’’gpfafecage"

between 1948 and 1973. Does anyone

really believe that? No. • •

Analyses of overstated nutation

are more subjective than economy
imply. More research is required

And it may turn out, as some econo-

mists believe, that the Consumer

Price Index is hardly overstated at

alL JEFFREY MADRICK
New York, Dec. 3, 1996

•

The Tax Omission
To the Editor:

Is it folly to think that current stady

of the Consumer Price Index nrigfat

open a discussion of a fundamental

flaw (Economic Scene, Dec. 5>? In

1976 1 asked the head of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics why the index omfc-

ted taxes. Her answer: “Congress has

decided that taxes are not part of the

cost of living.” Consider the increase

that the average wage-earner has

paid in Social Security taxes over the

last 20 years and it is apparent why
Congress does not allow the index to

include taxation. Alice C. Lunn
Olmsted Falls, Ohio. Dec. 5. 1996

•

Real Pain and Anxiety
To the Editor:

You cite an analysis by Leonard

Nakamura of die Philadelphia Fed-

eral Reserve Bank suggesting that

inflation estimates over the last dec-

ade and a half have been overstated

(Week in Review, Dec. 1). Since that

means more real economic growth,

you are surprised that “the economy
has produced quite real anxiety.” You

• suggest “it may be that those in pain .

1 wereuottypftad,",, il':- J ,,:, i

' Not'AnTy th^afuer^H^been VWaTr’"

‘so has the pain. Unemployment is-
r

i

central Rather than re-estimating

unemployment statistics as inflation

has been re-estimated, some econo-

mists have reinterpreted them so that •

the unacceptably high unemployment
rates of the 1950’s and 60’s have be-

come the rock-bottom lows of today.

The 5.3 percent or so unemployment
for 1996 is a low for recent years, but
that low is higher than all but seven
years in the earlier period.

Lower unemployment has been and
is possible; that isthe hidden secret of

the inflation re-estimates. We have
already lost much — in jobs, produc-
tion, in social justice and stability —
because inflation was overestimated.

The lesson of Mr. Nakamura’s analy-

sis should not be “Lode tow much
better we are than we thought” Rath- .

er. it should be “Lode bow much bet-

ter we can do, now that the bad mnn- -

bers that scared us turn out to have
been wrong.” Robert A. Levine

Los Angeles, Dec. 2, 1996
The writer was deputy director. Con-

.

gressional Budget Office, 1975-79. .

•

Cut Capital Gains Tax
To the Editor:
An article on how wealthy taxpay- .

ers are able to postpone the payment
of capital gains taxes (front -page,
Dec. 1) failed to mention the most
powerful reform of all: cut the capital
gains tax rate. Less money and ener-

gy would be spent seeking ways to
defer capital gains taxes and more
effort would be dedicated to entrepre-
neurial investing. Funds locked into
mature investments with a. low cost
basis would be freed for new risk-
taking Both government tax receipts
and new investment would rise, bene-
fiting investors, government and en-
trepreneurs all. Bruce C. Lueck

Minneapolis, Dec. 2, 1996
The writer is an investment adviser.

Genesis and God
To the Editor:
Re the recent treatments of Gene-

sis that are summarized In yoor Dec.
1 Week in Review article “A Begin-
ning Stripped ofAwe": What maiwt .

these approaches ultimately so un-
satisfying is that they are devoid of
the perspective chat informs Genesis
and makes any serious study of it so
mudi the opposite — namely, the
theocentric perspective.
For all. of their fondness for Jm-

manity and genuine interest in hu-
man passions, successes and fail-
ures, the narrators of Genesis value
those passions, successes and fail-
ures only insofar as they help to
reveal the holiness and the saving
win of the God of Israel

It is that— and its great artistry—
that saves the narrative from the
purely anthropocentric and tedious,
narcissism that seem to prevail in
the modern “novelists^” approach- ;

(Rev.) Alexandra Coe ...

.

Blooming Grove, N.Y^ Dec. 2.1996-,.
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At Last,

The South
Loses

Well
By Allan Gurganus

T
Chapel Hill, N.C.

he novelist Walker
‘Percy was often
asked why so many
darkly comic writers
of genius arose from
the American South.

ne answered, ‘Because we lost”
Then he laughed, with a shaman's
economy and a cracker’s certainty

In three elegant words, Percy

THE NEW YORK TIMES OP-ED SUNDAY, DECEMBER $. 1996
IE

FOLDING THE FLAG

named the region’s greatest shame
ana its uncanny secret power: our
habit of anticipating defeat While
never accepting it.

Trust me. The South is no place for
beginners. Its power of denial can
turn a lost war into a vibrant, neces-
sary form of national chic. That
same knack has also given us a
dreadful reputation.
The virulent Rebel spirit still flies— unsubtle as a flag run up a pole —

oyer South Carolina’s Statehouse.
Literally. This Confederate battle
flag was first raised to commemo-
rate the Civil War's centennial 34
years back. Until now, nobody has
found the nerve or the vision to sim-
ply yank it down.
And why? The answer is aptly

perverse: "Because we lost,” the
flag must remain. That is, until now.

Sigmund Freud might have been
practicing in Atlanta— practicing on
Atlanta — when he announced:
"We overcame the transference

by pointing out to the patient that his
feelings do not arise from the present
situation ... but they are repeating
something that happened to him
earlier. In this way, we oblige him to

transform his repetition into memo-
ry.”

These days, those memories are
saleable, exportable. Shiloh is pictur-

esque, touristic. The President and
Vice President? An Arkansan and a
Tennessean. Burned Atlanta now
plays.host to the Fortune 500.

(3) From the fly end. the corner^ is folded over to the opposite

edge to form a triangle.

n
One person holds each end as the
hag must not touch the ground.

Foreign Affairs

THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

BigMac I

ftfcj With the flag held taut, the

'“^-tfiaagle is folded over on itself,

forming another triangle.

The flag is folded in half lengthwise,
then in half lengthwise again.

Repeated triangles are formed until

the entire flag is neatly folded.

lost the bloody war. And there’s the
bind.

Enter Gov. David Beasley. He is a
young Republican just two years into
his first term. When elected, he fa-

vored the battle flag's presence.
Three-fourths of all registered Re-
publicans wanted the colors to fly

forever. But South Carolina is now
reeling from a series of especially
ugly racist crimes, including church
torchings and a drive-by shooting at
a black nightclub. Daily Statehouse
protesters claim that the flag sanc-
tions such racial violence, a tacit

"yes” to the Klan and deranged mili-

tia groups.

After hard grappling with the is-

sue, Governor Beasley called a news
conference televised, statewide. He
announced that the last government-
flown Confederate flag should fi-

nally come down. Though the forces
of tradition still claim the symbol as
theirs, Governor Beasley admits the

. forces of hatred have co-opted it.

from Society Hill, he convened to

evangelical Christianity, then to the

Christian Coalition, just in time to

ride the botched Gingrich Revolu-
tion. (Newt Gingrich, for the record,
is a Pennsylvanian who moved clear
to Georgia to get elected, which ex-

plains a lot)

Whatever Governor Beasley’s mo-
tives, his battle-flag conversion of-

fers our region a belated crack at

doing something right The South has
a chance at last to lose the war
correctly.

To finally admit: We’ve noticed
that we lost!

yerybody loses some-
thing. A ball game, a

wristwatch, a spouse,
a child— eventually, a
life. The healthiest

among us are those
folks able — through some mythic
algebra that can never be explained
— to upgrade defeat into an accept-

Having once fought hard-far.a-di- - . .The Governor has done a real -serv-. .
• ance_ jjiat itself becomes a form of

voit£from,the UaitedStates,having.
beep . outgunned, : .outlawyered,
burned flat, then alimonied near to

death, we Southerners were left with
little more than our lore. To that at

least, we held on tight For a century,

memory was all we had to sell.

Picture Charleston's Magnolia
Cemetery on Confederate Memorial
Day, 1871. Pretty dresses, gray uni-

forms, all the crutches. To a crowd of

6,000, the Rev. John L. Giradeau gave

a speech. He might have been speak-

ing about the worries of present-day

.African-Americans .or Israelis or

Palestinians.

"Let us cling to our identity as a

people! The danger is upon us of

losing it — of its being absorbed and

swallowed up in that of a people

which, having despoiled us of the

rights of freemen, assumes to do our

thinking, our legislating, and our rul-

ing for us. Influences are operating

on us with every breath we draw
which, if we be not vigilant, will

sooner or later wipe out every dis-

tinctive characteristic which has

hitherto marked us. Are we prepared

for it? . - . Nothing of the past wiH be

left to the South but a history which

will read like an elegiac poem, noth-

ing for the present but a place on the

maps which our children study ... a

single existence, a geographical one.

But can we preserve our identity in

the face of the difficulties which op-

pose it?”

The Reverend need not have wor-

ried so. Though South Carolina might

look somewhat like Ohio, it is still

confoundedly South Carolina. For

better and for worse. Fifteen years

ago. we were told the Southern ac-

cent would disappear. Taint so!

The North sent ns carpetbaggers;

we sent them chef Paul Prudhomme

on a golf cart Guess who made the

bigger dent? Today black profession-

als are returning en masse to the

South. These days country music is

not just played at Nashville .barn

dances. The region that gave birth to

both jazz and the blues is at last —
thanks to Junior Chambers of Com-

merce - considered jazzy, bluesy,

sexy Rather than blandify our food

to match the occupying force’s,

we’ve lent our spice to the Yapkee

blahs. And at a pretty good markup.

But certain rankling emblems re-

main, symbols of the Bad Old South

and not the Good New Gourmet One.

In 1962, South Carolina rehoisted

the Confederate battle flag over its

Statehouse. The thing is still snap-

ping there. Hie trouble with raising

such a pennant: Once it’s up there,

you can’t exactly pull it down

ticed. If you raise a war flag in a time

of peace, the rules of war will always

govern it - even 121 years after you

Allan Gurganus is the author of “Old-

est Living Confederate Widow Tells

AU ” “White People” aha the forth-

coming “Plays Well With Others:'

ice
-
to* the • Soath^-iie-has given- it a»

Anal chance to rise — andihis timer
from a Reconstruction of its own
making.
The resulting furor now reads like

Southern fiction at its ethics-based,

glandular and atmospheric best.

Business interests fear canceled

conventions if the flag waves on.

Senator Strom Thurmond, born just

34 years after the War ended, favors

purging this symboL The Sons and
Daughters of the Confederacy ride

clouds of 19th-century rhetoric —
“blood” its operative metaphor. The
African- American community op-

poses any display of the flag. For
narrative suspense, the State Legis-

lature has still not voted on the pro-

posal.

There are intelligent people who
believe the flag should stay in place.

Remember what
Robert E. Lee

said, leaving the

field of battle: ‘Furl

the flag, boys.’

Their credibility is undercut by two

leading Republican gubernatorial

hopefuls who insist: The flag is a
symbol of honor. It never burned a

church. The battle flag has nothing to

do with slavery.

Such citizens' homework for to-

night should be the reading of a little

item called the “Declaration of the

Immediate Causes Which induce and

justify the Secession of South Caroli-

na from the Federal Union.” The

words “slave
1

’ and "slavery” slather

through iu

One sentence condemning the

North reads: ‘'They have encour-

aged and assisted thousands of our

slaves to leave their homes; and

those who remain have been incited

by emissaries, books and pictures to

servile insurrection.”

Hie condescension dripping from

“books and pictures” is enough to

freeze any heart As usual, those

Republicans quickest to use History

as their battle cry seem to have read

very little of it lately.

Governor Beasley, in striking the

colors “because we lost,” offers a

clean gesture, brave and, not inciden-

tally. career-making.
’

I phoned my most knowing friends

in Charleston (very knowing, in-

deed). They tell me that, lor Gover-

nor Beasley, symbolic shifts with

prevailing winds are nothing new.

He blew into office as a (literally)

flag-waving Republican governor.

Yet he is a former Democrat A boy

honpr. Shakespeare speaks of turn-

ing <fefect into perfection. But, flying

the flag of the losing side blocks just

such healthy personal present-tense
mythologizing. Where are the new
emblems of a New South?
Our region has finally offered it-

self a chance at visible dignity. Not
just economic comeuppance, but a
lunge at self-criticism — the first

step toward affectionate self-accept-

ance, and a unity postponed

The Governor suggests the flag

now be flown only over a Civil War
museum on the Statehouse grounds.
This would give a context to the

martial emblem of a lost cause. But
African-Americans protest its dis-

play there. They would forbid the
colors’ presence, even as a reminder
of an emancipating war.
“Lest we forget” becomes “lest

we remember." Amnesia is no cure
for the pain of Southern history —
white or black amnesia.
Confucius claims that one purpose

of poetry is to teach the names of

birds and plants to a nation’s chil-

dren. Monuments and flags serve as

aids to train our young about their

past The battle flag enthusiasts

need reminding: Only the winning
side gets to fly its symbol over seats

of legislation financed by taxpayers
of all races. Conversely, is it not

risky for black Southerners to erase
from view the very emblem of

crimes that cannot be addressed too

often?
Absolutist thinking — baikanizing

both sides — is the New Secession-

ism. Been there, folks. Done that.

The New Secessionism places eth-

nic identification above national pur-

pose, group grievance over human
commonality. Correct me, but isn’t

that why the Civil War was fought?

Isn’t that why all thinking people

understand: The right side won?
Brothers, sisters? The Civil War

belongs, at last, not on our streets,

but, please, in museums.

Six months after the South lost,

Gen. Robert E. Lee wrote Gen.

P. G.T. Beauregard, commending
him for not fleeing the Union as

many others had. Lee, I am told, is

Still discredited north of, say, Mary-

land. But in this letter he embodies

all that I love about an enlightened,

forthright, humble, morally imagina-

tive, self-correcting and therefore

eternally necessary South:

“After the surrender of the South-

ern armies ... it became in my opin-

ion the duty of every citizen to cease

opposition and place himself in a

position to serve the country.

"... 1 need not tell you that true

patriotism sometimes requires of

men to act contrary at one period to

that which it does at another, and the

motive that impels them — the de-

B=5.> MstZXiT.±.S

sire to do right — is precisely the

same.”
Shall we run that up our only flag-

pole? May I see a show of hands?
Slate by slate, race by rece, we can-

not succeed by seceding. Done thaL
Lost our. Started over.

Maybe our feelings do not arise

from the present situation but keep
repeating something that happened
to us earlier. And happened, and hap-
pened.

So, South Carolina? Make the repe-

tition a memory. Heed the orders of

General Lee. On retiring from the

field of battle, brave enough to weep
in plain view of his men, admitting
defeat while somehow maintaining
his own indelible sense of human
honor, he called back. “Furl the flag,

boys.”

It is time.

One hundred and twenty-one years
late, my beloved South, it is time to

say and mean this.

Let us all hold hands and, in uni-

son. shout it very loud at last, "Appo-

Oak Brook, 111.

So I’ve had this thesis for a long

time and came here to Hamburger
University ai McDonald's headquar-

ters to finally lest it out. The thesis is

this: No two countries that both have

a McDonald's have ever fought a war
against each other.

The McDonald's folks confirmed it

for me. I feared the exception would

be the FaJklands war. but Argentina
didn’t gei its firsi McDonald's until

1986, four years afier that war with

Britain. Civil wars don’t count: Mc-
Donald's in Moscow delivered burgers

to both sides in the fight between pro-

and anti-Yeltsin forces in 1993.

Since Israel now has a kosher Mc-
Donald's, since Saudi Arabia's Mc-
Donald's closes five times a day for

Muslim prayer, since Egypt has 18

McDonald's and Jordan is getting its

first, the chances of a war between

them are minimal Bui watch out for

iha: Syrian fronL There are no Big

Macs served in Damascus. India-Pa-

kistan? I’m still worried. India, where

40 percent of the population is vegetar-

ian. just opened the first beefless Mc-
Donald's (vegetable nuggets!), but

Pakistan is still a Mac-free zone.

Obviously. I say all this tongue in

cheek. But there was enough of a

correlation for me to ask James Can-

talupo, president of McDonald’s Inter-

national and its de facto Secretary of

State, what might be behind this Gold-

en Arches Theory’ of Conflict Preven-

tion — which stipulates that when a

country reaches a certain level of eco-

nomic development, when it has a

middle class big enough to support a

McDonald's, it becomes a McDonald's

country, and people in McDonald's
countries don’t like to fight wars; they

like to wait in line for burgers. Or as

Mr. Cantalupo puts it: “We focus our
development on the more well-devel-

oped economies — those that are

growing and those that are large —
and the risks involved in being adven-

turesome {for those growing econo-

mies] are probably getting too great.”

in the 1950's and 60’s developing

countries thought that having an alu-

minum factory and a U.N. seat was
what made them real countries, but

today many countries think they will

have arrived only if they have their

own McDonald's and Windows 95 in

theirown language. This year McDon-
ald's went into its 100th country and
for the first time it earned more reve-

nue from McDonald's overseas than
from McDonald's America.

rT

Said Mr. Cantalupo: ”1 feel these
v untrie S want McDonald’s as a sym-

oi something — an economic ma-
ru

- and ,h **i they are open to for-

^

gn investments.
1 don't think there is

** coumrY out there we haven't gotten

™3J[
irie5 from. I have a parade of

ambassadors and trade representa-
tives in here regularly to tell us about*ei

r gantry and whv McDonald's
would be good for the country."

Jne question raised by the' McDon-
ald s example is whether there is a up-

mattox. Appom^ax^apd ^enl^Jl-v.yfaurepn-^yaEd ip-on vacatfah- expiore.why.y-, r *•
-» ' -* .» * Jt- _•

1>_.

Testing the golden
arches theory.

over point at which a country, by
integrating with the global economy,
opening itself up to foreign investment
and empowering its consumers, per-
manently restricts us capacitv for
iToublemakmg and promotes gradual
democraii2ation and widening peace.
Francis Fukuyama, author of the clas-
sic work "The End of History," ar-
gued to me that a country’s getting its
own McDonald’s was probably not a
good indicator of that tip-over point,
because the level of per capita income
needed in a country to host a McDon-
ald's is too low. "f would not be sur-
prised if in the next 10 years several of
these McDonald's countries go to war
with each other," he said.

Yes, there will be conflicts, but
more inside countries than between
them. No question, the spread of Mc-
Donald's (a new one opens every three
hours) is part of ihis worldwide phe-
nomenon of countries integrating with
the global economy and submitting to
its rules, but this is not a smooth linear
process. It produces a backlash inside
countries from those who do not bene-
fit from this globalization, who feel

that their traditional culture will be
steamrolted by it and who fear that

they won’t eat the Big Mac. the Big
Mac will eat them.
How well governments and global

companies manage these frustrations

wili'be the real determinant of wheth-
er economic development will lead to
wider democratization and wider
peace. Here again McDonald's is an
intriguing pioneer. When the riots

broke out in Los Angeles one of the few
commercial buildings not trashed was
jyjc£)©nald'§, Wednesday's coitynji will^

• —* _d. J.

Demonstrating fine, unusual skin, Israeli artisan Itzik Peleg has created beautiful

medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and plating them with 24 karat

gold. Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from

the coin, and a historical inscription or symbol dating from the days of Bar Kochba:

1. The Lion, symbol of the tribe of Judah 4. The Date Palm, one of the Seven Species

2. The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy of Eretz Yisrael

artifact used in the days of the Temple 5. An Ancient Ship, representing

3. David's Harp, representing King David’s seamanship and the art of shipbuilding
harp, mentioned in the Bible in the time of Solomon

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel. An ideal gift for friends and loved ones.

Chain included with each medallion.

JP Price: NIS 175 each
Including door-to-door delivery (where available) M M M „

To: c/o The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me the Coin Medallions listed below: .

Lion Candelabrum David’s Harp Date Palm Ancient Ship

Enclosed is my check for NIS 175 each, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

(For registered overseas air mail, please add NiS 12).

Visa

CC No.

Isracard

Name.

City

Diners

Exp.

Address.

Zip- Tel.

‘Please list gift recipients' names and addresses separately, and we'll send them the medallion, with a gift notice in your name.
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MUSIC

Once
By ALLAN KOZINN

t
the' gods in Wagner’s

“Ring” cycle, the producers

who ran the big classical'

record labels in the 1950's

created their own Valhalla,

a shimmering fortress in the musi-

cal heavens, fit for the heroes of song
and stage — the Caliases, Heifetzes,

Horowiizes and Toscaninis — and
built with treasure wrested from
their pop divisions. It was generally

agreed, back then, that this arrange-
ment preserved something crucial in

Western civilization. But by the
1970's, when the fortunes of pop la-

bels dwarfed those of the classics, a
generation ofnumber crunchers had
seized the corporate reins.

“You can keep your castle,” they
told their classical executives, "but
you're responsible far its upkeep.”
The classical record world has not

adapted well to this drastic change
of circumstances. During the 1980’s,

the business enjoyed a windfall with
the transition from LP to CD, when
collectors bought their favorites
anew; but instead of regarding this

sales jolt as temporary, the labels

flooded the market with reissues
while expanding their current ros-

ters, recording budgets and release
lists. When sales for the entire indus-

try slumped this year, the classics
lines were like dinosaurs, lumbering
under their own weight. And having
watched the classical share of the
market plunge from 7 percent in

1987 to an all-time low of 2JS percent
this year, classics executives are
desperately trying to reinvent the

business.

They are dropping orchestras and
encouraging soloists to propose
crossover projects. Jazz musicians
with a spin on the classics are being
courted. New Age and world music
are joining the product mix, and
executives whose predecessors bat-

tled over divas and maestros are
now bidding for the soundtracks to

everything from “Immortal Be-
loved" to "BravehearL"
“For pure classical music, it’s not

a pretty picture," said Cor Dubois,

the president of BMG Classics.

Under pressure to turn profits,

classical label heads have few allies.

Consumers, rebelling against $17 CD
prices and bored with the interpre-

tive facelessness of many current

artists, are ignoring new releases by
all but a few superstars. Hefty per-

formers', fee^ especially those of
-jdi :American orchestras/ make it 4m-
-•il jfU n [possible to recoi^ production costs

' even at those prices’, ‘art issue high-

lighted by the recent strike of the

Philadelphia Orchestra-
Retailers, responding to the stag-

nating market, are reducing their

stocks. And classical radio stations,

having adopted a wallpaper format
that precludes vocal music and new
music, ignore the few hot sellers;

“The Three Tenors," Cecilia Bartoli

and works by Arvo Part and other

post-Minimalists ; it is as if top-40

stations in the mid-60’s had decreed
that they would play only Wayne
Newton and Perry Como records.

In a business in which sales of

5,000 record copies were long consid-

ered respectable, fluke hits like “The
Three Tenors" and ‘‘Chant” have
sold in the millions worldwide, leav-

ing executives hungry for more. But
sequels, remakes and coattail riders

are less successful. Harebrained
gambits like “Symphonic Rolling

Stones” ’ and "Symphonic Elvis"

have fared poorly, although market-
ers say that compilations like “Clas-

sical Music for Dummies” and "Idi-

ot’s Guide to Classical Music” have
a large constituency.

There are hopeful signs. Several
labels are courting-young composers
like Aaron Jay Kemis and Richard
Danielpour. And carefully remas-
tered reissues of legendary record-
ings continue > to pour from the

vaults. But there the good news
mostly ends.

Traditionally, the main business of

classical labels has been the record-

ing of the standard repertory, and
here they are taking a dreadful beat-
ing.

“When 1 look at the business, I see
overproduction, oversupply and a
decreasing demand," said Mr. Du-
bois of BMG. “We have to reduce the
quantity of recordings we release. It

is virtually impossible to manage a
tremendous number of new record-
ings in a professional way, giving
every one the attention it deserves.”

In recent months, producers at
virtually every major label have
scrutinized their lists, eliminating

-

projects unlikely to earn back in-

vestments and trimming programs
anywhere from 20 to 70 percent. Ex-
ecutives deny using a uniform
benchmark, but insiders at several
companies say that recordings likely
to sell fewer than 50,000 copies in
their first year are doomed.
American orchestras have been

especially hard hit in the reconfigur-
ation. Current union rates and work
rules make the cost of recording
symphonic works in the United
States 60 percent higher than in Lon-
don.

A look at a current Sony Classical
project, an album of John Williams
film music with the violinist Itzhak
Perlman, shows how American en-
sembles have priced themselves out
of the market. The recording was to
be made in London, in four three-
hour sessions. When a Sony execu-
tive remembered that the company
owed the Pittsburgh Symphony a fee

for canceled sessions, the company
planned to move the recording there.

Then someone did the math. Brit-

ish union contracts require two 10-

minute breaks in each three-hour

session, leaving 10 hours 40 minutes
of recording time. American con-

tracts, which require three 20-

minute breaks, whittled the record-
ing time to 8 hours. When that

proved unacceptable to Mr. Perl-
man. Sony chose London rather than
pay for an extra session in Pitts-

burgh.

Of the traditional Big Five Ameri-
can orchestras, the New York Phil-

harmonic, the Chicago Symphony
and the Cleveland Orchestra cur-

rently have recording contracts, al-

though Decca/London has cut Cleve-

land's project list in half since 1991.

The Boston Symphony has had no
label for several years, and the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra lost its contract

with EMI in August. Orchestras like

the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the

San Francisco Symphony and the

National Symphony retain major-la-

bel ties, and some smaller orches-

tras have kept themselves on record
by underwriting their session costs.

“We have to be very selective,"

said Richard Lyttleton, the president

of EMI, “and frankly, we cannot
justify the additional cost of record-

ing in the United States when there

With drastic

changes in the

record business,

classical labels

have failed to

adapt and now
face dire

consequences.

are very fine European orchestras

that are attuned to what is happen-

ing in the market.”
It is easy to see why labels are

resisting new recordings of the

standard repertory. Many listeners

find most current performers inter-

pretively bland, and with classic re-

cordings by legendary conductors

available in pristine CD transfers

and at midprice, collectors buy them
instead. A reissue of a Herbert von
Karajan recording of a Mozart sym-
phony with the Berlin Philharmonic

can be expected to sell thousands of

copies; a recent ClaudioAbbado ver-

sion with the same band stalled at a

mere 200.

“One principle I thought was in-

violable," said a Sony executive who
spoke on the condition of anonymity,
“was that whatever happened in the

marketplace, people would be inter-

ested in hearing the latest conduc-
tors and instrumentalists in- the

standard repertory. Now the feeling

is exactly the opposite. Standard is

the kiss of death."

The conversations executives

dread, in fact, are those in which
senior conductors ask to record new
Beethoven, Brahms or Mahler cy-

cles.

“If that’s what they want to do,

we'll have a long talk with them,"
said Mr. Dubois of BMG. “And we’ll

try to schedule that talk for three or
four years from now.”

mainly to pop buyers added classical

departments.

Virtually everything customers

see in these elegantly appointed de-

partments is paid for by the labels, a
new twist that has substantially in-

creased the cost of marketing. Plac-

ing a record at a listening post in a
big chain runs $3,500 a month. Spe-

cial display space is paid for, too.

And advertisting costs are for the

most part no longer shared by retail-

ers.

"We recently had a record that

sold 100.000 copies," an executive for

a major label said, “and those of us
who used to pat ourselves on the

back for selling 9,000 were pretty

happy. Then the vice president for

finance came in and said, 'Yes, but

do you know what you spent to sell

those 100,000?’

"

How did the record business ar-

rive at this sorry pass? One view
holds that the business has not really

changed but that the advent of

Soundscan — a computer system
that records sales at the cash regis-

ters of major chains — has clarified

the problems of the market
“Before Soundscan, you spent

$100,000 recording a Brahms sym-
phony, you spent $25,000 mounting a
promotional campaign, and you
shipped 10,000 copies,” said Robert
Hurwiiz, the president of Nonesuch.
“Two years later, 7,000 have come
back. But the returns are 500 here,

300 there, and you've released an-

other 200 records since the Brahms,
so you don't really notice.

“Today, you spend your $100,000,

you mount your campaign, you ship

your 10,000 disks, you look at Sounds-

can, and you see: Week One, 110

copies. Week Two, 86 copies. Week
Three, 70 copies. All of a sudden,

from the most basic, common-sense
business reality, you say: ‘Wait a
second. Something’s wrong.’ I think

this has always been the case. It’s

just that now we’re hit with cold,

hard facts."

One thing those facts suggest is

the degree to which the industry

overestimated the CD boom. When
CD's made their first inroads, a doz-

en years ago, classical sales were
the first to grow. Collectors, assured
that digital sound was superior to

analog, sought gleaming new record-
ings of their favorite works. Then,
endianted by the format’s indestruc-

tibility, they replaced their favorite

LP's with CD reissues.

Labels celebrated by expanding
their recording programs. Compa-
nies like Virgin and the Waraer-
Elektra-Atlantic group started clas-

sical lines. Bertelsmann, the Ger-
man publishing conglomerate,
bought the moribund RCA in 1986.
and Sony, the Japanese electronics
giant, acquired CBS Masterworks
three years later. Retailers like Tow-
er, HMV and Virgin expanded rap-
idly, and chains that had catered

The new uncertainties of the busi-

ness are nowhere more evident than

in the disarray in the labels' execu-

tive offices. At BMG, a decade of

explosive activity directed at reviv-

ing RCA and acquiring specialty la-

bels proved costlier than Bertels-

mann had expected. During the last

year, executives have passed

through at a startling rate; one di-

rector of artists and repertory lasted

only three days.

At Sony Classical, Gunther Breest

spent six years establishing a Euro-

pean presence for the company,
moving the label's headquarters

from New York to Hamburg, Ger-

many, coaxing Deutsche Grammo-
ptaon artists to defect and, like his

BMG colleagues, buying labels with

distinct repertory focuses. But he
also filled the ledgers with red ink.

When he resigned abruptly in 1985.

his staff of 80 was fired, and the

power shifted back to New York,

where Peter Gelb was given respon-

sibility to turn the label around.

The Polygram Classics labels —
Deutsche Grammophon, Philips and
London — have been adrift in the

90’s. In the last year. Christopher

Roberts, the president of the divi-

sion, has sought to give each a dis-

tinctive character, stressing Lon-

don’s strength in vocal music and
Deutsche Grammophon’s tradition-

alist reputation while redefining

Philips as a catchall for film scores

and crossovers. But sales lag behind

projections, and similar problems at

Polygram's pop labels have led to

published reports of mass firings

and a sale of the record division by
its parent. Philips Electronics.

. EMI has sofar avoided a shakeup.
But at Warner Classics, which owns
Erato, Teldec, Finlandia and None-
such, the marketing department has
been merged with that of the Atlan-

tic pop division as part of a larger
Warner retrenchment
One company, at least seems un-

affected by the industry downturn.
Since 1983, Nonesuch's staff has
grown from 3 to 10, its sales have
increased twentyfold, and Mr. Hur-
witz says the label turns a profit on
the 25 disks it releases every year.

The core of its catalogue is new
music: the senior Minimalists —
Philip Glass. Steve Reich, John Ad-
ams and Louis Andriessen— are all

under contract and the label offers

the explorations of the Kronos Quar-

tet and occasional free-standing

projects like its million-selling re-

cording of Henryk Gorecki’s Third

Symphony. Worid music, light jazz,

theater songs and soundtracks are

also represented, and about 20 per-

cent of the releases are of standard

repertory. With sales of 500,000 cop-

ies of the latest Gypsy Kings album
balanced against the more modest
sales of Richard Goode's Schubert

and Mozart disks, Mr. Hurwitz
claims an average sale of 80,000 for

his 1995 releases.

"I was fortunate,” he explained,

“in that my mentors and role models
— Goddard Lieberson at Columbia,
Manfred Eicher at ECM and Bob
Krasnow at Elektra— preached that

if you trust ,
your own instincts, your

own ears and your own passions, the

public, ideally, will follow. What they

did not preach was how to read the

charts, see what’s selling and go out

and copy it."

In a way. Nonesuch has become a
template for the larger labels, par-
ticularly Sony Classical, the compa-
ny that is changing the most dramat-
ically. Though it releases 10 times as
many disks as Nonesuch and has a
higher quotient of crossovers, sound-
tracks and other projects of ques-
tionable durability, Sony has lately

stepped up its jazz collaborations

and added worid music to its cata-

logue. Most important, it has em-
braced new music Disks devoted to

Sofia Gubaidulina, Gyorgy Ligeti, Al-
fred Schnittke and Petes Lieberson
have appeared, and the label has put
Mr. Danielpour, Tan Dun and Elliot

Goldenthal under contract.

What separates Sony's new-music
program from those of other labels

is its integration of composers and
star performers into a kind of reper-

tory company. Before signing Mr.
Danielpour, Mr. Gelb ascertained

that Yo-Yo Ma and Emanuel Ax
would happily perform and record,

his concertos. Mr. Ma was- also en-

listed to play the solo line in Mr.
GoldenthaTs Vietnam oratorio,

“Fire Water Paper,” and Sony has
commissioned the composer to write

a work for Wynton Marsalis.

This new awareness of contempo-
rary music, dawning at other labels

too, may be the hidden salvation in

this record-world “Gotterdhmmer-

[jjvironnu-ntsi

rts enforce!

Ed&ar Meyer, left

,

Yo-Yo MaandMark (yConnor are currently at the top of ffllboard’sclassical.

chart with their crossover album,
uAppalachia Waltz," which has sold almost 30,000 copies.

r
r-
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ung,” a way of redressing problems
of die industry's own making. At
long last, 19th-century repertory Is

being made to stand aside as current
composition reasserts itself as a
driving force in musical life. And
orchestras, if they hope, to .record^-

will also have to give it more atten-

tion.

The standard repertory may bene-

fit, too. Many musicians have la-

mented the homogenizing effect re-

edrdingS haVe Had dnmu^c-mhk^.

;

’
pnswjiers'' Teie^otL of

cookie-cutter performances win be

the kick in the pants that force's

performers to find something fresh

to say about these works. If, that is,

the classical-record world survives
'

“tong eriough for tliis
'
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INNER PEACE
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By a. j. Santora / Edited by will shortz

ACROSS
1 Title sisterofa 1970

film

5 50’s pitcher Maglie

8 Shelley, forone

1 2 3 4,

i
S 6 7

18 19

22

m
23 1

13 Bodybuilders
intake

18 Hydrangea, eg.

19 AKhan

26 27

30 0
board

21 1982 Toqy nominee
MQo

22 One-one and
two-two

24 Women's shoe style

26 Bridger

27 Ends of lines

29 Classical earth
goddess

30 Kind of cracker

32 Hamilton’s prav.

33 Glow
34 Those who work
38 Given life, perhaps

43 See 7-Down

43 44 45

49

S3
-

5T~

61

46 Contemporary
hor-ulustraftauthor-illustrator

Jon
47 Unvarnished

48 Roar ofa crowd
49 Love personified

50 React angrily

51 Illinois city

52 “De—-Poetica"
(ancient treatise)

53 Arles article

54 Orchestra member
56 Caruso was one

57 Feature ofJames
Monroe's estate

59 Palindrome girl

60 Lourdes is one
61 Coif

63 Trauma sites, for
short

64 Suntanning areas
66 Ran for one’s wife?

68 November bonorees
70 Armada component
73 Teases

74 Quietingdown
78 Tee follower

79 Western
Hemisphere abbr.

80—: team (assault

unit)

81 Extreme amount
82 Bugshots?
83 Scale notes

84 List in a hurry?

85 Stonehenge builder

86 All, in stage
directions

87 Difference

89 SoundmincLma
phrase

91 Partner forClark

92 Crosspiece

93 Potato choice

97 Kind ofpanel
100 Sandwichfiller

105 Paradefigure .

106 Indy 500 gear

108 Beyond control

110 Words with eye or
fore

66 67

73

79

83

87

97 98 99

106
#

110

114

*•

•*> ? 4

..CSad.lv
i fd]
L

111 Certain repairman
112 Cockpit reading:

Abbr.
113 Furious

114

a time
115 Song much played

on the radio
116 Shaft
117 To (exactly)

DOWN
1 Bake, as eggs

2 Betel palm
3 Honkmgtnne
4 Its slogan was once
“Wide worid of
entertainment”

5 Delhi gown
6 Longtime
7 With 43-Across, a

1940’s movie
cowboy

8 Bean end others

9 Stop

10 WriterDinesen

11

doute

: (certainly): Fr.

12 Prefix with light

13 Stuck

14 Dump
15 Pearl player, ina

1996 sitcom

16 Shade of red

17 Redtaglocale

18 Alone ..

23 “For the life

25. Confined

28 Monopoly
equipment

31 Barbary beast

33 Off—

-

(occasionally)

35 Extended

36 “ in Calico"
(1946 song)

37 Saint Philip
(Renaissance figure)

38 Fashionable shop
39 Bag
40 Holiday bird

41 “RocketMan” John
42 Tractor man John
43 Kindofland
44 Brothers’ name of

.

40’s-5p’s music

45 Monthlysynagogue
Observance

47 L^ridst Sammy et

50 “Pretty stupid, huh?"

,
declarer

52 Old Houston hockey
team

54 Lake Indians

55 Raspy

56 Addams Family
member

58 VCR
60 Publicrelations

gambit

62 Small eggs

63 Oneof fibndora’s

Coen brothers
65 Certain

discriminators

66 Daughterof
Mnemosyne

67 Restrict

69 "WomenWho Ron
With the Wolves"
author

71 French suffix

72 Split

74 Toast start

75 They’re apain
76 Looked over

77 Rgksmuseuin artist

80 From Odense .

82 Standing-room-only
show

84 Do needlework

86—-hunch'

88 Biblical miracle
worker

89 Hardlya naif

$0 Bullets

92 Extort from
94 Nautical order
.95 Bud Grace comic

ship.

96 Connecticut Senator

.

97 Prefbcwfth-morph
98 1982 Disney film

*

99 More than a peeve -

100 Iriadrfition

101 OldDodge
102 FTost

103 Kind of skirt

104 Dist:

107 Greek letter

109 Marlins locale:
*. Abbr.
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I
VE finally figured out why a
doughnut is called a “suf-
garuya. * Just took a quick

fiance m my Hebrew-Englishdic-
nwary to find that
defined as, no surprise here
absorbent. Given the fact that

1

\
a

celebrating
the miraculous aspects of oil, an
absorbent treat is only fitting. The
problem that anscs is a
doughnm bakers trca, ^
absorbency challenge as a com-
mandment rather than a concent,
'“£“6 ” rather leaden round!
of fried dough.
As a general rule, those

-

are the
doughnuts that one finds in every
taosk. comer store, and bakery at
this dine of year.

3

It requires a bit of resourceful-
ness and research to seek out the
unique doughnuts in Jerusalem, as
well as the willingness to taste-test
a senes of the jelly-filled treats.
A great doughnut is light, not

heavy, without oil dripping on the

v
U
^

ld
v 'u J

e*Phins Shalom
Kadosh. head chef at the Sheraton
Plaza. ‘Inside the filling should be
interesting, not just average, and
on top, something fun like choco-
late or mocha icing. It also needs
to be served at room temperature,
never cold because then it loses hs
taste.”

Kadosh is also serious about his
oil- He uses a regular vegetable
oil for frying the doughnuts, but
his secret is that he adds brandy to
the batter to counteract the ofl.
pushing it away from the cake sur-
face. At the Plaza’s patisserie they
also add lemon and orange zest to
the batter as another ingredient to
counteract the oil.

Jack Elkayam, the Plaza’s pastry

JESSICA STEINBERG

chef, demonstrated the approxi-
mately two-hour doughnut baking
procedure, stalling with the dough
mixture and rising process, and
ending with the frying, filling and
topping techniques. The result is a
light, slightly chewy consistency,
surrounding a somewhat stingy
but rich ‘strawberry filling.

Elkayam comments that this tradi-
tional Ashkenazi treat is too sweet
for him: he prefers his wife’s
doughnuts — Moroccan doughnuts
with a hole, that are less sugary
and dipped in honey or whipped
egg whites and then again in
crushed almonds.
The Plaza’s doughnuts are a bit

steep at S2-50, unless you’re a
guest at the hotel and get to eat
them each evening at candlelight-
ing time.

If you’re looking for a more
affordable doughnut, your best bet
is Marzipan at Mahaneh Yehuda,
on Agrippas Street. Owned by die
Ozarko family, this bakery is

known for its cinnamon rolls and
rogelacb, but they also sell a
caramel-filled doughnut that is

superior to many of its counter-
parts. Izik Ozarko, one of the
Marzipan sons working behind the
counter, wouldn’t reveal the fami-
ly’s secret recipe, but did say that
they use eggs as their base, creat-
ing a soft, tasty dough thar stays
fresh for two to three days.
Marzipan’s doughnut is more oily

than the Plaza’s brandy-lemon
zested variety, but it’s also a better
bargain at NIS 2 for jelly-filled,

NTS 2.50 for caramel-filled.

Just up the block is another
opportunity for doughnut sam-

Environmental law
lacks enforcement

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D*VORA BEN SHAUL

rSRAEL has some very effec-

tive, even, some say. enviable

-environmental laws. The prob-
lem is, and has always been, one of
enforcement. All too often the law
has been ignored in favor of toe

practicalities of day-to-day exis-

tence. But this is changing, and
nothing could better express this

change than the ratification by a
Haifa court, a couple of weeks ago,

of an agreement between the non-

governmental environmental
action group, the Israel Union for

Environmental Defense (UED).
and Haifa Chemicals, putting an
end to a three-year court battle

wherein the UED actually brought

criminal charges, under the existing

laws, against Haifa Chemicals and

several of their directors individu-

ally.

This was a landmark agreement,

and no such agreement has ever

been formerly reached in Israel

between a blatant polluting agent

and an environmentally active

group. For Haifa Chemicals, a

company that annually dumps 1.5

million tons of untreated effluents

into the river and the bay, has seen

the light of the new eta and decid-

ed, in an abrupt turnaround, to

amend its ways.

According to the agreement

signed by UED counsel Dan Fisch

and Orit Marom, and counter-

signed by Haifa Chemicals counsel

Michael ZeUermeyer and Eli

Meytal Haifa Chemicals agrees to

the following conditions:

• Haifa Chemicals will immediate-

ly begin the implementation of
technological solutions to their

ongoing pollution according to an
agreed and stipulated schedule.
• Heavy fines will be imposed by
the court should the company
defect or lag behind the agreed

schedule.
• Haifa Chemicals will pay NIS
750.000 in damages to the local

authorities and will set up an ongo-
ing trust fundlhat will finance far-

ther environments action m the
"

Haifa bay-area. •

In exchange, the UED and the

Public Prosecutor wffl. cancel the

criminal actions against Haifa
Chemicals and the directorate. Tins
is toe largest single fine ever levied

against an Israeli polluter and
serves as a landmark.

What is unclear is why, in the

view ofthe importance of this deci-

sion. even though a press release

recorded all toe events, not one sin-

gle newspaper, television station or

radio news broadcast even men-
tioned the marten Is the environ-

ment really so insignificant, not

only to toe public but to toe media?

Do we really live in a place where
what would be an earth-shaking

decision in any enlightened country

is ignored? Maybe so. The one

thing I do know is that Israel has

good and valid environmental laws

and toe only problem is that they

are not enforced. I can only take

nty hat off to the UED. and to

Econec Israel who helped them to

get started. It was high time some-

one reacted to these problems.

US addresses religious

rights abuses overseas

I

n

I
N an effort to put a spotlight on

global religious strife, the US
State Department on recently

named 20 prominent American

religious leaders and scholars to a

newly formed committee to advise

the administration on violations of

religious freedom in other coun-

tries. „ .

The move comes after a year or

pressure from some evangelical

Christian groups agitato^ for me

appointment of an individual spe-

rial adviser” to focus specifically

on persecution of Christians over-

.l. Gtot-o TVnflrtment

and Buddhism.
The group's main job will be to

‘‘provide information to the US
government” on religious rights

abuses overseas, and to look for

ways that non-governmental reli-

gious groups can help mediate con-

flicts, Shattuck said. The commit-

tee, which will report directly to die

secretary of state, will hold public

meetings, he said.

The first meeting could come

early next year, a State Department

source said.

In’ recent years, human-rights
on persecution °f ~“nSMrDnent organizations have documented
seas. But the State Deparnnem

Christians

resisted that idea, opting for acom- torture ana ^ s_
o Smart mandate to

ICSUICU uuw. «

—
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Stos^^an-rights abuses

lave often been at ihe forefront of

iuiwiw s. . _ ,
.

and Buddhists in China. Bahai s m
Iran, *nd Moslems in India, for

example. Religious hatred has

inflamed toe cml strife in Bosnia,

the Sudan and other places.

“The fact that this committee was
(..timnnu tft thl1.human-rights;

dilemmas ” appointed is testimony to toe

years," John Shator^as 1

in^orta
I^ofrehgio^lasa^k^m

retaryofstatemdctooftiK^
policy,” said committee

in Bosni*J^ The announcement by toe panel

Catholic, Orthodox and Mod
^J^yed until after the election

religious leadens m ^ JJause teWbite House wanted to

gfe for peace, justicea^^^ Stoe perception that this was

ahon has shown me bow impc^
* political maneuver

ttismstai^upf^^|' ,?
lsfre^

designed*0 cinty favor with people

dom and tolerance, hesa«L
{^according to sources at toe

^Vhite on*
iaiIip rmlv

Baha’i. Mormon and Afri^

religious diversity, *e Holocaust

ed to remain anonymous,
“toe only

toresz to the success of this initia-

tive was for it to he ovexpota-

”ZCd
" (The Washington Post)

pling. Bonkers Bagels. It’s their

first year malting doughnuts and
they’re using a recipe wiih four

types of extracts: butter, lemon,
vanilla and rum. Filling-wise, it’s

a typical Bonkers flavor fest, with
strawberry, caramel and blueberry,

as a slight departure from toe reg-
ulars. Their doughnuts are on the

large side, leaving toe expected oil

marks on fingers and napkins, but
they’re generous with the filling

and the blueberry is a nice change
of pace. Their prices are on par
with the bagels, NIS 250 for
strawberry and blueberry, NTS 3
for caramel
This wouldn't be a story about

doughnuts if it didn’t mention the

new kid on the block. Dunkin’
Donuts. Fresh from toe US, with

one branch on Ibn Gvirol Street in

Tel Aviv and another in Ra’anana.
a third will soon open in

Jerusalem.

Chaim Schockett. Dunkin’
Donuts operations manager, says
that the hordes of Israelis flocking
to toe store tend to favor three fla-

vors; sugar-coated, jelly-filled and
chocolate covered.

The Dunkin' Donuts doughnut is

toe sweetest of those surveyed,
and they win hands down for their

generous dollop ofjelly that oozes
out of the doughnut with each bite.

In hones' of Hamikka. toe store has
introduced the new buttercreaxn

maple-flavored donut, at NIS 3
each.

The company imports most of
its baking ingredients from the

company’s storehouses. All flour

mixes are imported, as the local

product is unbleached. The oil.

too, is imported.

While Schockett won’t disclose
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Time to eat the doughnuts! There are all kinds of fillings and flavors this year, from rum-based to blueberry-filled to mocha-topped.

(Arid Jerozolimidci)

the mixture of oil used for frying

the balls of dough, he did say that

they use a combination of veg-

etable oils, with a low absorbing
rate and low moisture level

Therefore, any miracles relating

to the volume of doughnuts being
sold are not related ro toe oil in

which they are fried. What is

miraculous though, is the sheer

number of doughnuts consumed in

this country during the eight days

of Hanukka.
Between toe four stores men-

tioned here, approximately 75.000

doughnuts will be made over toe

course of toe holiday. When I

mentioned that to Irik Ozarko, he
nodded his head and told me,
'Time to make the doughnuts.”

Supreme Court confirms validity

of kashrut law
In the Supreme Court, sitting as a

High Court of Justice, before the

President Justice Aharon Barak,
the Deputy-President Justice

Shlomo Levin, andJustices EUezfr
Goldberg. Theodore Orr. Mishael
Cheshin, Yitzhak Zamir, Tova
Stemberg-Cohen, Zevi Tal. and
Dalia Domer. in the matter of
Memreal Ltd. and others, petition-

ers. versus The Knesset and others,

respondents (H.C.4676/94J

T[HE petitioners arc importers

atnd dealers in-meat products

on a large scale. The Import

of Frozen Meat Law of 1994 for-

bade, subject to certain exceptions,

the import of meat without a
kashrut certificate. In a 1995
amendment (after the petition was
filed), toe definition of “meat” was
extended to include all kinds of
meat and meat products fit for

human consumption, including

poultry, and the name of the Law
was changed toThe Meal and Meat
Products Law of 1994.

The petitioners, submitting thar

the Law would seriously affect

their business, petitioned the

Supreme Court, sitting as a High
Court of Justice, to declare it

invalid on the grounds that it

offended against toe Basic Law:
Freedom of Occupation, of 1994,

and the Basic Law: toe Dignity and
Freedom ofMan, of 1992.

JUSTICE BARAK, delivering toe

court’s judgment, first cited, inter

alia, government decisions of
September 8, 1992, and August 8,

1993, and several precedents -
H.C.2015,1775/93, 7198/93, and
3872/93 (The Jerusalem Post of
November 8, 1993), which preced-

ed the 1994 Law now attacked.

He then turned to toe Basic Law:
Freedom of Occupation, first

passed on July 17, 1991. However,

for various reasons which he
explained, it was repealed, and a

new Law was adopted on March 9.

1994.

Section 1 of the 1994 Law, he
said, provides that “fundamental

human rights in Israel are founded

upon recognition ofthe value of toe

human being, the sanctity of

human life, and the principle that

all persons are free: these rights

shall be upheld in the spirit of the

principles set forth in toe declara-

tion of the Establishment of the

State of Israel.”

Dial Law, he continued, repeated

section 4 of the original Law under
which freedom of occupation may
be violated only by a Law befitting

toe values of the Stare of Israel,

enacted for a proper purpose, and
in which the violation is no greater

than is required.

However, it also added a new
section 8 which, while permitting'

a

divergent Law. lays down, inter

alia, that a provision of any Law
which infringes .on freedom of
occupation shall be valid, even
though not in accordance with sec-

tion 4. if it has been passed by a
majority of the members of the

Knesset, and states expressly that it

is operative in spite of the Basic
Law even if it does not conform to

section 4.

He also pointed out thar the 1995
amendment to the Meat Law was
passed by a majority of the

Knesset, and contained an express

provision (section 5) that it was
va3id notwithstanding the Basic
Law: Freedom of Occupation.
The petitioners, he continued,

submitted that the Meat Law vio-

lated both sections 1 and 4 of the

Basic Law: Freedom of
Occupation. It infringed upon the

freedoms of religion and con-
science, equality, and property. It

did not serve a proper purpose, and
it went too far. It had ruined their

businesses without any compensa-
tion. They also argued that section

8, permitting a divergent Law, was
oily intended to solve various tem-
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porary problems, and could not be
invoked to destroy the whole fabric

of freedom of occupation.

They also submitted that the

Meat Law offended against the

Basic Law: The Dignity and
Freedom of Man, of 1992, in

infringing upon toe basic freedoms
stated above.

The President then noted that toe

constitutional scheme now consid-

ered was based upon the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoras.

Citing several authorities, includ-

ing the Clal case (H.C. 728/94). be
pointed our that the object of toe

relevant provisions was to enable
the legislature to fulfill its social

and political aspirations, even if

they conflicted with section 4
above.

He then emphasized tharthe meat
Law, if at all, only sanctioned vio-

lations of toe fundamental princi-

ples in the Basic Law: Freedom of
Occupation. It could not be used to

destroy that freedom, a result

which could only be achieved by
repealing the Basic Law itself.

Citing toe cases of Yeridor
(E.P. 1/65) and the Le’or Movement
(H.C.42/89 - The Jerusalem Post

Law Reports, p.154), be stressed

that the petitioners could still

import kosher meal without the

necessity of import permits. The
impact of the meat Law, even if it

did infringe on the freedoms of
property, conscience, and equality,

did not impair the essence of our
constitutional regime.

He held, therefore, that toe peti-

tioners' submissions relating to the

Basic Law; Freedom of
Occupation, could not be accepted.

The petitioners, he continued,

had also submitted that toe meat
Law infringed upon the freedoms

enshrined in the Basic Law, The
Dignity and Freedom of Man. of
1992. This submission too. he

found, could not be upheld.

Citing toe Baizilai case

(H.C.42S/86; - Selected .Supreme
Court Judgments (English), vol.

VI, p.l). he pointed out that toe

Basic Law: Freedom of
Occupation - including the section

permitting divergent legislation -

was a centra] part of the constitu-

tional scheme governing human
rights in Israel Every constitution-

al provision reflected on toe whole
scheme, and could not be interpret-

ed in isolation.

As a CnnaHigp COU1X had ruled,

“Our constitutional Charter must be
construed as a system where every

component contributes to the mean-
ing as a whole, and the whole gives

meaning to its parts... The court

must interpret each section of the

charter in relation to toe others.”

Applying the above principle, he
concluded, the interpretation of toe

Freedom of Occupation Law also

governs the Dignity and Freedom
pfMan Law. with the result that toe

petitioners’ case, resting on the lat-

ter Basic Law. must also faiL

For the above reasons, the peti-

tion was dismissed. Renaio Yarak
and Hila Keren appeared for the

petitioners, and Uzi Fogelman,
Director of the High Court

Division of the State Attorney's

Office, appeared for toe State.

The judgment was given on
November 25. 1996.

IHE JEWISH FESTIVALS AND HOLY DAYS
Contains reproductions of original watercoiors, depicting
twelve of the most important days in the Jewish calendar.
The naive style paintings by the well known Israeli artist

Michai Meron capture the essence of these important days,

from austereYom Kippur to the ebullience of independence
Day. Michai Meron’s eye for color and intricate detail

combines with an inspirational approach to this unique
spiritual heritage. Published by

The Studio in Old Jaffa, full color, 32 pp.
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4 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-it-all on one of Shorashizn's

entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips. You'll

meet your sort of people, visit ofi-the-beaten-track places

and hear interesting and informative

explanations from expert guides.

Space is limited so book early and avoid disappointment

Sunday ON THE TRAIL OF BAR KOCHBA
Dec. 22 With the support of Rabbi Akiva, Bar Kochba built

an army and rebelled against the Romans. After three

years of battles, during which time the population

built an enormous underground system, the revolt

was put down and Jewish settlement in Judea was

destroyed. We'll visit the Amazia and Kazan caves fan

underground city), the huge complex of Beit Guviin,

Jerusalem's Shrine of the Book which contains the

letters of Bar Kochba found in the Judean Desert etc.

NIS 195 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Carol-Anne Bemtieim

Thursday THE GALILEE - PEOPLE AND PLACES

Tan. 9 Jews, Arabs, Christians, Druse, Beduin, Circassians -

living together in a spectacular Mediterranean

landscape makes the Galilee Ihe interesting place it

is. Our tour will take us to Kaukab, Hararit, Yodfat,

Shorashim, Sakhnin and Eshhar- a mosaic of human
scenery living in an ideal setting. Well meet the

people and see the sites. NIS 185 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Mark Rosenstein

Thursday TU BISHVAT, MAN AND EARTH

Jan. 23 On this special day, we'll visit the places and people

who continue the traditions of centuries with the use

of medicinal herbs, plants, berries, trees and even

learn from the animals in the region. We'll be in the

Galilee and we'll meet the experts in the Druse
village of Yerka, Yanuch and Deir Hana with its 2,400

year old olive trees. We’ll hear from Hamzi Aralda
and Wahid Maadi and come away a lot wiser.

NIS 190 (including lunch) -

Tour guide: Yuval Avidor ?

Tuesday RETURN TO BEIT SHEAN
Feb. 11 Thousands of years 6f history - Greek, Roman, Pagan,

Jewish - now revealed for all to see. Theaters,
'

temples, bath-houses, markets, frescoes, houses of

ill-repute. All the beauty and cruelty that paganism
offered. Even if you've oeen before, come again,

because so much more has now been revealed,

including toe Mona lisa, in one of toe world's most

successful digs. NIS 180 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Israel Shalem

The toorpriee indudes transportation from Jerusalem or Tel Aviv and return,

entrance to all sites, background lectures and on-the-spot explanations.

Lunch as indicated. 10% off when you book all lour tours. Pick-up and drop-

off along the route when possible and arranged beforehand.

Reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM, POB 758$, 14 Rehov Abarbanel,

Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074.

Tel 02-566-6231 (9*30 a.m. - 230 p.mj
Ask for Romit, Tami or Varda. j
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Gov’t to float 10% stake

in Bank Leumi in May
THE government will offer 10 percent of Bank
Leumi ’5 shares in European and American
financial markets, a senior official closely

involved in the bank’s privatization process

said yesterday.

MI Holdings, the government firm in charge

of selling the state's shares in the banks, ini-

tially planned to sell the 10% stake in 1995. but

has encountered difficulties due to last year’s

capital-market slump and political instability.

About 20% of Bank Leumi ’s shares axe cur-

rently traded on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.
MI Holdings’ general-manager Meir

Yacobson returned from London Saturday
night, after meeting with representatives of
overseas investment banks that are likely to

take part in the planned offering. Among oth-

ers, Yacobson met with representatives from

GALIT LIPKIS BECK

Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, IfBS and Lehman Brothers.

The government intends to offer Global
Depositary Receipts, which will be listed on
the London Stock Exchange, and American
Depository Receipts, to be issued in New
York, to institutional investors. The ADRs will

not be listed on the stock exchange.
Yacobson also met with heads of the London

Stock Exchange and lawyers who are likely to

advise MI Holdings on issues associated with

die offering.

“The overseas bankers are enthusiastic,” the

source said.

Lehman Brothers published an economic

report last week which concluded tbar Bank
Leumi is to become Israel’s most profitable

financial institution in 1997.

“Leumi remains our favored Israeli banking

stock and we continue to rate it to outperform,”

the report said.

Bank Leumi has already started to prepare a

prospectus for the offering, which is to be

based on the bank’s financial statements for

December 1996, to be published in the first

quarter of 1997.

The government last held a public offering of

Bank Leumi’s shares in 1993, when it sold a

13% stake in the state’s second-largest bank. A
tender process, which would have led to the

direct sale of a controlling share in the bank,

failed in 1994 after the Safrs Group withdrew

from the bidding.
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Provident fund yields positive for 3rd month
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THE banking sector's provident

funds achieved positive real yields

in November, for the third consec-
utive month, the banks reported

yesterday.

Funds specializing in invest-

ments in shares achieved the high-

est returns, mainly because of the

improvement in the share market
last month. Bank Hapoalim said.

Bank Hapoalim's Gadish Fund,
the largest fund in the country,

achieved a real yield of 0.8 per-

cent last month. The fund man-
ages assets of N1S 11.82 billion.

The fund achieved an accumulated
negative return of 0.2% since the

start of the year.

(mOD)TARGET OHO
Mutual Fund lor

Foreign Residents

Jerusalem Post Staff

Bank Leumi’s Otzma Fund, the

third largest fund in the country,

reported a real yield of 0.59% in

November. In the first 11 months
of the year, the fund achieved a

real yield of 0-52%, the highest

among the large banks.

Bank Discount intends to pub-

lish its funds’ yields today.

Among the smaller funds.

United Mizrahi Bank’s Atid Fund
had a real yield of 0.64% in

November. Since the start of the

year, die fund had set only a nega-
tive yield of 0.16%.
Fust International Bank's Karen

Hashefa reported a positive real

yield of 0.48% in November.
Since the start of the year, the fund

achieved an accumulated yield of

0.51%.
Bank Otzar Hahayel reported a

real yield of 0.4% in November
and 2.1% since the start of the

year.

Non-bank funds also reported

improved yields. For example,

the Nativ Fund, which is man-
aged by Koor Capital Markets
Nativot Pension, reported a real

positive yield of 0.58% in

November. The fund announced
an accumulated real yield of
2.39%.

More builders at financial

risk, survey says
GALIT LIPKIS BECK
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ABOUT 48 percent of firms in

the construction sector are in the

“high, financial risk” category,

compared, "to >48% in .April,

according to a survey r-by

. , Business Data- Israel. r

r

The BDI survey is based on
data from the first nine months
of 1996. The indicators include

bounced checks, liquidity prob-
lems and legal claims.

The building sector suffered

. from a significant slow-down in

tiie third quarter of the year,

which reduced investments
compared to 1995, led to a drop
in building starts, delays in pub-
lic construction and a decrease
in prices, said BDI.
According to BDI, the com-

mercial, industry and office sec-

tors registered the most signifi-

cant price declines.

The survey said the situation

was influenced by the closure of
tiie territories, unclear govern-
ment policies and the expecta-

tions -of potential - buyers 1 that •

prices would fall in future

because of the slowdown in all

economic activity.

The sector also was hindered
by the rise in mortgage interest-

rates and credit restrictions on
contractors that have reduced
the ability of companies in the

sector to raise capital to finance
new building projects.

According to BDI. about
41.5% of all construction com-
panies with an annual sales

turnover of more than NIS 100
million are at high risk, while
463% of all firms with sales of
NIS 50m. to NIS 100m. are at

high risk.

Ports and Railways Authority

Tender No. 5555/96

1 . The Ports and Railways Authority - Israel (hereinafter “The P.RA”) offers for sale the
following used cranes.

TY-r-rlnrevVOU

Paeedo

73 36 TON

75 36 TON

75 36 TON

74 36 TON

80 100 TON

Gantry

Portalner

Transtalnor (RMG)

Transtalner (RTGjr

Floating Crane

All cranes will be sold in “As Is" condition.

The removal of the cranes from the ports will be done in a limited schedule and in
coordination with the P.RA with minimum Interference to ports operations and at
the bidders expense.

Proposals may be submitted for one or more of the above cranes. Proposals must
be submitted for each crane separately. A bid bond in the value of 5% of
proposal, for all cranes propos«f^oot including VAT to be attached to the
proposal. The bond will be in force for 90 days after the submission date.

Tender documents are available at the address hereinafter.

The Ports and Railways Authority - Head Office
Purchase Division

74 Petach Tikvah Road, 11th Floor, Room 1103
Israel

Tel: 972-3-5657064, Fax: 972-3-5616027

A technical inspection of the cranes can be done subject to pre-coordination.

Proposals must be submitted no later than January 26 , 1997 at the address above.

The^P^A . is not obligated to accept the most expensive proposal or any other

The P.RA reserves the right to conduct negotiations with those bidders that were
found to be suitable.

pie P.RA reserves the right to reach agreements with more than one bidder
and/or not to sell all cranes.

*

Convertibles combine in one investment the income ofabend
with the capital appreciation potential of a common stock.

Aaron L Hennowitz - Vice President, Investments with
Dean Witter cordially invitesyou to attend a seminar (focussing
the benefits o£ Measuring Investment Sisk; Setting Investment

Objectives; Selecting an Independent Money Manager;
Monitoring and Evaluating Investment Performance; Special

Guest Speaker will be: Mark Sullivan,

Vice President of Calamos

Asset Management, Inc.

December 12, Thursday Dan Hotel -Tel Aviv 6.00 PAL
December 13, Friday Hyatt -Jerusalem, Breakfast A M .

December 15, Sunday Plaza Hotel -Jerusalem 600 PM.
December 16, Monday Iimosa-Netanya 600 RM.

Please reserve space by returning the coupon to:

Bax 7308, Jerusalem or call:

AaronL Hennowitz,

VJP. Investments 02 581-4440

Ask a friend to joinyou.' 1225 Franklin Avenue, Garden City
NY 11530

© 1996I^Wma-ReyBokSa Inc. MemberSPC tfP DEANWITTER

| YES!!! Please reserve

.

Dean WitterSemmar

December 12. Tbarsday

December 13, Friday

December 15, Sunday

December 16. Monday

J NO. Iamut attend, but ole

Das Hotel-TO Amr
Hyatt-Jerusalem, Breakfast

Pbia Hotel-Jenariem

600 EM.

. 830AM.
‘ 600 EM.

&00PM.

Monday, December 9, 1996 Hnfij

Koreans
seek Israeli

partners

from 150
companies

DAVID HARRIS

ELEVEN senior executives from

the Korean-based Hanwha
Corporation, including group

vice president Jac-Won Kim, are

meeting with 150 company rep-

resentatives during their first

visit to Israel this week.
Hanwha is looking for Israeli

partners in biotechnology, phar-

maceuticals, - communications,

banking and venture capital,

according to Industry and Trade

Ministry Center for Business

Promotion head Noah Shani.

Established in 1952, Hanwha,
Korea’s seventh largest con-
glomerate with S14 billion annu-

al turnover, comprises compa-
nies in the chemicals, explo-

sives, energy and machinery
manufacturing sectors.

Company representatives

already have met Industry and
Trade Minister Natan Sharansky,
Communications Ministry direc-

tor-general Shlomo Waxe and
senior staff at Koor Industries

LnL, Gal Israel Ltd. and Israel

.Aircraft Industries Ltd.

Hanwha is a key partner of tiie

Korean government in its com-
munications satellite program.
In September, a team from

Korea's Halla Group visited

Haifa to discuss the possible pur-

chase of civilian satellite tech-

nology.

Of particular interest to Seoul

is Israel’s first communications
satellite, Amos L which was
launched in May.
Two senior Foreign Ministry

officials made a trip to Korea
last week for talks on further

economic cooperation between
. the two .countries. In tiie first .

-nine -month*: .-of tho-ycaa?* -hade

volume -.between Israel J $nd
Korea totalled $551 million, a
figure both sides said they want
to increase.

Foreign Ministry sources said

recently they expect Korea to be
the first Asian country to invest

on a large scale in Israel.

While much hope has been
placed on possible investments
from Japan, these have not yet

come to fruition, with tiie

Japanese saying they are waiting

for regional stability.

The Koreans, it is argued, are

less cautious and will act when
they are confident of a transac-

tion’s future profitability.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

yesterday announced they signed an agreement to jomtiy aevmop --

and produce electromedical technology. The medka? engineering

division is one of Siemens’ larger groups, emptoyrng abom 22,400

people worldwide with sales reaching about S11 million far 1991

Elscmt of Haifa is a medical-imaging company that designs and

manufactures a range of products, including magnetic resonance
imaging- nuclear medicine and mammography syafauus.

.

Jennifer FriedUn

fcraeli delegation In Taiwan: Thc joint economic -

committee between Israel and Taiwan met in Taipei this weekrad -

as part of ongoing negotiations between the countries. The mam
themes discussed included encouraging joim vattnres in bio-

technology, agriculture and space technology. It is hoped, as a

result of the meeting, a series of business delegations will be seat

from both countries. David Harris

World Tirade group’s first conference begins: Industry and Trade

Ministry director-general Yeboshua Gteitman will represent brad
at this week's World Trade Organization conference, begnmiog in.

.

Singapore today.
This is the first meeting of the WTO since it was founded two

.

years ago. Some 5,000 people will attend from more than 150

countries. On the agenda is world trade in information technology.

It is estimated IT sales reached $550 biDion last year. Other
subjects include free tradp agreements and interim agreements on
government procurement.
Originally the delegation was to have been headed by Minister

Natan Sharansky, but he derided to stay home because of (he

ongoing budget deliberations and today’s expected cabaret vote.

David Harris

Syria agrees to buy European airliners: Syria signed a contract

with France to buy six Airbus A-320 planes, official sources said

yesterday. The sources said Syrian and French officials signed Ac
deal on Saturday in the presence of Syrian Transport Minister

Mufeed Abdnl-Karim. The first two planes would be sent to Syria

in 1998, they said. Syria will use the planes to start ffight&to Latin

America and souih Asia and also to double flights to /Gab and \

European countries. The sources did not reveal the value of the

contract Reeter

Major won’t ‘fudge’ conditions for entry ofsin^e Europe:
British Prime Minister John Major made clear that if other

European nations were “fudging” the economic conditions for entry

into a single currency, then Britain would stay out. “If they are

fudging tiie criteria there would be no question of the UK joinixqs,”

the prime minister said. He refused to be drawn info whether

Britain would join the “first wave” of nations participating in the

single currency in 1999. Major also stood by his finance nrimsaar,

ruling out dismissing the pro-European Chancellor of the

Exchequer Kenneth Clarice, as has been demanded by some arai-

European members ofthe Conservative Party. Reuter

Cermm metal,mginpgring miimy: neaqh pay deal: German
_ ^

metal and engineering trade unionjG Mctall said yesterday
,

.

{
negotiatorsfa tiie stale;of Baden-Wnarttegibqrg agenda
which maintained full sick-pay for sop^^OOiOOC^M ttefa
An IGMetall spokesman said a deal bro been readredTbunday

;

night that mirrored a breakthrough earlier the same day in die

smaller state ofLower Saxony.
The news came as representatives ofthe GesamnaetaQ

employers’ federation met in Frankfurt to discuss the deal reached
in Lower Saxony, with Gesamtmetall officials saying before the

meeting that tiie deal was likely to be sharply criticized- Accordmg
to the 1G Metall spokesman, the new.deal was similar to the Lower
Saxony deal “fa all main points.” Aside from the.maintenance of.
full sick pay. wages for workers in the southern part of tiie Baden
Wucrttemberg wall rise by 1-5 percent next year and an additional
2.5% in 1998. Reuter

China has $100m- on the line in EU trade spat: China said

yesterday that $100 million of exports and thousands ofjobs were
at risk fa a textile dispute with the European Union, and it vowed
to protect its interests. An EU decision last month to impose 22.6%
anti-dumping duties on unbleached cotton doth unposted from
China was “groundless and unacceptable,” tiie official Xinhua aews
agency said. The agency quoted Yu Boge, vice-presideniqf the
China National Textiles Import and Export Carp, as saying that “if

no big changes are made in the final decision next May, nearly all

Chinese bleached-cloth exports to the EU will be forced out of that
market” China exports about S 100m. of unbleached cotton fabric

to the EU annually. Mare than 100 Chinese manufacturers and 20
trading companies are engaged in the business. Reuter
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Gold slips as
US stock

plunge fails

to bring
buyers

COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

SHARP dip in the Dow Jones
ln“us5al

.
Average, as well as a
in the Japanese and

fcuropean stock markets Friday
failed to ignite a rally in gold and
sent precious metals lower.
Traders said many expected a

sel™.m world equities to attract
P

j

>r^T° to precious met-
als. The absence of investors buy-mg gold early Friday was a sell
signal for precious metals, thev
said.

J

December gold closed down
2J20 at $369.10. December silver
ended down 8.7 at $4,743.
December copper closed up .05 at
104.90 and January platinum was
down 2.60 at 372.S0.
Boosted by hopes for improved

demand and carryover from a late
surge Thursday, wheat fixtures at
the Chicago Board of Trade ended
with solid gains Friday. Corn
futures settled with slight declines
in light-volume and featureless
activity.

Many observers attributed
strength in the wheat pit to techni-
cal follow-through from
Thursday, when prices sank early
but rallied late to close higher.

Export talk also lent support, in
particular the expectation that
Egypt will make a tender for
wheat over the weekend. Even
though the US is expected to see
little, if any, of this business, the
expected tender appeared to
restore some optimism in the US
export outlook.

December com closed down
1.25 cents at S2.6725 per bushel
and December wheat ended up
6.25 cents at $3.9100 per bushel.

Soybean futures closed steady

to lower on Friday, malting new
lows into the close as soyoil pared
its gains. A lack of fresh news-
pressttred soybeans asthe^roarker"

sorted through the late gains from
Thursday. Without friendly news
to push up the market further, soy-

beans chopped quietly, with the

deferreds holding a light premium
to oearbys. January soybean
futures settled 7 1/2 cents lower to

close at $6.88-1/2.

New York cotton futures settled

higheron the day, Friday, on spec-

ulator buying, noticeably on the

close, according to traders. The
December contract settled 64

points higher at 74.81 cents,

which was the day's high. The

low for the session was 73.75

cents. The March contract settled

51 points higher at 76.11. Friday

was the last trading day for

December 1996 cotton futures. •

Courtesy of Michael Zwebner.

CommStock Trading Ltd.
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“Once again you were at the

front, leading your force, and

now we are here in Deir al-

Maksour having lost a friend

and a fighter, a courageous

Beduin." Levine said m bis

eulogy. "We came to console

and once again we find our-

selves consoled by the family

and the Beduin community,

which with respect, dignity, qui-

etly and with restraint, honors

its fallen." . -

.

Hujeirat is survived by his

wife, their two young chddrem

his father, and eight brothers

and sisters. ,

His close friend and comrade-

in-arms, SL-SgL Kamal Mus^
from Tarshiha village m the

Galilee, a Moslem volunteer in

the IDF, was moderately wound-

S in the blast. Mussa told

reporters that he and Hujeirat

were leading .a road-cleanng

mission and Hujeirat had

climbed a slope to tell him to

check the other side of the route

when the first device was deto-

nated, followed by two others.

At the same time, Hizbullah

gunmen fired several anti-frmk

missiles at the pafroL spa^
heavy exchanges m *e area.

Seven civilians were woimded

in Tibnit village, nortbofrbe

zone, apparently by a dart-filled

shell fired by an IDF tank.

Hizbullah, which has sharply

criticized the monitoring group

for failing to protect LebaD®^
civilians, bas threatened to retal-

iate for the Tibnit ^idcnt.

Meanwhile, fighting contin-

ued in the zone yesterday with

another long-range H^buUah

anti-tank missile attack on a.

South Lebanese Army P^iucii

in the Soujud region, in tbeeast

“m sector There were no c^.-

alties in that incident andwr

and SLA gunners returned fire.

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - US Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin yesterday played down
the importance of last week’s steep slide in
global stock markets and urged investors to
focus on the long-tenn.
“What people really ought to be looking at is

not these kind of day to day fluctuations but
what they think economic conditions are going
tobe like over lime," the Treasury chief said on
NBC television’s “Meet the Press" program.
Equity prices dropped from Tokyo to New

York on Friday after Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan raised the possibili-

ty that the high-flying Wall Street market might
be overvalued.
The Dow Jones industrial average of blue-

chip shares fell by over 140 points before str
bilizing to end the day 55. 1 6 points down.
Rubin said the central bank chief was merely

asking a question about the level of the stock
market, not saying that h had risen too far.
T interpret the chairman as simply raising a

question, not suggesting an answer," the
Treasury chief said. “It is a very important dis-
tinction."

Rubin, who meets weekly with Greenspan to

UN ready to implement
Iraq oil-for-food plan

discuss the economy and other issues, said he
had nor been surprised by the Fed chairman’s

remarks but made dear that the central banker
spoke on his own.
Senate Majority leader Trent Lon was not as

reticent as Rabin in taking on the Fed, calling

last week's stock market slide a testament to

Greenspan’s strength.

“I've always been a little nervous about the

Fed," the Mississippi Republican told Fox
News. "I don't want to bash them ... but 1 think

interest rates should be lower."

Rubin, a former Wall Street executive,

declined to say whether he thought the stock
market had risen too far, despite repeated ques-

tioning.

But he did say that markets follow funda-
mentals over time and that the US fundamen-
tals had been “very good" during President Bill

Clinton’s first four years in office.

What was important now was whether the

Clinton administration and Congress could
woik together to tackle the economic problems
facing the United States, including balancing
the federal government budget.
To help in that regard, Rubin left open the

possibility of adjusting the Consumer Price

Index, which is used to calculate annual cost-

of-living increases for Social Security and
other government benefit programs.

A congressionally-appointed commission
last week concluded that the CPI overstates

inflation by 1.1 percentage point per year,

effectively costing the government billions of

dollars a year in extra pension and other pay-
ments.

Rubin agreed that the CPI was an imperfect

measure of inflation. “The question is, based
on scientific and technical analysis, can we
arrive at a better version of the CPI?

“I don't think that we should rule out a

change in the CPI if, based on a technical

analysis, there is a broad-based agreement that

die CPI can be changed in a such a way as to

better, more accurately reflect inflation," Rubin
added.
Speaking on the same television programme.

US House Budget Committee chairman John
Kasich from Ohio said Republicans were in

favor ofchanging the way the CPI is measured,
but that Clinton needed to take the lead on any
adjustments.

Debts keep rising, but
Americans keep spending

UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) Boutros Ghali earlier Friday said
Secretary-general

. Boutros be was awaiting the Saybolt report
Boutros Ghali is likely to give before making a determination on
clearance for the start of the Iraqi when he would give clearance for
oil-for-food plan as early as today, die start of Iraqi oil sales, shying
paving the way for Baghdad to away from giving an exact date for
enter wor|d oil markets for the starting the plan. “When I receive
first time in six years, senior UN it I will have a meeting and on the
officials said. basis of this meeting we will
Although Boutros Ghali himself decide (when the clearance for oil

was cautious in predicting any sales can be given)." he told
start date, the officials said the reporters.

Dutch-based Saybolt firm late The procedure is for Boutros
Friday found Iraqi pipeline equip- Ghali to give a one-page report to

merit in order, the last technical the council after which the deal
obstacle left before the plan's can go ahead a minute past mid-
implementation. night. New York time, on the fol-

Ax issue is Security Council res- lowing day. At UN headquarters, a

olution 986 that allows Iraq to sell group of oil experts or overseers
$2 billion of oil over six months to who first need to approve any con-
buy food, medicine and other tracts before Iraq can start ship-

necessities for its people, suffering ping the oil. are returning to New
from the sanctions imposed in York next week, an indication die

August 1990 after its troops invad- deal was being readied,

ed Kuwait. Nearly two-thirds of “We’re still iffy on the timing,"

oil sales revenues are earmarked UN spokeswoman Sylvana Foa
for needy Iraqis, with the balance said. “Obviously we are getting

for war reparations and other Gulf closer to the magic moment for the

War-related costs. implementation of resolution 986.

Saybolt told the United Nations But we cannot pinpoint with any
that key oil-metering equipment accuracy when he will be able to

was in “functional” order at the transmit the final report to the

Zakho facility along the Turkey- Council."
Iraq border, through which the Iraqi Oil Minister Gen. Amir
bulk- of die- oil-will -pass, a- UN - -Muhammad Rasheed* said • oil

’Offi<^:^cL”Thttirin^>eCtt>tS bad ^-^xfcertS’would s&rttomorrow; But

:

previously found some of the DjUN -officials ctoWnplayed die tim-

equipment faulty or missing, ing, noting the work schedule for

requiring a return visit this week the overseers was not settled and
to ensure repairs had been carried oil contracts can take up to 24
out. hours for review.

NEW YORK (Reuter) - With the

holiday shopping season in full

swing, it appears the big debts

consumers keep racking up are not

holding back spending as some
analysts had feared.

Americans have added almost

S100 billion in credit card, auto-

loan and other installment debt to

a total of nearly SI.2 trillion as of
SepL 30. up from $1.1 trillion at

the end of 1 995. according to the

Figures from the Federal Reserve.

Credit card delinquencies are also

rising, but consumers keep shop-
ping as if there were no tomorrow,
according to reports from retailers

and other anecdotal evidence.

Despite five fewer shopping
days this season because of a late

Thanksgiving, analysts expect a 5

percent to 6% increase in holiday

sales over 1995's disappointing

season.

“Every indication we have says

per-person spending is up and
people have intentions to spend
even more than last year," said

William Ford, an economics pro-

fessor at Middle Tennessee State

University who also is an adviser

to TeleCbeck, which tracks con-
sumer purchases by check.

Yet many observers, including

Fed -Gov.’ Lawrence Lindsey,

believe the high debt levels
-

are
‘

problematic. “When one looks at

the data this expansion does raise

sometroubling statistics," Lindsey

said in Washington Thursday.
“Roughly for every extra one dol-

lar we’re earning, we're spending
SI. 10. This is not a sustainable

trend."

Private economists, though, dis-

miss high debt levels as a sign of
consumer optimism about the

economy. Some even say die debt
figures are misleading since con-
sumers use credit cards to buy
nearly everything now because
many cards offer airline frequent-

flier miles or other perks for each
dollar charged.
Steven Rrcchiuto. chief econo-

mist at Dean Wirier Reynolds Inc.,

noted that consumer debt as a
percentage of income was actually

lower now than before the 1 990
recession. In December 1989 total

debt, including mongages,
equalled 17.6& of disposable

income. After falling to 15.3^ at

the end of 1993, it has risen to

17% but has started leveling off

the past two quarters, he said.

“The accumulation of debt has
slowed. Therefore, you have to

question whether debt levels are a

problem," he said.

Professor Ford said that while

banks have tightened credit stan-

dards in recent months, credit

was still relatively easy to get
“Merchants are saying, ‘buy now
with no interest until next year',"

hesakt
“Consumers have the where-

withal to spend and the willing-

ness to spend," said Ira Silver,

chief economist at J.C. Penney
Co-
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TASE shares drop
after Israeli issues

fall in New York
TEL AV|V STOCK MARKET

FEUCE MARANZ

206.19
-0.49%

Two-Sided Index

STOCKS fell after Israeli compa-
nies - including Teva
Pharmaceutical Indusmes and
Koor Industries Ltd. - declined or:

Wall Street during the weekend.
US stocks closed lower Friday,

after Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan cited ’irrational

exuberance" in the market. The
benchmark S&P 500 Index closed

down 4.78 points.

The Maof Index fell 0.57 per-

cent to 215-17 and the Two-sided
Index fell 0.49% to 205.19.

“Stocks are down because of
Wall Street, but overall there’s no
panic and investors are waiting to

see what will happen with
America tomorrow." said Dan Alt.

a broker at Tel Aviv brokerage

Nesuah Trading. “Teva and Koor
are pulling the indexes down."
Teva, the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange’s mo^t-active share, fell

1 % in late trading. The drug com-
pany's American depositary

receipts fell to close at 47 1/4

Friday, down 1/4 from the stock's

215.17
>0.57%

Maof Index

six-month high on Wednesday.
Koor fell 1.5*5 in late trading.

Koor's ADRs fell 1/8 from
Wednesday to Friday, closing at

16 5-4.

On the Two-sided Index, Mofet
Israel fund, which invests in

Israeli high-tech start-up compa-
nies. fell 3*7 in late trading. One
of Mofet ’s holdings traded in New
York, Internet software company
Vocaltec Ltd., dropped 3.8Sc

Friday.

Unlike other shares across the

board, banking shares rose, boosted
by the perception that “they’re trad-

ing below their assets." said Alt
“Banks, particularly mortgage

banks, are relatively cheap,"hc
said.’ Mongage banks are trading

at a low price-to-eamings ratio

and investors are seeking cheap
sectors."

On the Maof Index. Bank
Hapoalim and Bank Leumi both
rose 0.25fr. First International

Bank of Israel Ltd. and Israel

Discount Bank closed unchanged.

Web site created for
information on

securities fraud cases
PALO ALTO. Calif. (Reuter) -
The Securities and Exchange
Commission said Friday it was
joining Stanford Law School and
federal judges in northern

California in a bid to provide pub-
lic access to securities lawsuits

via the Internet.

As part of die effort. Stanford

Law School said it created a site

on the Internet’s World Wide Web
that could serve as a clearing-

house for information on securi-

ties fraud cases.

Institutional investors • with
more than $1 trillion in assets'

under management have already

registered for automatic updates

of the Stanford Law School site.

The move follows the defeat last

month of Proposition 211. a
California ballot issue that would
have made it easier to file class-

action securities lawsuits in the

state.

“We would have done this with-

out regard to 211." said Stanford

Law School Professor Joseph
Grundfest, adding that a new rule

would be adopted to foster elec-

tronic filing.

The SEC said judges of the US
District Court for the Northern
District of California have pro-

posed a rule that would require

attorneys in securities fraud cases

to post major litigation documents
on the Internet. The proposed rule

would not oblige attorneys to post

the documents on any particular

site, however, and the SEC said it

would provide on its home page a

list of qualified Internet sites for

such data, of which Stanford
would be the first.

This would be similar to the

way in which publicly traded cor-

porations disclose financial infor-

mation through the SEC's Edgar
site, which was started as a uni-

versity project.

SEC Commissioner Steve
Wallman said in a statement that,

like the electronic access to finan-

cial disclosures, investors "will

now start to have the same access

to information about federal secu-

rities" fraud "cliss-action litiga-

tion:"

Thelton Henderson, chief judge

of the US District Court for the

Northern District of California,

said the court was seeking com-
ments from attorneys and others

on the proposal.

The Northern District of
California is home to Silicon

Valley, and the venue for more
class-action securities fraud liti-

gation than any other federal

court in the nation.

Henderson said securities class-

action lawsuits often require com-
munication with thousands of

people. “In a world of paper-

based correspondence that

process is often slow and expen-

sive," Henderson said. “The
Internet may help alleviate this

problem by creating a cheap and

efficient means of providing class

members in securities cases with

detailed and timely information

about litigation.”

BUDGET
(Continued from Page 1 >

from school and if it becomes
clear that we have to crowd the

classrooms more. I would have a

hard time bearing the burden of

education minister,” Hammer told

reporters before the meeting.

Meridor also discussing the

budget with Gesher MKs. Before

the meeting. Foreign Minister

David Levy said Gesher would

not support the budget unless all

the promises made to the faction

are kept. Meridor responded by

calling for all coalition MKs to

act responsibly.

“The cut has become an eco-

nomic and political litmus test,"

he said. “I don’t remember a time

when we took on such an onerous

responsibility."

The key factor in deciding the

level of the additional cut, accord-

ing to Meridor. was ensuring the

budget deficit is reduced to 2.8

percent of GDP by December
1997. Treasury estimates suggest

the original NIS 4.9b. cuts are

insufficient to achieve this aim.

The size of the additional cut

was only finalized by Treasury

officials after last week's publica-

tion of the budget deficit total to

November (NIS 9336b.). and the

revenues collected thus far in

1996 (NIS 87.1b.).

“Implementing this budget will

guarantee inflation continues to

decrease and that unemployment
will carry on declining," said

Netanyahu last night- “Successful

implementation will lead to large

investments in Israel."

Meridor also convened a meet-

ing last week with leading econo-

mists. who recommended the

need to decrease public expendi-

ture and advised against increas-

ing taxes. Those attending,

including Avi Ben-Bassat. Assaf
Razin, and Victor Lavi, warned
particularly against increasing

taxes on employers, given the

current state of the economy. The
economists also suggested it

would be harmful to cut any of

the budget set aside for R&D pro-

jects.

The Bank of Israel leant its sup-

port last night to the Treasury’s

proposals. An additional cut of

some NIS 2b. is required, the

bank said in a statement. This

would lead to a reduction in the

deficit, which in turn means an

improvement in the balance of

payments and the restoration of
the economy to the right track.

Baisheva Tsur contributed to

this report.

SHARANSKY

SOURCE-

(Continued from Page 1)

sions must be accepted by all sec-

tions of Israeli society. The atti-

tude of the rabbis should be more

positive and more friendly, he

said, and Sephardi Chief Rabbi

Eliahu Bakshi-Doron, who is in

charge of the rabbinical courts,

had been receptive to this attitude.

In reaction, Rabbi Einat Ramon,

spokesman for the Conservative

Movement in Israel, said that by

suggesting there would be no

change in the status quo.

Sharansky was trying to put one
over on Diaspora Jewry. It is

clear, she said, that the religious

parties are attempting to end the

present situation, whereby Israeli

citizens could go abroad and con-
vert to Judaism with non-
Orthodox rabbis, and Sharansky

had not even addressed that issue.

Ramon also accused Sharansky

of failing to solve the problem of
an estimated 150,000 Russian
immigrants, who are not Jews
according to Halacha.

t



Becker stops Ivanisevic
MUNICH (API - Boris Becker

served with devastating efficiency

aaainst the most ferocious server

in the eame and beat Goran

Ivanisevic in straight sets to win

the most lucrative prize in tennis

yesterday.
' Ridine the support of a partisan

crowd of 10.000 in the city where

he lives. Becker routed Ivanisevic

6-3. 6-4. 6-4 in the final of the S6

mil i ion Grand Slam Cup.

The victory earned Becker

$1 S74
* million. Ivanisevic had to

.settle for SSI 2.500.

"I felt e,ood from the start. I

returned well and I was getting my
' first serves in." Becker said.

The tournament brings together

the 16 men with the best record in

the four Grand Slam tournaments

of the year - the Australian,

French and US Opens and

Wimbledon.
Becker, who is ranked No. 6 in

the world, was simply better in all

aspects of the game against the

fourth-ranked Croat, who was the

defending champion.

He never dropped his serve

throughout the match, and never

even faced a break point. He took

just one hour and 24 minutes to

beat the man who has blasted

more than 1,550 aces this year, a
staggering historic high on the
tour. Becker hit 19 aces,
Ivanisevic had only 12.

It was Becker's 49th tournament
victory, and the 30th indoors.

Considered one of the best indoor

players in die world. Becker had

SPORTS Monday, December 9, 1996 The Jems^em-Poa

for Grand Slam Tapiro’s herdies

mam m Eilat

never won the Grand Slam Cup
before.

Becker broke for a 5-3 lead
when a forehand by Ivanisevic hit

the net and converted his second
set point when Ivanisevic's fore-
hand return again found the net.

Becker went a break up in the
first game of the second, this
time with a brilliant backhand
volley that escaped a lunging
Ivanisevic.

Winning almost all of his service

points, Becker cruised throueh the
seL

A forehand passing shot gave
Becker another break point and he
took it with a smash to go up 3-2
in the third.

Ivanisevic saved two match
points, one thanks to a Becker
double-fault, but he then hit a

backhand into the net after a rally.

“He was the reason I lost I did-
n't know what to do, he was too

good.” Ivanisevic said.

FI 1 GRONER

rebound and then nailed a ia;iooi

jump-shot at the buzzer giving

Hapoel Eilat a last-second victory

over struggling Maccabi Risbon

Lezion. _ .

In other National Basketball

League action, Hapoel Jerusalem

and Bnei Herziiya continued meir

winning ways, while Ra anana

upended Holon, and Hapoel Tel

Aviv defeated hapless Hapoel

Safed.
Hapoel Eilat 69

Maccabi Risbon 68

Meir Tapiro grabbed an offen-

sive rebound and then buried a

medium-range jumper at the

buzzer to buoy Eilat to a nail-bit-

the southerners into the mid-sea- and Axdim CI9> I«1

CRUISING - Boris Becker wins Grand Shun Cap in straight sets.

Bulls lose to Heat, suffer

1 st home loss of season
CHICAGO (AP) - Dan Majerle's

5-pointer with 1.9 seconds left

gave the Miami Heat an 83-80 vic-

tory over the Bulls cm Saturday

night, Chicago's first home defeat

of the season.

Michael Jordan scored 37 points

for the Bulls, who lost only twice

in 54 preseason, regular-season

and playoff games at the United

Center on their way to the 1995-96

NBA title.

Alonzo Mourning scored 20
points and Tim Hardaway 16 for

Miami, which had. its nine-game
winning streak snapped Friday by
New York. The Heat has beaten

the Bulls only six times in 39 tries

since joining the league in 1988.

Hornets 94, SuperSonics 92
Tony Smith stole Detlef

Schrempf’s inbounds pass and
scored the winning basket on a

layup with 4.3 seconds left as

Charlotte surprised host Seattle.

Glen Rice scored 22 points and
Dell Curryhad 21 for the Hornets,

who scored the last seveirponrarof
cthe-game to- sweep the srason

series and hand the Sonics their

third home loss of the season.

Pistons 95, Nets 69
Teny Mills scored 16 points and

EASTERN CONFERENCE

tied an NBA record for consecu-
tive 3-pointers in leading Detroit

to a road win
The Pistons, who are off to their

best start ever at 15-3, have won
11 of their last 15.

The 6-fbot-lO Mills, who made
all 12 of his 3-point attempts over

the previous two games, tied an

NBA record when he made his

first long-range attempt Saturday

with 1:44 left in the first period.

His streak came to end when he

missed a 3-point attempt with 1:17

left in the first period. Detroit,

which leads the NBA in 3-point

shooting, was 10-of-20 from
beyond the arc and held the Nets

to a season low in points.

Jazz 104, Naggets 91
Karl Malone scored 21 points as

visiting Utah set a team record

with its 1 4th consecutive victory.

John Stockton and Jeff

Horaacek each added 18 in send-

ing Denver to its sixth straight

loss.- . -

The Jazz led 55-48 at'haiftune

and -steadily built- the lead .after

intermission.

Knicks 89, Clippers 80
Patrick Ewing scored 28 points

and New York, after blowing a 23-

WESTERN CONFERENCE

point lead, scored 1 7 of the game's
final 1 9 points to win at home.

It was the third straight win for

the Knicks as they finished play-

ing four games in five nights.

The Knicks held the Oippers to

just eight points in the first quar-

ter. watched Los Angeles go on a

21-0 ran to end the third quarter,

then held the Clippers without a
field goal in the final five minutes.

Allan Houston had 14 points.

Buck Williams had 12 points and
10 rebounds and Charles Oakley
had 14 rebounds for New York,
which swept the season series.

Bucks 126, Bullets 118
Glenn Robinson scored a career-

high 44 points and Vin Baker had
a season-best 36 as host

Washington suffered its fourth

straight loss

Robinson made 16 of 23 shots,

had seven rebounds and six assists

in helping the Bucks break a two-
game skid.

-His previous career high was 39
points. Baker went- 12-for-17 and

-made-all 12 ofhis free throws- -He
f

also had 12 rebounds in 43 min-
utes.

Chris Webber and Calbert
Cheaney led the Bullets with 21
points each.

Scharf announces
squad to face

Luxembourg
DEREK FATTAL

NATIONAL soccer team coach

Shlomo Scharf has drafted four

new players into his squad as
training preparations begin in

earnest today for next Sunday's
World Cup qualifying group
match at Ramat Gan against

Luxembourg.
Three of the new faces are Betar

Jerusalem players, a clear sign that

Scharf is ready to rely on the men
who have helped the capital outfit

dominate the National League this

season. Veteran Eli Ohana is

joined by Assi Domb and attack-

ing right back Shmulik Levy, one
of the most exciting prospects to

break into the squad for some
time. Maccabi Tel Aviv is repre-

sented by Alon Brumen
Scharf has axed four players

from die squad that played so atro-

natiosal team has toregistera con-

vincing win against Luxembourg,

one of the weaker sides in Europe,

to retain a remote chance of get-

ting into the 1998 finals in France.

Anything less will kill off the

Israelis' prospects

.

Goalkeepers: Bonnie Ginsburg
(Maccabi Haifa). Raft Cohen
(Hapoel Haifa), Itzik Komfein
(Betar Jerusalem).

Defenders: Amir Shelah
(Maccabi Tel Aviv), Alon Brumer
(Maccabi Tel Aviv), Nir Klinger

(Maccabi Tel Aviv), Assi Domb
(Betar Jerusalem), Shmulik Levy
(Betar Jerusalem), Yossi Abuksis
(Betar Jerusalem), Alon Hazan
(Maccabi Haifa), Tal Banin
(Hapoel Haifa).

Midfielders: Avi Nimni (Maccabi
Tfel Aviv), Eyal Berkowitz

son break with a realistic chance

of reaching the final four.

All appeared lost for coach

Moshe Weinkrantz's club after

Guy Kantor and Leadel Eackles

sparked Risbon to a late 10-0 run

to grab a 64-59 lead with only

2:40 to play. At that point, Tapiro,

Joe Dawson and Amir Katz con-

verted consecutive field-goals to

take the lead back, 65-64.

Rishon countered by running a

patient offense that concluded

with an Eakles basket enabling the

visitors to regain the advantage

with just over a minute to play.

The see-saw battle continued,

when Nanad Markovitz, in his Last

game before joining Limoges,

drove the lane for a lay-up with 48

seconds remaining.

It took all of 16 seconds for

Rishon to move back ahead, as

Doron Jamchee buried two free-

throws to make the score 68-67,

setting the stage for Tapiro’s hero-

ics.

Maccabi Ra’anana 94
Hapoel Hokm 80

League newcomers Ra’anana
proved they are for real by- break-

ing open a close game and garner-

ing an impressive home victory.

Barak Peleg (16 points) and Paul

Thompson (15) stormed out of the

second-half gate to lead a surge

after a tight first-half, that ended
with Ra’anana clinging to a slim

five-point edge.

National Basketball League
W t. Pts.

Hapoel Jerusalem 6 3 19
Maccabi Tel Aviv 9 0 18

Pelephone G Elyon 7 2 16
Givat Shumel 5 6 16
Hapoel Hokm 5 6 16
Hapoel Qiat 5 6 16

Maccabi Ra’anana 5 6 16
Maccabi R Gan 5 5 15

Bnei Herziiya 5 5 15

Maccabi Rishon 4 7 15
Hapoel Tel Aviv 4 7 15

Hapoel Sated 1 10 12

ciously against Cyprus last month. - (Southampton), Itzik Zoha&(Betar.*

,

Atlantic Division Midwest Division
W L Pet GB w L Pet GB

Miami 15 5 .750 Houston 17 2 895
New York 12 6 .667 2 Utah 16 2 .889 “J5
Orlando 8 7 .533 4 14 Dallas 7 11

44
.389 954

Washington 7 10 .412 o » Minnesota f II .389 954

PhDadetohia 7 11 .389 7 Denver 5 15 250 1254

New Jersey 4 11 .267 8!4 San Antonio 3 14 .176 13
Boston 4 13 -235 9K Vancouver 3 17 .150 1454

Central Division Pacific Division
Chicago 17 2 .895 Seattle 15 6 .714
Detroit 15 3 .833 Tti LA Lakers 14 7 .667 T
Cleveland 11 6 .647 5 Portland 12 6 .600 254

Atlanta 11 8 .579 6 LACiippers 7 12 .368 7
Milwaukee 9 8 .529 7 Golden Slate 6 13 216 8
Charlotte 9 9 800 TA Sacramento 6 13 216 8
Indiana 8 8 -500 TA Phoenix 3 14 .176 1 0
Toronto 6 12 -333 ion

Out go Felix Halfon (Hapoel-Tel
Aviv), Eli Driks (Maccabi Tel
Aviv), Moshe Glam and Alon
Harazi (Maccabi Haifa). Maccabi
Tel Aviv defender Gadi Brumer
has not been called due to a lin-

gering ankle injury.

After die Cyprus debacle the

- Jerusalero^t-^'Arik • iBennadd^'
-(Maccabi-HaffS), David lAinsaJem
(Betar Jerusalem).

Forwards: Eli Ohana (Betar

Jerusalem), Ronnen Harazi (Betar

Jerusalem), Haim Revivo (Celta

Vigo), Ronnie Rosenthal

(Tottenham).

West Ham rallies to tie

Manchester United .2-3

SATURDAY’S NBA RESUUS:
Nw YoricS9, LA Clippers88
Milwaukee 126, Washington II*
Atlanta 101, Tomato 75
Detroit 95, New Jam 69
Mini 83, ChicagoW .

•

Dallas 96, Vanconrer &S
Houston 123,Ph3aifeiphia 108
Utah 104, Denver9T
Charlotte 94, Seattle 92

SCOREBOARD
NFL- Last night's early results: Tampa Bay24, Washington 10; Chicago 35,
St Lotus9; Atlanta 31, New Orleans 15; Qncfniurti 21, Baltimore 14; Green
Bay 41, Broncos 6.

NHL- Saturday's results: Phoenix 4, New Jersey3 (OT); Calgary I, Boston

1; NY Rangers 4, Toronto 0; NY Islanders 2, Washington 0; Montreal X
Chicago 2; Hartford 6, Buffalo 4; Pittsburgh 5, Anaheim 3; Los Angeles 4,

Colorado 2; Ottawa 3, Vancouver 2; Tampa Bay 4, San Jose 3.

LONDON (AP) - Romanian Florin Radudoln and Julian Dicks

scored two fate goals in just over two minutes to spark West Ham to

a 2-2 draw with Manchester United yesterday, stealing whatseemed
like a sure victory from the defending champions.
With Manchester United leading 2-0 on a 54th—minute goal by

Norway’s Ole Gnnnar Solskjaer and another 20 n»mntA? later by
Dennis Beckham, the Reds looked comfortable.
Then Radnciolu struck with his first goal m English soccer-as he

broke down the left side in the 78th minute and hooked a perfectly
placed ball with his right foot from 15 meters behind United goal-
keeper Peter SchmeicheL
Just over two minutes later, defender Julian Dicks scored on a

Penalty when Schxneichef - lunging for a loose ball- was called for
tripping Michael Hughes in the area.
The draw at West Ham left Manchester United with 27 points,

eight behind league leading Arsenal’s 35. West Ham has 18 points.

Warne, Waugh lift

Australia to win
South African spinner contains India

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VAT:

K1RYAT MOSHE, 3.5, breathtaking
view, 120 som. . renovated, Shabbat ete-

vator. Tel 02-075-1502. 052-633-894.

RENTALS

CLASSIFIEDS
SITUATIONS VACANT M SITUATIONS VACANT

RAMOT HASHAVIM, NEW cottage,
beautiful. 350 sqm, on 1,100 sqm. dot,

Immediate. Tel. Ron 03-540^2632. 052-
734144.

Tel Aviv Sharon Area

Single Weekday - NfS 128.70 for 10 words
(minimum), each addib'onal word N IS

.
SYDNEY (AP) - Leg-spinner

--Shane Warne took a career-best

1 limited-overs total of 5-33 yester-
- day as Australia romped to an

eight-wicket victory over the West
Indies in a World Series match at

the Sydney Cricket Ground.
Warne took 5-4 from 15 balls at

the Paddington end as the West
Indies stumbled to 16 1 all out in

the day-night contest
Australia responded with 162

for two with eight overs to spare
with Mark Waugh scoring an
unbeaten on 83.

Ricky Pontmg returned to form
with 44 in a 98-run stand with
Waugh after captain Marie Taylor
went early for 17.

It was Waugh’s highest score

this season and his best in 3! one-
dayers against the West Indies.

Australia now holds a 2-0 lead
. over the tourists in the fwe-Tesi

series and a 2-0 advantage in the
World Series triangular tourna-

ment, which also features
Pakistan.

Warne, 27, grabbed the last five

West Indies wickets to fall as he
eclipsed his previous best of 4-19

.
against New Zealand three years

- ago. He was named Man-of-the-

J Match.

; Warne moved to fourth on the
' Australian list of one-day wicket
* takers with 105 from 61 games,
passing fast bowling great Dennis
Lillee (103).

The West Indies lost 6-19 from
37 balls and 9-99 after star bats-

I

man Brian Lara - booed onto the

« ground for the second match in a
row - was caught behind by wick-
etkeeper Ian Heaiy off the bowling
of medium-pacer Tom Moody.
Carl Hooper top-scored with 41

but only four West Indies batsmen

made it into double figures.

Lara's form slump continued as

he made 26, although he shared a

54-run stand with opener Sherwin

Campbell, who made a gritty 38.

Lara has made just 104 runs in

his last six innings.

South Afnca-India

South Africa’s left-arm spinner

Paul Adams halted an ambitious

Indian attempt, leaving the hosts

at 204 for six at the rad of the first

day's play in their third and final

cricket Test, at Kanpur.

Adams ended the day with the

wickets of former captain

Mohammed Azharuddin, Sunil

Joshi and Rahul Dravid under bis

belt, while compatriot Bryan
McMillan claimed the wickets of

opener Nayan Mongia and W.V.

Raman.
Skipper Sachin Tendulkar (43)

and Anil Kumble (5) were at the

crease at stumps.

Within a space of 15 deliveries,

Adams had ended India’s hopes of
piling up a big first innings total

and three of India's main bats-

men were back in the pavilion.

Dravid fell first to Adams, the

ball rapping his pads after an
abortive sweep attempt.

Azharuddin gave an easy catch

back to Adams and Joshi, trying to

hook a ball, send it flying to David
Klusener at fine leg.

Before Adams struck, India

appeared to be going fine with

Mongia and Raman putting up a
76-run first wicket partnership -

India's highest against -South

Africa in Test play.

Mongia's 41 contained five

boundaries off 91 balls, while

Raman, recalled into the Test

squad after four years, scored a

careful 57.

(minimum), each addib'onal word NIS
1227
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
19820 10 words (minimum), each add-
UonaJ word NIS 19.88.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 29220 for 10 words
(m'mimum},each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 409.50

YEMIN MOSHE • CHARMING 2 room
garden apartment fully furnished and
equipped, long term, horn Feb. 1. MON-
TbFrORE REALTY. Tel 02-62S-2071

.

HOUSEHOLD HELP HOUSEHOLD HELP

SALES

lor 10 words (mhifcnian), each additional

'

word - NIS 40.95.word - NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS

FOR SALE, ARNONA, penthouse. 180,
view, elevator, covered parking, no
agents, SS50.000. TeL 03-6430884, 052-
787188.

Ra’anana: Unique cottage, beautifully

decorated, prime location

Ra’anana: Exceptional roof apartment,
beautiful view, high standard

EpUffETTOE REST!!.We are the bestllpw btograt and oldest agency In Israel
For the highest quality live-ln lobs
ghone Au Pair International. 03-

CAESAREAH 7, LUXURIOUS Swim-

52650 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 5225.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet central, 20

dWonal word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

sq.m, basement garden, underground
parking. Immediate. 'ISRABUO* Tel

mtng pool, desirable neighborhood. For
guide decision. TeL 08-383-261, 050-
231-725.

IMMEDIATE jobs available,
friendliest fam flies, best cotuflttons, the

NEEDED 1U ENGLISH SPEAKING AU
PaW Metapetet Bve - out tor two ch3d-

f®
1"(12 + 24 months), light housework,

flexible hours, good conditions, refer-
ences required, Netanya Tel. 09-881-
03Z8.

NETANYA, NITZA BLVD., 3 rooms In

GOOD COOK/HOUSEKEEPER FOR d-

ggj

tec^Uve-ln, Engfish/Hebrew. Tel.

WANTED I HOUSEKEEPER / COU-

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet central,

new buflding, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABuIlD. Tel 02-566-6571

.

Shapiro building. Facing southleast 2
toilets, A/C + C/H. Swimming pool park-toflets, A/C + C/H. Swimming pool, park-

ing, modem kitchen, bdft-Jn wardrobes,
fitted carpets. TeL 09861-7779, Tel/Fax:

09-833-1135.

GOOD CONDITIONS. HIGH salary,
far Bve-m/out for 1 girt. TeL 03-5608531.

WOMAN'S HELP NEEDED 12 hours,n.akT A "““cu i£ nours,
8^45 a.m. - 8:46 p.m. daily, coffee to
served morning hours. TeL 09857-6420.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubficatiort; tor Friday 4 pjn. on

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age, parkfog, $495,000. ISRABUILD, TeL

BUSINESS OFFERS
General

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
aup^ flye^tCailraJ Tel Aviv, $750 +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. TeL 03-620-
1195, 052-452-002.

PURCHASE/SALES
General

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before pubficattan: for Friday
and Sunday: 4 pm Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday In Haro.

HAR NOF (CHAFTAJB), 5 rooms, corrv-
GENERAL

OFRCE STAFF
FOR SALE

pleleJy renovated, + terrace + garden +
double conveniences + storage, very

For telephone enquiries please call TeL 02852-3041.

conveniences + storage, very
exclusive to T.K.M. Multi-line.

DWELLINGS
General

HAR NOF. VILLA, must sefl. 300 sq. nu
3 1/2 floors, separate entranoes. SETTER3 1/2 floors, s
BAYIT. TeL/

ite entrances.
02-5638345.

$10,000 +/ MONTH, within 3-6 months
tor experienced motivated bffinguat peo-
ple. Network marketing / direct sates.

European contacts higher potentlaL TeL
08845-8579 / 68) 1W. 949-1397, TeL
03-565-3824 exL 93549.

BOURSA.SECRETARY/
TYPIST (35WJ, lor admhlstrativa/corre-
fporxkmce. Afternoons/fuS-tirm*. TeL 03-

£J®
Hl WE purchase gold, diamonds.

W. 0M10-

a loose Marc Brisker paced Ra'aaana.

a 12-foot contributing 28 potob.
all-around effort. For Holon,

Derrick Hamilton tallied 33.

Bnei Herziiya 87

Givat Shuttael 69

Hosi Herziiya proved it win be a

force to be reckoned wi* m the

second half of the season by giv-

ing another strong performance,

evening their record at 5-5.

.

Uor Ardiai sank, a three-pointer

early in the fust half providing

Herziiya with a 14-12 lead. The
Herzliyans never looked back and

gradually extended the farad until

rhe final buzzer pat Givat Shuar]

out of its misery.

Heizliya's Todd Mitchell (24

and Arditri (19) led a balanced

attack that kepi Givat Shame! off-

guard all nighL

Gerald Paddio scored 23 in a

losing cause.

Hapoel JerasaJezn 98
Maccabi Ramat Gan 87

Gadi Kedar’s first road game as

Jerusalem’s coach happened to be

on his former team’s home court

Adi Gordon (31 points), Billy

Thompson (25) and Dan
Bmgenheimer(I6)aiade it a suc-

cessful homecoming.
Hapoel Tel Aviv 92
Hapoel Safed 77

Demitri Hill’s 35 points coupled

with Safed's foul troubles down
the stretch enabled the Tel Aviv

club to beat the only team beneath

them in the league standings.

Safed's home-court loss alt but

ensured relegation at (he end of

the season.

Tonight, undefeated league

champions Maccabi Tel Aviv nav-

el north to play Pelephone Galfl

Elyon.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals,

Bed and breakfsst,

P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 028611745, Fas 028818541.

RAMOT 03. 5,garden, private entrance,

storeroom, S265T000. Dex&tel Broker.

TeL 02888880a

Tel Aviv

ENGLISH TYPIST FOR fa
Part-time, afternoons. TeL
(Mr. Doron).

WINES
/

POR SALE; FROM Franca. Bavfotafe XNouveau
J,
9?®. and BoSaai vSnSpw ^

•

PART-TIME, ENGLISH MOTHER
13:00 - 17:00, plus Q-TaxL teL
7641.

PERSONALS
Jerusalem

INVESTMENT
DWELLINGS

SITUATIONS VACANT

Tel Aviv

HIBACH! RESTAURANTS EXPANDING.
Seeking serious partners. Tel. 03-641
2138, fag 03841-1497.

Dan Region
personal

DWELLINGS RENTALS SITUATIONS VACANT
OFFICE STAFF .

AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN
i

,rom

Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

KFAR MA’AS, 5 rooms, courtyard, air-

conditioning, solar boiler, 2 bathrooms.
"IteL 03-934-7070.

General

GENERAL

HOLIDAY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
and rooms for short periods, throughout
Jerusalem, low prices. Shea) Informa-
tion service for flats and rooms. 21 King
George SL, Jerusalem. Tel. 02-625-
6919, Fax: 02-625-7205.

PtNSKER, 3, IMMEDIATE, elevator, air

cottfHoned, parking, new. SHOO. TeL
03827-4384, 32873-2433.

DANISH / FINISH SPEAKERS
WANTED, High salary! CaUMalenaat
TeL 03875-8255.

frrpfl TxnM -

• WWT8Pnitovwtirrm

For one of our clients ^
(Duty Free Company \
in Holon bid. Area) %

mrfn 1

PETS
¥ m.

Jerusalem

LOST •>

LOST - TWO SIBERIAN >$&
ggti. TeL 0284Jjwh

SAVlON, TO RENT, targe, very luxuri-

ous vflla + pool, suit ambassador . Ex-
clusive DEH BOTON. TeL 03-534-3356.

Jerusalem

REHAVIA t TALBIEH /ARNONA- 3, ful-

ly equipped, cable T.V., sleeps 7, Tel.

DWELLINGS HOUSEHOLD HELP
ENGLISH SECRETARY Jfflisateni^^pT

Abflffies;

Sharon Area

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or targe family rooms, prtv.
bathroom, T.v/Tel, quality furnished TdL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

SALES

EXPERIENCED HELP REQUIRED to
cars tor 2 small children in their home.
References. TeL 02-667-1949 (NS).

HERZILYA PITUAH, NEW house,
across from sea + possibility tor pool +
basement TeL 0*855-289! 050-231-
725.

OFFICE STAFF
knowledge ofHebrew

wak hours: IfrOO-iaoo

UNRESTRICj

ffiSSnuSI

RENTALS/SALES

BIOMETTUX, MEDICAL EXPORT desk
manager, English mother tongue- ex-
gariMioe in Import/export. C.V. Fax: 02- SSSsaaSfc-

**

SMS

•v ' I.
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CLASSICAL
MUSIC

J^CHAELAJZENSTADT
TTit Jerusalem Music Center
is hosung a roost exceptional
program this week. Titled AWindow to Musical Cultures,

ethnic music program
will provide participants with
a rare opportunity to savor a
wide variety of musical tradi-
uons of the people who make

y the population of Israel
Today s program focuses on
die music of the Spanish
Jews, with the participation
ofamong others, Edwin
Seroiossi and Isabelle Ganz,
while tomorrow’s program is
devoted to Moroccan musical
traditions Each day compris-
es workshops and master-
classes during the day (10
a-ro--l & 3-6) and concludes
with a concert at 8.

THE Warsaw Chamber
Opera, specializing in Mozart
and Baroque repertoire, con-
traries its local tour with
Mozart’s charming yet not
raarnre La Fima Giardiniera,
a vivacious opus which defi-

M^sopraoo Isabelle Ganz is a guest ofthe Jerusalem Music

production
is

S*
the sharpest

tumes and against a rather limited *
ef‘^ daDCmS and surging are cnsp and lively.

Sung in Itahanby a^oSgR>Ush^L
*C

?
CI0?

I^evable
’ the marvelous, and the

will be narrated in Hebrc^bvAdi ?US1C’^ ! d* musjc drat mgs at the mind and the

and tomorrow in Kfar Savaf8^0
^ " KSoEm&£F ^

exhibition FILM
Helen Kaye

ZIONISM? What’s it worth? The comprehensive
Blue and White in Color reflects the spirit and
nature of the Zionist movement since the First
Zionist Congress in 1 897. The lively and audience-
mendly exhibit spreads over die main floor of the
Diaspora Museum on the Tel Aviv University cam-
pus. Take the children (over 10) during museum
hours in the Hanukka vacation.

ADINA HOFFMAN

THEATER

Helen Kaye
LEONARD Bernstein would approve of what
director/choreographer Denni Sayers has done with
thejoint Hahimah/Haifa Theaterproduction of West
Side Story. Gang rivalries aren't pretty or romantic

** THE TRUTH ABOUT CATS & DOGS -
Michael Lehmann directed this fresh, female
reworking of Cyrano de Bergerac, which stars
Janeane Garofalo as a dry wiiof a vet with her own
radio caU-in show, Uma Thurman as her sweet,
empty-headed fashion-model neighbor, and Ben
Chaplin as the man who gets confused and falls for
both of them (he thinks the doctor’s voice belongs
to the model’s body). While the suspension of dis-

beliefrequired to buy the outlandish storyline often
feels mare willed than willing, the film maintains
most of its feathery charm throughout — largely

because the director understands the extremely
slight, basically improbable nature of die tale he's
telling, and never pushes it Audrey Welles wrote
the clever script (English dialogue, Hebrew subti-

tles. Parental guidance suggested.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

1 The cards might be made
stiJTer(8)

5 Note change given and
hesitate (6)

9 The manicurist? (8)

10 Lay feeling under the
weather—all m'(6)

12 Wine church members find

rough stuff (9)

13 Follow directions and
engage in litigation (5)

14 Material obtained from
Central America (4)

16 Order quiet about cut (7)

19 Possibly the leader will

make it clear (7)

21 A city club with aspiration

(4)

24 Coffee, or, if there’s little

time, tea (5)

25 Awfully .decent—not
relaxed though (9)

27 Sticky heavy soil contains

thousands (6)

28 Owner distracted after
vehicle gets crushed (8)

29 Showing craft about
exercise, the tap journalist

runs (6)

30 Contact the head, all being

right (8)

DOWN
1 Writing up about cold
man's separation (6)

2 Medication needed in a car
smash (6)

3 Amusing yet firm male in
charge (5)

4 Chapter and verse after
record is set (7)

6 Serving minced meat and
beans or humble pie (9)

-

7 It’s about a Latin fellow’s

charm (8)

8 Army personnel counted as
discharged (8)

11 Could start with fruit and
a morsel of fried food (4)

15 Cheered when a number
made demands (9)

17 Poor actors accepting chaff
as bedding (8)

18 The protection of cod takes
organisation (8)

20 Eat out in Letdiwortb say
(4)

21 Musicians require time for

dressing (7)

22 Fit to be one of the
boat-oew (6)

23As it may be said, no
good-looker! (6)

26 Appearing before the court
:(5)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Feller, 4 Worker. 7
Spaghetti, 9

.
Step, 10 Ante. 11

Hamid. 13 Orator, 14 Lustre. IS

Nutmeg. 17 Sconce, IB Argue, 20
Rich, 22 Slap, 23 Servility, 24
Laurel, 25 Nimble.

DOWN: 1 fiasco. 2 Lapp, 3 Rigour.

4 Weevil, 5 Rota, 6 Revere, 7

SeBUAtica,S Instantly, 11 Hoees, 12

Dance, 15 Normal. 18 Gravel, 17

5 ullen, 18 Expose.21 Bear.22 Stem.

ACROSS
lLegatee{4)

3 Final (8)

9Permit (5)

10 Guilty party (7)

11 Obscure (3)

13Sprout (9)

14 Resident (6)

16 Messy (6)

18 Efficient (9)

20 Obtain (3)

22 Type ofwindow (7)

28 Pulsate (5)

25 Apostate (8)

28 Border (4)

DOWN
1 Cache (5)

2 Unwell(3)

4 Accompany (6)

5 Largenumber (7)

6TeQmg(9)

7 Sweepstake (7)

8 Small branch (4)

12 NewYork
borough (9)

14 Drinker (7)

15 Nought (7)

17 Written matter ( 6)

19 Behindhand (4)

21 List (5)

24 Free (3)

—

TELEVISION MIDDLE EAST TV
1 CHILDREN®

n CHANNEL 1

7:00 Quartern Srtpptng &0o TV Shoo
££>15:001

631 News in Arabic 6:45 Exetcse Hour 7:00
Good Morning, l$iaa

14:30 The "00 Gub
The A-Teaffl 1635

i Lany King 16.-00

EDUCATIONAL TV

Kitty Cat and
ya. Gal and GA

8:00 Surprise Tram 920
Tommy &35 Jmbo &40 Gaya, i _ _ _
jfcS Gaiganha Brio Without Secrets $-.30
Yarfleats 10:00 Storybreakith^ Name Your
Adventure 11:00 Paaem of Roses (19831 - a
boy hang flan Engteh vftage is haunted by
the ghost rf a boy who Svea in nis home 70
yrore before, wan Helena Bontem-Carter
(7B mins.) 1&20 Andy Has a Girtnend -
Short an (41 mins.) 13TO The OnecSn Line
14:00 Surprise Train 1430 KHly Cal and
Tommy 14:40 Gaya. Gal and G4 143S

10 Withe

Tonight (Arabic) 20:00 Cospy 2025 Mror
2050 l^aior Dad 21:15

DiagncsiS Murder 2235 MaSock 23.-00 CNN
2330 The TOO Ciub 0000 TV Shop 200
Quartern Shoppmg 3.-00TV Shop

CABLE

&30 Cancers 9:00 The Children (rum o^Coira Mano 10:00 Hanukte
Children's Channel 1030 Ocean Girt ii-oo
Hanuwo on the CWdrerTs Channel nan
Minor Adjustments 12.-05 Shesh-Tus i2jn
Hugo 13:05 Free V/rtly 13:35 Inspector
Gadget 14:00 The Children Iron, Oa
Coure Mano 1530 Animaniacs 15-30
Hanukka on the Children's Channel ifi'-nn

Oc&an Girl 1630 Hanukka on the Cfiirtren's
Channel 17:00 Minor Adjustments iT-an
Shesh-Tta 18:00 Hugo 18:30 SispS
Garden 19:30 Three's Company ao-oo
RockoS Modem Life and Ren &
20:25 Mamed With Children
Roseanne2l;1S Lots and Clark

tfJSays 20:30 Nations’, Leacue
Baste&^Gaiij Byon us. Msccobi Te! Avf/-
l./e 2230 English League Soxer

! EUROSPORT

S* Afio*£ Wxv Cup- Fctana frp«)

IS?™. CupT S>vedfrn [rp!i

Steng, Canada (rpj 12-00
RFA World Champonsno K:00
J2w=ri ,5;0° Thanon: Grand Pnx

ifcilifr
1 16:00 Cross Cojrsry Skiing

If™ Jurromg: World Cup. Finond (to
1?;2° Siingp.00 Spore f-tigaane
•1-00 Speedworid 23:00 Strongest Man in
--e (rpt) 00:00 EuroQoato Trf»
vhoc'jng: Whne Goo Cup Fnai. grain 2tf0

Wsnc Champonshp. Scum Alnca

SECOND SHOWING (6)
« PRIME SPORTS

rnv 3 (33)

Ga/garitua 15:10 Without Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15^0 Tmytown Tates 1530 Booty 1&OQ The
Mysterious Island 1&25 DuWeh - he wter-
8C8ve TV tame 1R45 Super Ben 1&55 2ap
to Basel 1&59 A New Evening 1734 Zany
Books - children's Qteracure 18:15 News n

1&00 Cartoons 16:30 Things Winch Cam
Be Sold 17:15 Pancrerra 1S«) Amores
19ri» News in ArXx. 1930 Doctors Tak
20:00 News 20:45 Irtemasiona! Art Magazine
21:15 Date Tec Her ITS Me 11990) - a shy
young man enlists the help of his rawessl sor-

ter in order to win the yl he loves. With
Shefiey Long and Steve Gutenberg. (36
mins.) 2255 Advertures - Man and Nature

22:00 Rase the Red Lantern (Chinese
1991)- Zhang Yimo'S stunmng movie atcu:
a young student who is forced to become ire
fourth wife of a rich man. Wtth Gcnq u nig
nwis-j 0035 On Purge Bede (French, 19311
- Renoirt first taSde. A porceteun manu'acuj'-
er s obsessed with supplying 2M.OOQ chiTi-
ber pots to the army, white h& wite W
obsessed with their baby [60 mire.)

DISCOVERY (8)

Cup 8:00 Golf: Ca»
Open 930 rTU ircihJofi Vrforid Cup 1030
^san Soccer Show 11:30 Wax-reports WortZ30 fteerrycte racing: Asian Road Place
Champonsno. Thaiterc 13:30 Trans Worid
wpor 14:30 Soccer Asian Cup - Japan vs
U^MSttc Svrrsa vs. Dana - tr/e 1930 Gel! 1

.

53r5? »2a' Tour. Souto Africa 21:00 NFL
Z3:30 Chinese League SasKetoaB 1:00
iwemafcra] f/iolorspcns News 2:00 Table
ler.ns- Vugesave Open

: PROGRAMS
1830 Sport 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1930 News Hash istsi
Hanukka careSe 1934 The'
News 5KM5 Popoftica 22:10 Backtrack with
thud Manor 22:45 The Lazarus Man 2330
News 00:00 Verse of the Day

IETV2 (23)

of the Nth
20:00

l CHANNEL

2

1030 Sheley Duvals Faiytales 11:00 In the
Best interest of the Children (1992) - melo-
drama based on the true story of an unstable
woman raising five cfAaren sred by cUerent
fathers. With Sarah Jessica Parker. (100
mre.) 12:40 HoWay Songs 1335 A Matter
of Tune 13:30 AH Together Now 14,-00 Echo
Point 14:30 Tc Tac - quiz show 1S.-00 Super
Duper 1530 Trick or Treat 1&00 Bold and
the Beautiful 1630 Lighting of fifth Hanukka
candle 1730 News Magazine with Rafi
Roshal 1730 Zehu Zeh 18:00 Santa
totera 1930 The Mossad 20:00 News
2030 ITS Nothing - wim Avri GBad 21:45
Dan ShOon Live 2320 Yes hfinisler OCkOO
News 00:05 Night Owls 2:00 They Want to
See Blood 230 Edge of the Shell

1530 Wonder Years 1&0Q The Eye of toe
Dragcn 1630 Nippon 1735 Phenomenal

World 1830 Basic Arabic 1830 Family
Reteoons 1930 Aucden 1930 Vis a Vs
2030 A New Evening - wfih Russian subti-
tles 2030 Cybemews 2130 Ssar Trelc The
Next Generation 21:45 Video caps 2230
Ferrate Perepeewe 2230 Srtuarion - docu-
mentary senes 23:40 Jewish H4ySwism

630 Open university 1230 Arabia- Sand
Sea and Suri. part 1 -The Mountain Bamw

I SBC WORLD

(TO 1330 Beyond ^2000 /rpt) 13J0 He*

FAMLY CHANNEL (3)

World (rpt) 1430 Open Unhrersxy 16-00
Arabia Sand, Sea and Surf, part 1 (rpj» 17 on
New World (rpt) 1B30 Open University 2M0
Seven Wonders of the Worict MetrtEXjfe -
Alexandria 2130 Great Palaces - Tootasa
Istanbul 21 30 Fork in the Road -Arpt-ure
2230 Presumed GioBy - expos*

‘

D | ^
Bntish criming law system 23:00 Seven
Wbndere of the World: Metropolis (rpt) 00:00
Open University

News on the hour 6:05 The Money
Programme 10:15 The Money Programrr^
(rpti 11:00 BSC Newsdesk 1435
Ass^rme.v (rpti 15:15 World Business

: 1530 Asa-PScrtc NewshOur 1630
FOm -36 frpti 17:15 The Money Programme
•Pi 18:30 The Cfctoes Show (rpy 1930

World iratj 2235 The Money
Programme 22:45 Buildinc Sights 23:30
Eartn Repcn 00:00 World News and
cusmess report

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

830 Sisters (TO 9:00 One LZe to Live (TO
9:45 The Young and the Resaess (rpt) 1030
Days of Our Lares (TO 1130 Pena Negra
(TO 12:10 Neightiors (TO 1235 Danas (roll

1330 Sterling at 13C 14:10 ante's Law
1530 Sisters 1550 Days cf Our Liras 16:40
Nerghtxws 17:10 Dallas 1830 One Life to
Live 18:45 The Young and the Restless
1930 Local broadcast 2030 Perta Negra
2030 The Mated Tram 21:15 Ned and
Stacey 21:40 Frasief 2235 Hope and GJona
2230 The Drew Carey Show 2235 New
York Daze 2330 The Larry Sanders Show
23:45 Law and Order 0030 SSr SteSangs
1:20 North of 60

SUPER CHANNEL

I MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

630 Adventures 730 Execufrve Lifestytes
730 Europe 2000 830 Today 1030 Wail
Street Morning Reports 1130 European
Money Wheel 1530 Wafi Street Mom=ng
Reports 1730 MSNBC - The Sae 1830
National Geographe 19:00 Fashicn Fite
1930 The TsKet 2030 The Setna Scot
Show 2130 Dateline 2230 NHL Hockey
2330 The Best of The Tonight Show wch Jay
Leno 0030 The Best of Late Night wrth
Conan OBnen 1:00 The Best of Later wm
Greg Kimear 130 NSC News wttn Tom
Brokaw 230 The Best of the Tone ft Show
with Jay Leno 330 MSNBC lrtem*ght-fya

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

1435 Muppet Show 1430 Darts Army
1530 French programs 16:00 Documentary
1630 Hey Dad 1730 News Bash 1731
Destiny Ridge 1730 French programs 19:30
News heaeflines 19:35 Roseanne 20:00
Disaster Chronicles 2030 Cinema. Cmema
21:10 The Lazarus Man 22:00 News in
EngSsh 22:30 Best Seflere 23:15 The Knack

STAR PLUS

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 per line,
including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

1130 The Dead (1957) - adaptation of
Joyce* Dubfinere (TO 1255 Last Train from
Gun H3 (1959) - Western with Krk Douglas
and Anthony Ounn (rpt) 1430 Ad Madness
1530 Mies from Heme (1988) (TO 16:50
The Switeh (1992) (rpt) 1835 Twsl arri
Shout (Danish. 1984) - nosatfgie tale of two
fnends growing 149 in the Beaties' heyday.
(T02 irons.) 2035 New n the Cinema 2030
Weekend at Benue's (1989) -comedy about
two young men who go to a party and find

the host's body. With Andrew McCarthy and
Jonathan SSveman. (94 rrnna.) 2230 Wteffs

630 NathaSe Dupree Cooks 630 Video
Fashion News 7:00 Kate and Alfie 730
Oprah Winfrey 830 Dynasty 930 Santa
Barbara 10:30 The Bold art the Beauttd
11:00 Burvyaad 1130 Lifeline 12:00 Home
and Away 1230 Lost h Space 1330 Black

I Alfie 14:30 Nathalie

Eating Gibed Grape (1993) - Johnny Depp
joks after his

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre.
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26, 26. For info, call

882819.
HADASSAH. Visit* the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. TeL
02-416333, 02-776271.

stars as a young man who looks
obese mother art retarded brother. (113
rrens.) 0030 Fallen Angels (1992) -a dying
gangster goes to Las Angeles to exact
revenge on the unde (92 rvns.) 1:35 Cfasing
Numbere (1994) (rpt) 335 Texas Chain Saw
Massacre II (1974) - Dennis Hopper comes
up against a rambalistic tribe of chainsaw
aficionados (96 rruns.)

Stefan 1430 Kate and 1

Dupree Cooks 1530Amul India Show 1530
Star News ii Hnfi 16:00 Smal Woruer
1630 The Bold art the Beautiful 17:00
Imtihan 1730 Star News 18:00 Yes. Minister
1830 Chicago Hope 19:30 The Bold and the
Beautiful 2030 Santa Barbara 21 30 X-ftes
2230 Star Trek 2330 Quncy 0030 Oprah
Winfrey 130 Bamaby Jones it
Away 2:30 The Sufflvans

b00 Home art

CHANNEL 5

630 Botfies in Motion 1630 Bocfies in Motion
1630 National League Soccer 18:00
National League VsBeybafl 19:00 NFL- yes-

636 f/cmsig Conserr 9:05 Cofirt McFee:
loccas !cr creheeLra art 2 ptares. Judito
br^'on-. ftuah 1=1 flu* ana chamber ash;
Oscar retereon 2nd his quartet m excerpts
Irtim periom-i-ce ss Blue Mete ctab. Hew

f/ishaei Tipped: The Bfue Guitar
sonata (Tanerttauni], Concerto for double
stnng orchestra, 2in Avne 2 Hymns for cdoe
anc stores 1239 Light Classical - The
Swingles Singers t:ng a-cappetta wrih
Johann Sebastian ana Amadeus 13:00
Twor Har.s Peter Blochwitz -
Mahler/Sehoenperti: Das Lied von der Erde
14:06 Encore 15:00 Cyde cf Works 16:00
Eary muse 17:00 Etnahta - Trre broadcast
from Henry Crown Auditorium. Jerusalem.
Noam Bushman (flute). Hittei Tzon (cettoj,

Mchal Tal (pane), Chen Zimbafista (percus-
sion). H2yor.: Tm tor flute, cello art piano,
Dan Yuhas: For Fluie Soto (premiere);
Poutenc: Sonata for (lute and piano;
Ginastera: Pampeanas for ceito and piano;
Vina-Lobos; The jet Whistle for Rule art
cello: Claude BoTnng: Jazz Sude for (kite,

cello, piano and percussion 1930 Rambow
of Sounds 20:05 A Window on Muscal
Cultures - ethnic week at the Jerusalem
Music Center. Concert no 2 - Sephardi
Jewish Tradaan 22:00 Weber Theme art
vantions for clarinet and arch
(Sioizman/Mainly Mozart/Schneider);
Mozart: Symphony no 31 'Pans'
(Pmlharmonia/Klemperer); Brahms:
Venationson theme ofHaydn op56A( 23:00
JuSt J*77

CINEMA

-TELAVIV .......

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Followirw the
Shock: Graffiti in Yitzhak Rabin
Square: Ten years to the Ministry of
education Prize in Plastic Arts.
Portraits: By a group of Israeli artists;

Virtual Reality: The domestic and
realistic in contemporary Israeli art;.

Face to Face: Didactic Exhtoition.

New acquisition: Two Tiffany Stained
Glass Windows. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Shlomo Ben-David
and Amon Ben-David, New works.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.ra-6 p.m.
Tue. 10 am.-IO pun. Fri. 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Meyerhon Art Education
Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Rock 5 *
Chronicle of a Disappearance 730 *
Linger + Beautiful Thing 930 *
SonderSne 9:45 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall
(Malha) *6788448 Sleepers 1130 am,
430, 7:15, 9:45 * Dragonheart 11 am,
130.4:45,7:15.10 RedaTwo Much
7:15. 9:45 A Time to Km 7:15, 10 *
Babysitterarfipper 11 a_rrt, 130,4^45

Babe (Hebrew dobg) 11 aun,' 130.
"430 •* Jude 9:45 * The Loch Ness
Monster#The Nutty Professor 11 am.
130,4:45,7:15 * Gfimmerl

James and the Giant Pcacht lomeward
Bound D 11 am, 1,5
ARAD
STAR Sleepers 7:15, 10 * The Nutty
Professor 1130 am,5 Rumble In the
Bronx 1130 ajn, 5. 7:45 * Jude 9:45

10
ArS*

0*.** am. 5, 730.

HAIFA
WHAT’S
374253.

ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem; Kupai HoSm ClafiL Straus A, 3
Aviodori. 670-6660; Balsam, Satah e-Din,

S27-2315; Shuafal, Shuafat Road, 581-
0108; Dar AJdavra, Herod's Gate. 628-
2058.
Tel Avhrr Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 ton
GviroL 540-2040; Clal Pharm Gan HaV.
71 ton Gvirol, 527-9317. Till 3 a.m.
Tuesoay: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky. 125 ton

Gvirol, 546-2040. Till midnight:
Sjraerphann Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-
3730; London MJnistore Superpharm. 4
Shaul Hamfetec*. 6900115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Kupai HoPm
Maccabi. 49 Hahayil. 90773a
Netanya: Magen. 13 Weizmann, 822985.
Haifa: Hanassf. 33 Hanassi, 833-3312.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Skntal ModTin,
Mryat Motzkm. 870-7770/3.
HerzQya: Clal Pharm, Beit Metkazim, 6
Masktt (cnr. Sderot Hagalim), Herzlrya
Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight

130,4:45, 7:15 * Gfimmer Mart 11 am,
130 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus St w 5610011
The Brothers McMullen 930 For the
Record 7 Smoidng/Na Smoking 6,

9:15 RAV CHSJ 1-7 ^ 6792799 Credit
Card Reservations^ 6794477 Rav-Mecher
Bufiefttg, 19 Ha'ornar SL Talpiot Jack 11
am, 1, 3:15. 530. 730, 945 * JingleA0
the VttayWThe Quest 11 am. 1. 3. 5.
730, 945 * Courage Under Fbe 945
* Last Man SxandlngtaThe Truth About
Cats and DogaPSpitfis GrfD 730, 945
* Matilda 11 am, i. 3. 5. 730
Homeward Bound lierjaroes and the
Giant PeacMrthe Hunchback of Noire
Dame 1 am. 1.3. 5 MEVASSERET
ZJON G.G. GIL The Substitute 7:15,

945 Jude 7:15, 10 * Muppets
tetandfft Takas TWo 1130 am, 4:45
SMADAR Stealing Beauty 730. 10

GAT Jack 230. 5. 730, 945 GORDON
Sense and SensJbfltty 5

,
730, 10 G.G.

HOD 1-4 » 5226226 Hod Passage, 101
Dcengoff SL Dragortoeart 11 am, 130.
5.730. 10 * The Eighth Day 730. 10 *
The Nutty Professor 11 am. 13a 5
Jude 10 * The Loch Ness Monster 11
am, 130. 5. 730 * St Clara 5, 730. 10
* Glimmer Man 11 am, 130 LEV
Sfeafing Beauty 11 3^1:15.330,4^45,
7:15. 10 a- The Pillow BookOYafcaritailsa
* Tratnspotttng 1,5.10 * Antonia's
Line 11 am * The Truth About Cats
and Dogs 11:15 am, 1:15. 3. 5:45. 730,
10 * Le Afflna EJettive 1, 3, 8 * La
Coremonte 11 am, 3. 5, 730, 10 G.G.
PPER Dragonheart 11 am. 130. 5,
730. 10 * Sleepers 1130 am, 430.
7:15, 10 w Jude 7:15. 10 * A Time to
KM 7:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dislog)

it am, 130. 5 * Double
730, 10 RAV-CHEN»

Dizernaft Center Jingle A8 the
Way 11 am. 1.3, 5.730, 9« * Last
Man StandIngtaRumbic in the Bronx
730, 945 * (towage Under Fire 9.45 +

independence Day 1130 am. 9 *
Janes and the Giant Peach 6
'ASHDOD - - -

G.G. GIL w 8647202 Glimmer
Man^JIngle AH the Why 1130 am. 5,

730.10 * Last Man StandingeCourega
Under Fire 5, 730. 10 * Babysitters
1130 am. 5 The Quest 10 *
Matilda 1130 am. 5, 7:30 *- Babe
1130 am G.G. OR1 1-3» 711223 TVro
Much 730, 10 * James and the Giant
Peach 11 am, 130.5 * Sleepers 430,
7:15,10 * The Nutty Professor 11 am.
130 * Dragonheart 11 am. 130, 5,
730. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL * 729977 Dragonhear
•fflmmer Man 1130 am. 5. 730. 10

8:30 *• James and toe Glam Peach 11

am
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Jack •Dragonheart OGUmmer
Man •Jingle All the Way 11 am. i:30.

430. 7. 9:30 * The QuestOCourage
Under Rre 7, 930 * James and the
Giant PeachVThe Nutty Professor 11

am. 1:30, 430 * Two Much 930 *
Matilda 11 am.. 130, 4:30; 7' •

NESS ZJONA • - r:-. rrn-r-

G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729
,.GWruher

ManWTragonheart 11 am, 130. 5. 730.
10 * Sleepers 7:15. 10 * It Takes Two
11 am. 130. 4:45 * Two Much 10 *
Dragonheart It am., 130, 5. 730
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 n 628452 Steepens 430.

le Wild 11

* Sleepers 430,7:15.10 Legends of
the Wild 1130 am. The

—Bg
e Nl

htham.
DayWTVro Much 730. 10 * The Nutty
Pratesaoh>Babydtters 1130 am.. 5
RAV CHEN Last Man Stancting»The
PaBbearer •The Quest 730, 9*5 *
Jingle AS the Way 11 am. 1.3. 5, 7:30.

945 * Jack 11 am, 1. 3. 5. 7:30. 945
-* Matilda 11 am. 1,3.5 * Homeward
Bound MJames and the Giant Peach 11

am. 1.3.5
BAT VAM
RAV CHEN TWo Much 945 * Jingle

AH the Way 11 am. 1, 3. 5. 730. 945 *
Last Man Standing 730. 945 *
Sleepers 7,945 * The Glimmer Man
945 Matflda 11 am, 1.3, 5, 7:30 *
Dragonheart 730. 945 * Jack 11

am. 1:15. 5. 730. 945 * The Quest 11

am, 1, 3, 5, 730 * Homeward Bound U
11 am, 1, 3, 5 * DragonheaititThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew tfa-

jog^r^am.^1. 3,

5

GJ3. G4L Courage Under FbeBTwo Much
5,730.10 * Jude •Independence Day
430. 7:15. 10 G.G. ORJ Glimmer Man
•Dragonheart 11 am, 130. 5. 730. tO *
Sleepers 43a 7:15, 10 * Babysitters 11

am, 130 * The Nutty Professor n
am. 1 30. 5. 730 RAV-NEGEV 1-4*
235278 JfrigteAO the Way 11 am., 1.3. 5,

73a 945 * Jack 11 am. 1:15. 5. 730.

9*5 * The QuesMLast Man Standing
I
Bound It

7:15,10 * Legends of the Wild 11 am,
130 * Dragonheart*GDmmer Man It

am, 130. 5. 730. TO * A Time to KIN
7:15. 10 * The Nutty Professor 11 am,
130, 4:45 * Two Much 5, 730. 10

11 am. 130 PtAV CHEN
AH me way 11 am. 1. 3, 5 . 730.

945 * Jack 11 am, 130.5.730.945
* Last Man Standing 730, 945 *
Courage Under Fire 945 * Homeward
Bound It 11 am. 1 , 3. 5 * Matilda 11

am. 1.3. 5. 730
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Jingle AH the Way It am.
1.5.7.930 * Last Man Standing 7,930
* The Pallbearer 930 * Matilda 11

OR'V^UbA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Dragonheart * Two
Much®The Eighth Day 730, 10 *
Glimmer MarHSThe Quest 730. 10 * The
Nutty Professor*!! Takes Two®5wan
Princess 1130 am, 5 * Sleepers 1130
am, 5, 730, 10 Sleepers 7:15. 10 *
Gfimmer Man 730 G.G. RAM 1-3 «
9340818 Jingle All the Way 5. 7:30.

10 * Matilda 5. 730 * Two Much
10 * Courage Under Rre 5. 7:30,

10
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET The Eighth Day 030

1 Standing 7;i5. 10 *PARK Last Man

:

Jingle All the Way
7:16.

~
11 am, 1. 3, 4:45.

10 -* Courage Under Rre 10
7:15. 10 *Sleepers 7:15. 1CT * Stealing Be

7:15,10 * Jack 11 am, 1.3. 4:45
Matilda 11 am, 1. 3. 4:45 *
Independence Day 1, 4:45 * Swan

11 am, 3:15

Independence Day 7.945 * The Quest
"

5. 730, 945 * Matilda 11

Upper Nazareth: Dal Pharm. Lev Hair
Mall. 57

-
, 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah On Kerem (inter-

nal. surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology);

Misgav Ladach {obstetrics); Bikur Hokn
(pediatrics, ENT).
Tel Avhn Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen Davhf Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) in most parts d the country. In

addition:

Independence Day 415. 645. 915 * KAHwhcl
_ .Sms 4:15, 945. 930 ONSMTH- CWEMA Th* ^^51 Three Days In April 5*0 Toro 7 11 aJn-

1
2*®* ®; 7' *** ^

* Allen GLOBECITY 930 * Jack IT am, 130, 5. 7:15

AshdocT 8551333
AsNcefon 6551332
Bceraheba

-
827*757

Baft Shomesh W23133
Qsn Redon* 5793333
E»ar 6332444
Matt* 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
KarmW' 9985444

Kfer Sava- 002222
Naftariyar 9912333
Netanya' 804444

Patahilcra-r Minn
Refavor 9451 333
RiShOir 9642333
Safcd 920333
Tel Aviv* S460111
73*03^ 792444

' Mobila Intensive Care Unit (MJCU) servicem the

area, around the do*.

for tourists (in English)Medico 1 heft

177-022-811?

The National Poison Control Center at

Rsmtiam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

a day, for mfonnation in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional first Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tei Aviv 546-11 11

(childrenfyouth 696-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya
862-5110, Karmiel 9866770. War Sava
767-4S55, Hadera 346789.
Wlzo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-646-1133 (also in Russian),
08-855-05— ' — -

7506 [also in07-637-6310,
Amharic],
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Aviv

523-4819, 544-9191 (men). Jerusalem
625-5558, Haifa 853-0533, Eilat 633-

1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7676).

11 am, 1. 3. 5.

am, 1. 3. 5 . 730 * Homeward Bound
(MJames and the Giant PeadMThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame 11 am, 1,3,
5 RAV-OR 1-5 «r 5102674 Opera House
Unzipped 230, 5, 7:30, 9^5 * LoneStar
915. 4:45, 7:15, 9« Dogs Are Color
Bfind 5, 945 * Things To Do In

Grill 5. 730. 945 *
Rtehard 230. 720 G.G.
v 5281131 ® Pmsker a.

430, 7:15, 10 * Fled 5, 730
* Gammer Man 5. 730. 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM Heavenly Joy 5,8,10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAM » 8325755 La
Afflna Etettive*Summer in La Gouietta
7:15, 9.15 ATZMON Mutooftand
FaflsMSmmerMsn«Hed 430.7.915 *
Independence Day

IS 4:15,6:45.
Three Days to April . .

* Allen 930 GtOBECITY
DragonheartBGftnnier Man 11 am, 130,
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 The NUOy Professor 11

am 130. 4:45 * Steepere 7:15, 10 *
The Lor* Ness Monster 11 am 130,
4:45. 7:15 * Two Much 7:15, 9.45 *
Htoper 11 am. 130, 4:45

MORIAH CAFE * 6643654

_ Beauty 7:15. 930 ORLY
11868 Lone Star 6:45, 9:15

PANORAMA Two Much«Jude 7.930
* The Nutty Professor 11 am 430 *
A Tune to ran 6:45.930 * Babe«The
Swan Princess 11 am 430 RAIAGAT
1-2 * 8674311 Jingle AH the WaytSThe
Quest 11 am 1 . 4>«5. 7. 915 RAV-
MOR 1-7*8416898Jack 11 am 130.

4^5,7,915 * The Quest 11 am 1.3.

5,7.915 * Courage Under Ffoe 915 *
Matfida ii am 1,15,7:15 * Jtogte ab
the Way 11 am 1.3. 5. 7:15.930 * Last

Mai Standing 7:15. 930 * Spitfire

GriWSTholhnh About Cats And Dogs 7.

915 4- SpyHad * Homeward Bound
IMIThe Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
detog) •James and the Giant Peach 11

am 1.3,5 RAV-OR 1-3* 8246553 Last
Men Standing 7.915 * The TruthAbout
CatsAnd Dens 930 * Jade 11 am
1:15,4^77915 * Homeward Bound 0

11 am 1,3. 5 * Matilda 11 am 1.3.

5. 7*15

AFULA
RAV CHEN w 0424047 Last Man
SmwflngThe Pdtoeerer 7, 930 *
Jtogte Afl the Way 11 am 1.5.7,930 *

730, 945 * MatUda«Homsward Bound
n am 1.3,5
EILAT
Sleepers 7 Last Man Standing 730.

10 * Jingle all the way It am 5, 730.

10
HADERA
LEV Sleepers 12:30. 7:15. 10 *
Matilda 1030 am.. 1230. 430. 8:15

Last Man Standing 10 Stealing

Beauty 7:45, 10 Jingle all the way
1030 a.m„ 4:30, 8. ID * Jack 1030
a.m. * The Quest 12:30.430.6:15.8

HERZLIYA __
COLONY Looking For RlehardteThe

Thith About Cats And Dogs 98. 10

HOLIDAY jtonnerty DanM) TheBghtiiDay
730 10 STAR tr 589068 Dragonnoart

11 am 4. 6. B. 10 * Jack n a.m.,

3:30. 5:45. 8 * Last Man Standing

10:15 * Sleepers 7:15, 10 *
Homeward Bound U 11 am., 3:45. 530
KARMEL

930
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL tr7677370 Dragonheart
•Jingle all the way 11 am.. 130. 5.

7:30, ID * Last Man StandingOFled
ID + Jeck*The Loch Ness Moruder
•Matilda 11 am, 1:30,5,7:30 * Two
Much ID * Sleepers 7:15. 10 * The
Glimmer Man 730. 10 * The Nutty
Professor 11 am.. 130,5
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL SleeperstThe Quest
•Courage Under FIre*Dragonheart
•The Nutty Professor 11 am., 4:45,

7, 9:30 * Two Muchasteallng Beauty
7, 9:30 * Swan Prlncess*Babo
(Hebrew dialog) 11 am..4;45 + The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialog) •The Loch Ness Monster 11

am.. 4:45 * Glimmer Man 4:45, 7,

9:30 ft Red 7 * independence Pay
7 * A Time to Kill 9:30

KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL Glimmer Man»Two Much 7,

930 * James and the Giant Peach
1130 am., 430 * K Takes Two 1130
am., 5 * Jingle all the way 1130
am.. 430, 7, 930
LOD
STAR Jinote All the Way n am 5. 730.

10 * Courage Under fira 730. 10 *
The Nuny Professor 11 am, 5 The
Eight Day 730. 10 * Rumble In the

Bronx JJ.am

5

NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Mutoofiand Falls

Princess (Hebrew dialog)

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 tr 6197121 Jingle AU the

Way 11 am., 1. 3, 5, 730, 9:45 * Lone
Star 7:15.9:45 + Jack 11 am, 1.3:15.

530. 730. 9:45 Sleepers 7.945 *
Homeward Bound D 11 am.. 1.3,5 *
Matilda 11 am. 1.3.5 RAV-OASJS 1-

3 tr 6730537 Last Man StandlngSTwo
Much •Glimmer Man 7:30, 9:45 +
James and the Giant PeachtaThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialog) •Rumble in the Bronx 11

am.. 5
RAMAT HASHARON
KCMCHAV The Rock * Two Much
7:45, 10 * James and the Giant Peach
11:30 am. * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame 4 * Jumanil 5:45

REHOVOT
CHEN » 9362868 Sleepers 4:15.7.9:45
* Stealing Benny 5, 7:15, 945 *- La

Afflna Eletllve 5, 7:30, 9:45 * La
Ceremonle 5. 730. 9:45 RAV MOR
JackOLast Man Standing 730,945 *
Jingle AD ttie Way 11 am., 1, 3. 5, 730,
945 * TWo Much 945 * Gfimmer Man
945 Dragonheart 11 am. 1:15, 5,

730. 945 Jack n am 130. 5 *
Matflda * The Quest 11 am 1,3,5, 730
* Homeward Bound U 11 am 1.3.5 .

RiSHON LEZlON
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 A Time to Kill 7:15.

10 * Trainspotting#Courage Under
Flre*Feellng Mlnnesota#The Quest
7:30, 10 GIL 1-3 Glimmer
ManMhagonheert 11 am.. 130,5,7:30,
10 * Sleepers 7:15, 10 Babysitters
11 am, 130,4'.45 HaZAHAV Gfimmer
Man*Dragonheart 11 am.. 130, 5, 730,
to * The Nutty Professor 11 am, 130,
5 Last Man Standing 730. 10 *
Stealing Beauty 730, 10 * Jack 11

a.m.,130,5 * Two Much 730,10 RAV
CHEN Jingle Afl toe Way 11 am. 1.3, 5.

730.945 Jade 11 am, 1,5, 730, 9:45
* Last Man Standing 730,945 * Lone
Star 7:15. 9:45 * Homeward Bound
WMatflda 11 2m.. 1, 3, 5 STAR
Sleepers 7:15. 10 * TheSwan Princess
5 * Independence Day 1130 am *
Double Happiness 10 * Matilda 1130
am. 5. 730 * Jingle All the Way 1130
am, 5, 730, 10 * The Loch Ness
Monster 11:30 am, 5, 7:30 * Jude 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Last Man Standing 7:30.
945 * Jtogte Alfthe Way n am.. i.3.
5.730.945 * Jack 11 am^ 130,5,730,
945 Spitfire Grill 9:45 * Homeward
Bound R 11 am,, 1,3,5 * Matilda 11

am.. 1, 3. 5, 730
Phone reservations: Tel Avtv 5252244 Phone
reservations: Haifa 728878 AB times are pm.
unless otherwise reftxuad.



Sharon tells

Treasury : Leave
ministries alone

DAVID HARRIS

NATIONAL Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon called yester-

day for the Finance Ministry to stop

intervening in other ministries’

affairs.

“This style of too much Treasury

interference in the functioning of

other ministries must come to an

end." said Sharon, during a tour of

theArava.
, , „

.

His comments came before Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and

Finance Minister Dan Meridor

appealed on television last night to

all MKs to accept the proposals.

Before this morning's govern-

ment discussion of the NIS 1 .8 bil-

lion increase to the proposed NIS
4.9b. budget cut for 1997. many
ministers and MKs were still in the

dark as to what the Final proposals

would be. However, a source close

to Industry and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky said it now seems

likely each minister will he asked to

decide where to make the addition-

al CUL

In response, the Defense Ministry

told The Jerusalem AwfThe budget
needs -to be increased. This is cur-

rently on the agenda. What die gov-
ernment decides will be final."

. While rumors are rampant as to

where the new cuts will be made,
some sources in the Finance
Ministry and Knesset suggested the

largest reductions in spending will

come in the construction, social and
education budgets.
Meridor has indicated there will

be certain compromises when die

final proposals are presented to the

cabinet today. These could appear
in charges for doctor’s appoint-
ments and child-benefit allowances.
Health Ministry spokesman Effie

Lahav denied a report in yester-

day’s Ha’am; that claimed Health
Minister Yehoshua Matza had
agreed with Meridor not to impose
a charge on doctor’s visits: "The
Minister said be guesses there will

be no. charge - that is all,” said

Lahav.
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President Ezer Weizman looks on last night as his wife, Reuma, shakes hands with wounded soldierJGQ Achtenberg.At the Hanukka

candle lighting at Beit Hanassi, Weizman said there is *100much prattle about motivation’m the IDF, whose soldiers now are bet-

ter than those of his own ‘generation of ’48.’ (kmeitmui)

Initially. Budget Department head

Ran Kroll said the cuts would be

made proportionately across the

board, but several ministries, in par-

ticular Defense, made it clear they

will oppose further cuts.

Netanyahu confirmed last night

there would be no additional cut to

defense spending.

Top IDF officers last month said

they had arrived at an understand-

ing with the Treasury that would
leave their budget unaffected by the

new cuts, having already agreed to

a NIS 825m. reduction .for next

year. However, “nothing is definite

concerning the IDF budget,”

Finance Ministry spokesman Eli

Yosef said late last week.

Throughout the protracted negoti-

ations, there has. been a' persistent

rumor that Netanyahu and Meridor
will have to increase taxes, either

by boosting VAT to 18 percent or

reducing National Insurance sup-

port to employers. Netanyahu
staked his reputation on eschewing
a tax rise during a July gathering of

-

economic experts at Caesarea,

when he said “read my lips [there

will be nonew taxation].”
’ Former finance minister Avraham
Sbobat (Labor) said last night he
thinks there will .eventually be an

increase in taxes. “What the prime
minister , and finance minister' are

requesting will not be.appioved by
the coalition,” he told reporters.

Histadrut calls labor dispute

over proposed budget cuts
•HISTADRUT leaders yesterday decided on a

nationwide labor dispute as a prelude to a gener-

al strike in two weeks, unless the government

modifies its proposed budget cuts.

The labor dispute enables workers to stage

protest meetings and other sanctions in work

places. El ATs union intends to stage a 24-hour

warning strike next week.

The Histadrut leaders met the heads of tbe

large unions, who urged immediate action

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

Histadrut ChairmanMKAmir Peretz said “not

only has the Treasury failed to reduce the dra-

conian measures it fried to pull in the first budget

proposal now it’s adding another decree- a NIS
2 billion cul And they admit it will fall wholly

on die backs of. the employees, while the

Degel Hatorah holding off budget threats - for now
IT is not true that Degel Hatorah

bas threatened to vote against the

budget, Knesset Finance

Committee chairman Avraham
Ravitz (United Torah Judaism)

said yesterday.
' Ravitz, who is Degel’s senior

MK, told reporters that, although

the party is concerned over die

erosion in yeshiva budgets, it has

not and will not make threats at

EVELYN GORDON

added. “But 1 am certain that the

budget will pass.”

The committee took another

small step towards this goal yes-

terday by giving conditional

approval to a NIS 64 pupils’

health care fee. Initially, coali-

tion members had been divided

this stagersme there is asyet no - over >this-issue, but yesterday

ilies with five children, for

instance, to pay more than NTS
300 a year. Ravitz said.

The committee also agreed that

hospital payments for childbirth

would be made directly by the

National Insurance Institute, as

they were before the National

results in late payments.
.

-

However, the committee
deferred discussion of more sub-',

stantial changes in tire National
Health Law- yesterday; after

Health Ministry
.

Director-

General Gabi Barabash said that,

since the relevant Treasury offi-

cials were all on- vacation last

week, no progress was made in

negotiations with the Treasury.

DELMAN employers cake none of the burden.”
" Fteretz said die Histadrut opposes cuts in child

die government and supported the strike allowances, education, housing and National

Insurance allocations to pensioners, taxes on
Amir Peretz said “not pensioners and a proposed hike in medical fees

td to reduce the dra- and health taxes.

mil in the first budget The Histadrut is also determined' to fight die

lother decree- a NIS government’s proposals on pension plans ami

nh it will fall wholly change work agreements, as well as the privati-

iployees, while the zation initiatives at tbe workers’ expense.

Ran Cohen calls for Ethics

Committee to probe Shas mail abuse
UAT COLLINS
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MK Ran Cohen (Meretz). chair-

man of the Knesset’s State

Control Committee, has said he
will ask the Knesset Ethics

Committee and die speaker to

examine taking disciplinary

action against Shas leader Aryeh
Deri. He reportedly used the

15,000. They were sent just

before Hanukka and contained
greetings from Deri, Shas mentor
Ovadia Yosefand Kaduri.

The incident was exposed last

week.
Cohen called the mailing by

Shas “scandalous and a cynical
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reason to believe an amicable

solution cannot be found.

“That doesn’t mean we won’t
threaten [at a later stage],** he

they decided to approve the fee if

the Treasury would agree to set a

cap for families with many chil-

dren. It is not fair to expect fam-

past two years, the Nil has been
paying the hospitals via the

health funds, which adds unnec-

essary bureaucracy and often

criticized the Treasury for per-

mitting key staffmembers to take,

vacation at such a critical time of
the year.
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Knesset’s free, postal, service _tp__ abuse of parliamentary privileges
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send 110,060letters to those peo-
ple who received amulets from
Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri during the

election campaign.
The letters reportedly were sent

- at no cost to Deri - from the

Knesset post office, although the

quota for free mail for MKs is

and rights.” He recalled that MKs
were reminded of the limits to the

free mail service after LaborMK
Ra’anan Cohen sent 300.000 let-

ters to demobilized soldiers sev-

eral years ago when be was trying

to pass a bill improving their

rights. ... .

Winning cards .
i:

In yesterday's daily Chance draw-

ing, die winning cards were the

seven ofspades, the nine ofharts,

the queen of diamonds and the

seven of clubs.

Deri’s lawyer demands
copy ofGidron report

Maestro Valery Gergiev
KING SOLOMON HOTEL - NETANYA

The Orchestra and Choir of "Kirov" Opera House - St. Petersburg
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Enjoy the luxury of this superb hotel

with sauna, fitness room
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All roomswith TV, radio,

private bathroom, air conditioning

& unique Mediterranean views.

Price Indudaa b/b, occupancy In double room

g (*VAT not Inducted). Min. 2 nights at weekend.

« Tel: 09-338444
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SHAS MK Aryeh Deri's lawyer,

Dan Avi-Yitzhak, demanded a

copy of the Gidron Committee’s

findings regarding allegations die

police and die General Sccmity

Service leaked information to

other defendants m the Deri trial.

Tbe Jerusalem District Court is to

make a decision on tbe issue today.

Prosecutor Yehoshua Resnick
objected to the request, saying die

committee’s findings are irrelevant

to the trial, in which Deri is

charged with fraud, bribery and

breach of trust. (Itim)

Traffic Violations.

One Pays For Them

The fire of Toscanini,

11)e finesse ofAbbado, theflamboyance of
Celibidache... Gergiev is a powerful

generator ofmusic ’
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DEARLY Answer

The rates of the penalties for traffic violations have been Increased
by hundreds of percents:
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Entering an intersection on a red light NIS 1000
Driving at excessive speed on an urban road:——^up to 20 km/h above the speed limit NiS 270

21 -30 km/h above the speed limit NIS 7S0
31 km/h or more above the speed limit Court Summons

on an inter-city road:

—up to 25 km/h above the speed limit NIS Z70
'

——26 - 40 km/h above the speed limit NIS 750__
_—41 tari/h or more above the speed limit Court Summons
Conversing while driving on a telephone without a
loudspeaker NIS 750 :

Driving on the shoulder of the road NIS 500
'

.

Overloading a truck NIS 1000 .

Parking in a place designated for the disabled NIS 270_
Driving a truck or public vehicle beyond the time allowed NIS 500
Dangerous; overtaking NIS 750

safe IhereKoatfone

AmettaEqireB.

The Ministry ofTransport
RoadSafety Administration

Israel Police

Traffic Department


